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Rare-earth nickelate (RNiO3) materials exhibit metal-to-insulator transitions at given 
critical temperatures, which are highly correlated to the relative radii of the rare-earth 
elements to the radius of nickel. In this work, La1-xEuxNiO3 (LENO) single crystal thin films 
were grown by molecular beam epitaxy for the first time to understand how epitaxial strain 
correlates to the metal-to-insulator transition.  These thin films showed transition 
temperatures that trended well with previous research on their bulk counterparts.  However, it 
was found that films grown under tensile strain (~1%) transitioned at much higher 
temperatures than films grown under the same amount of compressive strain, while films 
under severe amounts of tensile strain (>2.5%) remained insulating from 1.8 K to 400 K. 
This is due to the elongation of the in-plane Ni-O bonds which dominate the electron 
conduction path.  
During the course of this research the tolerance to cationic off-stoichiometry was also 
studied in LaNiO3 films. Typically it was assumed that films with defects were more resistive 
than more crystalline films, however it is rare to find a cationic composition study on 
complex oxide thin films. In this work Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry and 
electronic transport measurements were utilized to show that LaNiO3 films with a La:Ni ratio 
of 0.75 can be more conductive than films with more stoichiometric cation ratios. This non-
trivial behavior is attributed to an increase in electronic bandwidth brought on by a 
shortening of the Ni-O bonds. These Ni-O-Ni bond angles and lengths are heavily correlated 
to the macroscopic properties, and in all perovskites these B-O-B parameters are critical for 
understanding physical behavior.  
    xvii 
 
A final effort of this work was to develop a program capable of solving for these 
angles and bond lengths through the use of synchrotron diffraction of half-order Bragg peaks. 
My program was shown to work with rhombohedral systems and more structurally complex 
orthorhombic perovskites, in which the origin of the half-order peaks arises from both 
octahedral rotations and A-site displacements. Using this program the structure of LaGaO3 
films strained to SrTiO3 was solved. This program will be available for all perovskite thin 
film researchers after being thoroughly vetted. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Background 
1.1 The Perovskite Crystal Structure 
 
Perovskites are materials that assume the atomic structure of the Perovskite mineral, 
CaTiO3.  Interest in studying perovskites has grown significantly due to their desirable 
properties such as ferroelectricity, high-temperature superconductivity, high-temperature 
magnetic ordering, complex electronic transitions, and ion mobility.
1-6
  The basic unit cell for 
the perovskite oxides can be described as a cubic, or pseudo-cubic, structure with the formula 
of ABO3.  This structure consists of an A-site cation which sits on the corners of the cube, and 
a BO6 octahedra where the B-site cation occupies the center of the cube and is encompassed 
in an octahedron of oxygen anions, each of which sit on a face of the cubic cell, as shown in 
Figure 1.
7
 The perovskite structure can accommodate a large portion of the stable elements in 
either the cation or anion site.  Figure 2 is a periodic table with a color coded overlay 
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Figure 1: ABO3 perovskite structure with tilted oxygen from Ref. 7. In this figure the A-sites are 
represented by the larger golden atoms, the B-site is the centrally located atom, and the anions form 




Figure 2:  Common elements in ABO3 perovskite oxides.  The atoms highlighted in red are common 





Not every combination of an A-site and B-site element on Figure 2 will form a 
perovskite.  The ability for compounds to form the perovskite structure is related to the 
relative radii between the A-site element, the B-site element, and the oxygen ion in the 
following fashion, 
                                Chapter 1: Introduction and Background 3 
 
                                                       𝜏 =  
𝑟𝐴+𝑟𝑜
√2(𝑟𝐵+𝑟𝑂)
,                                                                1 




 The equation for tolerance factor can be computed through simple geometry.  In the 
ideal cubic perovskite structure there are two close-packed directions.  The B-site atom 
touches neighboring oxygen.  Additionally, the oxygen atoms touch the corner occupying A-
site atoms whose radii can be used with the Pythagorean Theorem to determine the lattice 
parameters.  Equation 1 is a ratio of the two methods for determining the lattice parameter, 
assuming the close packed directions in Figure 3 and oxygen ions are located at the center of 
cubic faces: 









.                                           2 
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Figure 3: Derivation of the tolerance factor for an ABO3 perovskite.  The oxygen atoms are red, B-site 
atoms are green, and A-site atoms are blue.  The ideal cubic perovskite has two close-packed 
directions, the [100] through the body center and the [011] diagonally through the cubic faces. 
 
     
A tolerance factor of 1 promotes the ideal, cubic, perovskite structure shown in 
Figure 3, while the structure changes to orthorhombic as the tolerance factor decreases. A 
structural diagram of this is shown in Figure 4, structures with tolerance factors higher than 1 
are tetragonal or hexagonal in structure.
11,12
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Figure 4: Evolution of the perovskite structure as tolerance factor, τ, increases.  Left to right: 
orthorhombic LaFeO3, cubic SrTiO3, and hexagonal BaSiO3.
11,12
     
  
 
The structure of the perovskite system is an important aspect as the functional 
properties can be tailored by subtle changes in symmetry.  Figure 1 shows an ABO3 unit cell 
with a rotated BO6 octahedron.  These octahedra can be rotated along the pseudocubic ab, 
and c axes; the rotational magnitude along these respectively axes is given by , , and .  An 
increase of the B-site atom radius, or a decrease in the A-site cation size, will decrease the 
tolerance factor.  The unit cell does not expand enough to compensate for the larger B-site 
atoms so the octahedra rotate to compensate.  The A-site can, however, be displaced from the 
ideal corner position as the tolerance factor decreases. 
Although the structure changes from cubic to rhombohedral or orthorhombic, all 
structures can be described as cubic or pseudocubic by altering the reference frame such that 
the (011) of the orthorhombic structure is the (001) of the pseudocubic structure.  Figure 5 3 
shows the same material, LaFeO3 along the orthorhombic [001] and [011] directions.   The 
                                Chapter 1: Introduction and Background 6 
 
pseudocubic structure on the right is typically used in discussion due to the ease of describing 
the structure through Glazer notation.
13
   This notation describes pseudocubic structures by 
identifying tilt patterns in octahedra and inequalities in axis parameters.  Formatting for 






 format, where a, b, and c refer to inequalities in rotational 
magnitudes, while x, y, and z refer to the tilting patterns along the x, y, and z axes.
13
  LaFeO3 






 as the rotation angles along the pseudocubic a and b axes are 
nearly identical.  A negative superscript (-) denotes that neighboring octahedra along specific 
axes alternate out-of-phase; this is demonstrated in the right side of Figure 5.  A positive 
superscript  denotes octahedra that rotate in the same direction along a given axis (in-phase 
rotation), as shown in Figure 6.
14
  A superscript zero indicates that no rotation occurs along 
that axis.  A summary of this notation system and how each rotational pattern corresponds to 
a space group for bulk, unstrained perovskites is shown in Table 1.  Note that α, β, and γ in 
Table 1 refer to the angles of the unit cell and not the magnitudes of octahedral rotation 
shown in Figure 1.   
These magnitudes of rotations cal alter the pseudocubic subcell lengths, such as ap, by 
a factor of the cubic cell parameter, a0, multiplied by the cosines of the magnitudes of 
rotations along the b and c directions, for example, ap = a0 cos()cos().  The oxygen offset 
due to these rotations is discussed in Chapter 5, and can be used to determine both bond B-O-
B bond angles and B-O bond lengths if the pseudocubic unit cell parameters are known.
14
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Figure 5: Orthorhombic (left) and pseudocubic out-of-phase rotation axis (right) LaFeO3.  Here the 
oxygen atoms are red, lanthanum is green, and iron is brown.  In the pseudocubic figure polyhedral 
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Table 1: Summary of Glazer notation for all possible tilt patterns and the corresponding space groups 
for pseudocubic perovskite oxides.
15
 Note that these relationships were developed for bulk oxides 
with undistorted octahedra. 
























































































































































 a = b= c Pm3m 
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1.2 Electronic Structure  
 
 Electronically each atom in the perovskite has a task.  The anion provides the net 
negative charge, for oxides with O
2-
 the net negative charge is -6.  The valences of the A-site 
and B-site atoms must negate the -6 charge of the oxygen.  The d-shell in the B-site cation is 
typically the valence shell. The d orbital is capable of accommodating ten electrons.  In 
perovskite compounds with octahedral bonding, these orbital states from the B-site cation are 
divided into the low energy t2g and higher energy eg orbitals.  These orbitals are shown in 




Figure 7: Representations of the spatial electronic distributions in eg and t2g 3d orbitals of perovskite 












Figure 8: Crystal field splitting of the 3d orbital in an octahedral environment. 
 
The reasons for this non-degeneracy deal with the proximity of the B-site cation and 
the oxygen anion.  The eg suborbitals in the d-orbital are closer in proximity to the oxygen 2p 
orbital, and filling the closer orbitals will cost energy to overcome Coulombic repulsion.
17
 
This behavior is called Crystal Field Splitting (CFS).   Orbital filling starts with the lower 
energy t2g states; depending on the relationship between the CFS energy, Δ, and the intra-
atomic exchange energy, J, the electrons will first either populate the majority spin eg orbitals 
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or minority spin t2g orbitals.  Figure 9 shows a comparison between these two potential 




Figure 9:  Comparison between the CFS energy () and intra-atomic exchange energy (J) for the high 
spin and low spin states.  An oxygen anion is shown to the left to illustrate that CFS only happens due 













 orbitals, controlled by proximity to 
the oxygen anion, can affect the behavior of the material, which is an important distinction 
when considering how the lattice distorts under certain scenarios.  For instance, a single eg 








 orbital will lead to a Jahn-Teller distortion.  These distortions 
are discussed in section 1.3. 
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 Typically when the Fermi level lays across a partially filled band a material will have 
metallic behavior. However, this is not always the case. Mott insulators are materials which 
have partially filled electron orbitals but have significant energy requirements for additional 
electrons to be added to the bands.  This is due to Coulombic repulsion within the orbitals 
which conventional band theory does not take into account.  In Mott insulators, the highest 
filled and lowest unoccupied bands derive from electrons with the same orbital character. 
LaTiO3 is an example of such a material, in which both the valence band and conduction 
band states are dominated by d-orbital states.
18
 In contrast, in a charge transfer insulator, 
electronic transitions occur between the oxygen 2p orbital and transition metal 3d orbital.
19
  
The difference between these two classes of insulators is shown schematically in Figure 10. 
Notable aspects of the band schematics in Figure 10 are the charge transfer gap, ΔCT, electron 
correlation energy, U, and the electronic bandwidth, W.   
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Figure 10: Various electronic band diagrams for transition metal oxides. Figure taken from Ref. 
20
. 





1.2.1 Defects in Perovskites 
   
 Oxygen vacancies are one of the most common and important point defects in 
perovskites. Producing oxygen vacancies has a two-fold effect.  First, as electronic 
conduction occurs through the BO6 octahedra, removal of oxygen ions will interrupt 
conduction pathways and reduce the coordination number of the B-site cations.  Second, the 
material will work to remain neutral, and losing O
2- 
will therefore force the cations into lower 
oxidation states.  In addition to the electronic implications of changing the band filling of the 
B-site orbitals, this will also increase the B-site ionic radii causing structural ramifications.  





Figure 11: Effects of oxygen deficiencies in the LaNiO3- perovskite.  On the left figure, oxygen 
stoichiometries range from δ = 0 - 0.14.  More severe deficiencies are shown in the figure on the right 






Schottky defects are pairs or groups of vacancies which leave the host material 
electronically neutral.  Frenkel defects involve a vacancy/interstitial pair.  The perovskite 
structure is dense, and interstitial defects require high energy.  It is not likely that Frenkel 
defects exist in significant amounts within a perovskite material.
23
 
 Typically in a perovskite, the A-site ion is much larger than the B-site ion.  An anti-
site defect is an instance in which the A ion sits on a B-site, or vice versa.  As the tolerance 
factor decreases, that is as the B and A radii become more similar, these defects become more 
favorable than simple vacancies or Schottky defects.
23,24
  Figure 12 shows both types of anti-
site defects in an ABO3 perovskite. 





Figure 12: Anti-site defects in a single unit cell of an ABO3 perovskite.  The nomenclature of BA is 




 Ruddlesden-Popper (RP) defects, , involve the local absence of a plane of B-site 
atoms yielding a local structure that mimics the A2BO4 RP phase shown in  Figure 13(left).
25
  
Structurally, this phase is similar to the ABO3 with an extra layer of A atoms laterally offset 
by half of a unit cell.  The schematic and TEM image in Figure 13(right) show a RP defect in 
BiMnO3.
26
 The missing manganese layer and an offset of the bismuth ions can be seen.  The 
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Figure 13: The crystal structure of A2BO4 layer perovskites (left), a local RP defect in an ABO3 
perovskite (right). Figure taken from Refs 25 and 26. 
 
 
1.3 RNiO3 Compounds 
1.3.1 MIT and Charge Disproportionation in RNiO3 
 
Rare-earth nickelate perovskites (RNiO3), barring LaNiO3, have received 
considerable interest due to the metal-to-insulator (MIT) transition they undergo as a function 
of temperature.
27
  At the critical temperature T* the nickelate undergoes a first order 
transition below which the resistivity increases exponentially with decreasing temperature. 
T* is determined by the relative size of the rare-earth element, as can be seen in Figure 14.  
The metal-to-insulator transition in the rare-earth nickelates had first been discovered in 
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Figure 14: Resistance vs temperature plot demonstrating the MIT in RNiO3 perovskites (left).  Phase 
diagram of the metal-to-insulator transition temperature as a function of rare earth ionic radii in bulk 






Among bulk rare-earth nickelates LaNiO3 is the only nickelate to not undergo a MIT, 
and it is also the only rhombohedral ( cR3 ) nickelate.  Substituting smaller rare-earth ions 
into the A-site produces orthorhombic structures. This distinction is important as the 
mechanism behind the MIT is structural by nature, and involves a subtle orthorhombic to 
monoclinic phase transition as the material becomes insulating.
30
  The structural transition is 
coupled with a charge-disproportionation transition in which the RNiO3 lattice is broken into 
two overlapping sublattices with neighboring nickel ions alternating charge states, such that 
                                                    2Ni
3+
 → Ni3-δ + Ni3+δ.31                                                     3. 
  





Table 2: Structural parameters of ternary RNiO3 peroskites.
32
 








La cR3  1.935 165.2 3.835 
Sm Pbnm 1.954 152.6 3.767 
Eu Pbnm 1.955 151.6 3.744 
Gd Pbnm 1.956 150.6 3.720 
Dy Pbnm 1.961 147.8 3.682 
Ho P21/n 2.005 147.2 3.664 




Slight volumetric changes occur between neighboring oxygen octahedra as the 
‘breathing’ behavior of octahedra in the metallic phase is frozen when electrons become 
localized.
4,33-36
  These volumetric changes are due to the difference in Ni-O bond lengths 
(ΔdNi-O ≈ 0.004 Å) in the two distinct sublattices, as Ni
3+δ 
is smaller than Ni
3-δ
 which is 
represented in the left portion of Figure 15.
37
   
Magnetically, RNiO3 compounds are antiferromagnets.  In the charge 
disproportionated state, the magnetic moments between neighboring nickel ions are not 
equal, due to the difference in charges. Figure 16 shows the orbital filling in a nominally eg
1
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Figure 15: 2D representations of the charge disproportionated state (left) and Jahn-Teller distortions 
(right) in an ABO3 perovskite.  Here the A-sites are denoted by blue circles, the B-sites as yellow 
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Typical Mott-Hubbard transitions involve d-d band gap transitions in which the gap 
results from the Coulombic interactions, U, of electrons.  This holds true for materials such 
as the titanates and vanadates, however for materials such as the cobaltates, nickelates, and 
cuprates the band gap has a reliance on the electronegativity of the anion.
19
  This suggests 
that the charge transfer gap, Δ, is responsible for the insulating behavior, and that transitions 
are not purely d-d as in the titanates and vanadates, but exhibit mostly 3d-2p character.  Due 
to this, the proximity of nickel ions to oxygen ions plays a large role in the band gap in 
RNiO3 materials.  As the ions become closer, electron orbital overlap increases, which 
increases the electronic bandwidth, W ~ cos
2 / d3.5, where W is the electronic bandwidth, d is 
the Ni-O bond length, and is the Ni-O-Ni bond angle.   
 One way to alter d and  is through isovalent substitution of the A-site cation, which 
in turn can tailor the MIT T*.    Figure 17 shows the temperature dependent resistivity of the 
La1-xEuxNiO3 (LENO) materials system along with the LENO transition temperatures 
imposed on the nickelate phase diagram.  Tolerance factors of the LENO system were 
calculated using equation 1 and plotted along with the phase diagram of various rare-earth 
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Figure 17: La1-xEuxNiO3 perovskite system (left).  Tolerance factors from various LENO 
compositions were calculated and plotted (red dots) in the MIT phase diagram (right). The figure in 





1.4 Oxide Thin Films 
 
 Thin films offer both fundamental scientific and technological opportunities not 
afforded by some bulk materials systems.  Growth of layered structures of single crystals in 
the III-V semiconducting materials system allows for the fabrication of devices such as solar 
cells, light emitting diodes, and lasers.  There is no definite thickness that defines the term 
thin film, but films can be on the range of a single unit cell of a material to several 
micrometers thick. 
 Though many techniques exist for deposition of thin films, most fall within the 
categories of either chemical vapor deposition or physical vapor deposition (CVD or PVD).  
CVD requires a chemical reaction occurring at a substrate surface between volatile 
precursors, while PVD requires the adhesion of elements or molecules to a substrate surface 
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without a chemical reaction.  Both methods have advantages and disadvantages, for instance 
CVD can be scaled relatively easily to manufacturing scales, however volatile precursors can 
be dangerous and unwanted by-products of reactions can contaminate films.  PVD does not 
suffer from by-products but can be relatively expensive to scale to large applications.  Work 
presented in this dissertation focused only on a single PVD technique.
39,40
 
 Subsets of PVD include molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), pulsed laser deposition 
(PLD), and sputtering.  PVD occurs in a vacuum chamber with the growth pressure 
depending on the technique.
41-43
  In PLD, targets with the same composition of the desired 
film composition are struck with a pulsing laser.  This ablates material from the target which 
travels through vacuum and adheres to a substrate. Figure 18 shows a schematic of a PLD 
chamber.  Multiple PLD targets can be loaded onto a carousel for the growth of 
heterostructures without the need to break chamber vacuum.  Targets rotate to avoid hitting 
the same area twice with the excimer laser. Sputtering is similar to PLD in that a target is 
struck by energetic particles and atoms or molecules are broken free to adhere to a substrate.  
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MBE is a technique that utilizes single elemental sources to deposit compounds.  
These sources are heated under ultra-high vacuum, at pressures as low as 10
-10
 Torr.  As the 
elements heat up they can either sublimate or melt and evaporate.  The vapor pressures of the 
specific elements and the ambient pressure of the MBE chamber determine temperatures 
needed to realize the desired atomic flux.  Each element in an MBE is in an individual 
Knudsen cell, shown in Figure 19, or an electron beam evaporation cell. 
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Figure 19: Image of a Knudsen cell used in MBE.  A crucible at the top of the cell holds the elemental 
source which is heated through a tungsten filament. Image taken from Ref. 45. 
 
 
 The focal point of the Knudsen cells within an MBE is the location of the substrate.  
Just beyond the aperture of each Knudsen cell is a shutter which can be closed to block all 
elemental flow from the cell.
45
  These shutters can be opened and closed to control the 
amount of material directed towards the substrate.  With single elemental sources and 
molecular flux control, the main advantage of MBE is the ability to control film 
stoichiometry.  Another advantage to MBE is the relatively low energy of the cations as they 
reach the substrate surface.  In both PLD and sputtering, the ablated species have a relatively 
high amount of kinetic energy, which can lead to defect formation.
46
 The work presented in 
this dissertation focused solely on MBE. 
 MBE systems can be adapted to allow the flow of relatively low pressure gasses.  The 
use of oxide MBE has been demonstrated as early as 1978 by Ploog, Fischer, Trommer, and 
Hirose whose efforts involved the first growth of aluminum oxide via molecular beam 
epitaxy.
47
  In the 1980s and 1990s new advances in MBE component materials allowed for 
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oxide tolerant metallic sources as well as the development of ozone generators for more 
oxidizing power.
48,49
   
     
1.5 Nickelate Thin Films 
 
 Rare earth nickelates have been grown in thin film form, in many cases to understand 
the effects of epitaxial strain and thickness on their electronic properties.  Figure 20 shows 
temperature dependent resistivity data obtained from LaNiO3 films grown at different 
thicknesses on different substrates.  The noticeable features of Figure 20 are the higher 
resistivities for larger tensile strains as well as the transformation from conductive to 
insulating as the films become thinner.
50
  The thickness effects have been attributed to a 
‘dead layer’ which is a portion of the film that does not contribute to the conductive 
pathways for the electrons.  As films get thinner the relative volumes between the dead layer 
and active layer become closer and the effects of this layer become more apparent.
51
 
Transport properties obtained from NdNiO3 films grown under various strain states 
are shown in Figure 21.  No MIT is observed in the sample grown on MgO, while the 
transition temperatures are 130 K, 170 K and 120 K for SrTiO3, NdGaO3, and LaAlO3 
substrates, respectively, suggesting a non-monotonic dependence of T* on strain.  The bulk 
transition temperature for NdNiO3 is 195 K.
52
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Figure 20:  Temperature dependent resistivity data measured on LaNiO3 grown on (a) LSAT (~1% 
tensile strain), (b) DyScO3 (~3% tensile strain) and (c) LaAlO3 (~1% compressive strain). Figure 
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Figure 21: NdNiO3 on (a) MgO, (b) SrTiO3, (c) NdGaO3, and (d) LaAlO3; the lattice mismatch 
between the film and substrate is 10.2% tensile, 2.10% tensile, 1.31% tensile, and 0.5% compressive, 
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Chapter 2: Experimental Procedure 
 
2.1 Introduction to Experimental Procedure 
 
This chapter will focus on the main experimental techniques utilized for this study.  
These techniques involve the growth of films in a molecular beam epitaxy system and the 
characterization of these films using diffraction, spectrometry and transport measurements.   
 
2.2 Molecular Beam Epitaxy 
 
 
All thin films for this thesis were grown in an Omicron NanoTechnology LAB-10 
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) system with an added gas inlet for oxide deposition, shown 
in Figure 23.  An additional 6G-LAB ozone generator (A2Z Ozone Inc.) was attached to the 
MBE to introduce a 95/5 mixture of oxygen/ozone to the chamber.  All Knudsen cells (MBE 
Komponenten) were single-filament, with high temperature (HTEZ) cells for lanthanum and 
nickel, and a low temperature (LTEZ) cell for europium.  Crucible materials were Al2O3, 
tungsten, and pyrolitic boron nitride, for nickel, lanthanum, and europium, respectively.  K-
cells were cooled with a recirculating water chiller with a water temperature set at 20° C 
(ATC K1). The MBE was additionally equipped with a reflection high-energy electron 
diffraction (RHEED) gun (EIKO Japan) and KSA 40 camera (k-Space Associates, Inc.) to 
monitor growth.  Also attached to the MBE chamber was a R71100 residual gas analyzer for 
leak detection (Stanford Research Systems). Vacuum levels as low as 10
-11
 Torr are 
maintained by two turbo pumps (Pfieffer Hi-Pace 700 and Hi-Pace 80) each of which is 
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backed up with a scroll pump (Agilent Technologies IDP-3).  A titanium sublimation pump 









2.2.1 Growth Procedure 
 
Knudsen cells were kept at room temperature unless in use for film growth.  The 
growth process began by heating k-cells to their deposition temperatures at a rate of 1°C per 
second.  Lanthanum heating was halted at 850°C and slowed to 0.1° C/second until 1000°C 
to avoid thermal expansion issues through its melting point, 920° C.  The rate was then 
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increased to 1°C/second until it reached deposition temperatures.  Nickel and europium 
sources were uninterrupted while being heated.  Approximate deposition temperatures for the 
three elements were 1450° C, 1350° C, and 480° C for lanthanum, nickel, and europium, 
respectively.  The internal chamber pressure increases during elemental heat-up, typically to 
10
-8
 Torr.  Occasionally the pressure would become greater than 10
-7 
Torr, likely due to the 
removal of oxides that have formed on the elemental sources.  The pressure decreased over 
time to a minimal value < 10
-8
 Torr before elemental flux rates became stable.   
Single crystal substrates (MTI Corp.) were adhered to a tantalum sample holder with silver 
paint (Electron Microscopy Sciences).  The sample holder with mounted samples shown in 
Figure 24, was set on a hotplate (Fisher Scientific) and heated up in air in 20° C increments 
every five minutes until a temperature of 150° C was reached.  Samples were held at 150° C 
for a minimum of one hour to burn off organic binders in the silver paint and form a strong 
adhesion to the sample holder.  The hotplate was switched off and substrates cooled to 
ambient temperature.  Substrates were then cleaned with a cotton swab soaked in isopropyl 
alcohol (Fisher Scientific) a minimum of three times, wiping from the center of the substrate 
to the edges.  Substrates and sample holders were handled with gloves to avoid the 
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Figure 23: Two substrates mounted with silver paint on a tantalum sample holder. The sample holder 






Molecular flux rates were measured with a STM-100 / MF quartz crystal monitor 
(QCM) (Sycon) utilizing a 6 MHz gold coated quartz crystal (PN 500-117, Sycon).  The 
quartz crystal was positioned near the growth location for the substrate.  The shutter covering 
an individual elemental k-cell was opened.  The QCM recorded deposited thickness as a 
function of vibrational frequency, as a shutter was opened thermal effects increased the 
vibrational frequency causing noise in the thickness readings.  The first reading was not 
recorded until after twelve minutes to avoid noise from heating the QCM crystal.  The shutter 
would remain open for eight more minutes and the second thickness would be recorded. 
Deposition rates were calculated in Å/sec through 
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𝑟𝑞𝑐𝑚 =  
𝑇20− 𝑇12
480
,                                                              4 
where Tx refers to the thicknesses measured at x minutes, and 480 is the overall measurement 
time in seconds.    Quartz crystals were replaced when calculated lifetime dipped below 70%.   
 
The actual deposition rate for monolayers/second for a given substrate was calculated by 
𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 =  
𝑑𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒
𝑟𝑞𝑐𝑚∗𝐾𝑅𝐵𝑆
,                                                         5 
where dsurface is the surface density of atomic sites (atoms/cm
2
), rqcm is the rate measured by 
the QCM (Å/s), and KRBS is a correction factor determined by compositions of calibration 
films found through Rutherford Backscatter Spectroscopy.  Tabulated surface densities for 
substrates used in this study are shown in Table 1 below.  These densities were calculated by 
dividing the number of formula units per unit cell (UC) by the surface area of each formula 




.                                          6 
The rate found through the measured QCM values, KRBS, and dsurface corresponds to the 
amount of time a shutter needs to be open to deposit a single monolayer of a species onto the 
surface of a specific substrate, assuming the film retains the perovskites structure.  If multiple 
substrates were loaded onto the sample holder an intermediate value for dsurface would be 
used.  For example if growing on SrTiO3, LSAT, and LaAlO3 rates would be calculated using 
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SrTiO3 (STO) 6.56 x 10
14
 
(La0.18Sr0.82)(Al0.59Ta0.41)O3 (LSAT) 6.68 x 10
14
 
LaAlO3 (LAO) 6.94 x 10
14
 






Flux rates were measured on one hour intervals for each element until rates were 
determined to be stable over the time frame of the proposed growth.  Ideal values of drift 
were below a change of 2%/hour.  Typical readings measured from the QCM would be in the 
0.4 Å/s, 0.2 Å/s, and 0.9 Å/s, for La, Ni, and Eu respectively.  Differences in QCM 
measurements as small as 10 Å over the course of 8 minutes can account for drifts greater 
than 2%/hour.  Once deposition rates achieved stability, the QCM was retracted and 
substrates were loaded into the MBE chamber through an attached load-lock.   
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Prior to the introduction of oxygen into the MBE chamber the gas lines were filled 
with research grade oxygen (99.999% pure, Airgas) and purged no fewer than three times.  
With all other valves closed, valve three on the Figure 25 was opened.  After no longer than 
ten seconds, valve three was closed, and valve four was opened, which was attached to the 
load-lock turbo pump.  The pressure within the load-lock increased and valve four remained 
open until the load-lock pressure decreased to lower than 10
-7 
Torr, this is the process for a 
single purge. Once purged for a third time, oxygen, or an oxygen/ozone mixture, was 
introduced to the chamber at a pressure of 5x10
-7
 Torr through the needle valve in Figure 26.  
A manually controlled needle valve was used to introduce gas into the chamber.  Internal 
pressure was monitored as the valve was opened to avoid triggering an interlock at 2x10
-5
 
Torr which cuts power to all k-cells.  Once the pressure was stabilized substrates were heated 
using a tungsten-filament resistive heater located directly behind, but not in contact with, the 
tantalum substrate holder.  









The substrate temperature was manually controlled in order to alleviate outgassing 
pressure from any remaining binder in the silver paint. The substrate temperature was 
monitored with an IMPAC IGA 50-LO Plus optical pyrometer capable of measuring 
temperatures between 400° C and 1000°C (LumaSense Technologies) and a NiCr/Ni 
thermocouple near the substrate.  Once the substrate reached deposition temperatures, 
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Growth methods based on shutter synchronizing were either layer-to-layer, in which 
layers of rare-earth elements and nickel would be deposited individually, or co-deposition in 
which lanthanum and nickel were deposited simultaneously in one unit cell intervals.  
Typically films were grown with the co-deposition method with shutters synchronized to 
open at the same time.  This made for quicker growths in order to reduce sensitivity to drift 
in molecular flux.  Shutters were opened by MBE Komponenten motors driven by an 
Arduino UNO microcontroller capable of delivering a signal to a shutter control system with 
millisecond resolution.  A custom cable for the Arduino/shutter control interface was made 
out of a standard Cat. 5 cable and D-Sub25 cable connector.  Pins 0-5 on the D-sub connector 
were soldered to pins 2-7 in the Arduino UNO controller to drive voltages to individual 
shutters while the remainder of the pins in the D-sub connector were tied to a common 
ground pin in the Arduino.  Shutter timings were controlled by a script written in Arduino, a 
programming language similar to C++.  The finished program was uploaded to the Arduino 
microcontroller and the shuttering sequence ran independent of the connected PC. 
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Figure 26: Schematic of the shutter control configuration. 
 
After deposition, films were cooled to ambient temperature by manually decreasing 
power to the substrate heater.  The oxygen pressure was not decreased until the films were 
cooled to a reading below 4 mV on the thermocouple, ~100°C.  
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Figure 27: Thermocouple voltage as a function of temperature in a NiCr/Ni thermocouple. 
 
  
Samples would then be removed from the MBE through the load-lock, wrapped in 
low-lint Kimwipes (KIMtech) and stored in plastic containers in ambient laboratory 
conditions. Elemental sources were cooled to room temperature immediately after growth.  
Similar to heating, rates would be -1ºC /second, halting lanthanum at 1000ºC and decreasing 
its rate to -0.1ºC /second until it reached 850°C where the rate was increased to -1ºC /second.   
 
2.2.2 Growth Variables 
 
 Variables in the deposition and their attempted ranges have been summarized in 
Table 4. A minimal thicknesses of 10 UC was chosen to avoid the electronic effects that 




  It was assumed that thinner films would be easier to fully 
oxidize due to a lower volume, in which case films were not grown thicker than 100 unit 




Table 4: Growth variables for the MBE process 











Intermediate anneals 0 seconds 100 seconds 
Target thickness 10 UC 100 UC 







Intermediate anneals between unit-cell depositions can help increase oxygen content 
in thin films.  A deposition of LaNiO3 on SrTiO3 was performed six times in the same 48 
hour period with only variations of the inter-layer anneals during deposition.  Substrates were 
heated to 600˚C and films were grown under oxygen at 2x10
-6  
Torr.  C-axis parameters were 
calculated from x-ray diffraction scans and plotted against annealing time shown in Figure 
29.  This data is also tabulated in Table 4.  A qualitative measure of oxidation content in 
LaNiO3 is the c-axis parameter, which contracts as the film becomes more oxidized due to a 
shrinking of the B-site radius as it takes on a higher oxidation state.
54
  Oxygen deficiencies 
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, with lower oxidation states 
having higher ionic radii due to the addition of electrons to the nickel ions.  This in turn 
expands the unit cell which can be seen by shifting x-ray diffraction peaks to lower values of 
2θ.  Based on anneal studies the longer anneals produced films with lower c-axis parameters, 
however LaNiO3 should have a smaller c-axis parameter than its bulk paramater of 3.838Å
55
 
when grown under tensile strain, which was only seen in a sample with 100 second anneals.  
Negatively, extending the growth time by elongating the inter-layer anneals increases the 
susceptibility to drifts in elemental flux rates.  Therefore films were grown with much shorter 




Figure 28: X-ray diffraction scans (left) of the (002) LaNiO3 films grown on (001) oriented SrTiO3 
with varying inter-layer anneal times.  LaNiO3 c-axis parameters plotted against anneal times (right).  
The larger c-axis parameter film with 40 s anneals was also held at the deposition temperature for an 
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Typical growths that resulted in high quality films for this study were synthesized via 
co-deposition with inter-layer anneals no longer than 30 seconds.  Temperatures were varied 
from 550-600ºC with lower temperatures accommodating higher europium content.  
Pressures were generally 2x10
-6
 Torr, however some films were grown at 1x10
-5 
Torr.   
 
2.2.3 Post Growth Oxidation 
 
In order to increase oxygen content of the deposited films, some post-growth 
annealing is required.  Films were cleaned in order to remove any remnant silver paint from 
the growth process.  This involved wiping the surface with acetone and isopropyl alcohol and 
sanding the back and edges with SiC polishing pads (Buehler).  After cleaning, samples were 
loaded into a cleaned 24 inch fused quartz tube (Technical Glass Products).  The quartz tubes 
were placed in a Lindberg Blue M furnace (Thermo Scientific).  The ends of the tubes were 
next sealed with a home-made Swagelok fitting and oxygen was pumped through the tube at 
a rate of 0.5 liters per minute.  Samples would be heated to 675º C at a rate of 15º C/minute.  
Samples would be held at 675º C for four hours before the temperature was dropped at 15º 
C/minute to 200º C at which point a 3G Lab Benchtop ozone generator (A2Z Ozone Inc.) 
was turned on and the resultant gas flow into the tube furnace consisted of a 95/5 mixture of 
O2/O3.  Samples were held at 200º C for an additional hour before the ozone generator was 
switched off and the samples allowed to cool in flowing oxygen to room temperature.  
Although high temperature anneals have been the ideal post growth oxidation process, 
chemical oxidation was also attempted as a quicker and relatively low-cost alaternative. 
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In chemical oxidation a 0.2M KMnO4/0.0001M HCl aqueous solution was heated to 
80º C.  A film was submerged in the solution for two hours.  X-ray diffraction of the film 
(002) diffraction peak was performed before submersion, one hour after submersion, and 
finally 2 hours after submersion.  Figure 30 shows a slight reduction of the c-axis parameter 
after one hour of submersion with no major changes between one and two hours.  The 
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2.3 Rutherford Backscatter Spectrometry 
 
Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS) is a surface sensitive technique that 
measures the relative composition of elements in a material.   RBS for this study was carried 
out at both Pacific Northwest National Laboratory as well as Rutgers University.  These RBS 
systems utilized alpha particles fired at energies up to 2 MeV towards a thin film.  A doped 
silicon detector placed near the alpha particle source would be struck by backscattered 
particles.  These collisions cause electron-hole recombinations in the doped silicon detector, 
and the amount of recombinations are measured and correlated to specific amounts of a given 
element within the incident sample.  Energies at which alpha particles backscatter are 
correlated to the relative charge of the nuclei of elements within the incident sample.  
Compositions of films can be calculated by fitting both the position and integrated intensity 
of a backscattered peak in measured RBS data.   
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A diagram of the experimental setup is seen in Figure 31.   The data sets presented in 
Figure 32 are example data sets of LaNiO3 thin films deposited onto (001) oriented SrTiO3 
substrates.  The height of the peak represents the relative amount of element in a film while 
the width is determined by the thickness of the film. 
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Figure 31: Full range of data for RBS scan (left).  A closer look at the nickel and lanthanum peaks 




The program SIMNRA was utilized to fit RBS data.  This program simulates data 
based on user-inputted instrument and film parameters.  Variability in instrument parameters 
include a calibration offset, which shifts the simulated data to higher or lower energies, 
energy per channel, which compresses or extends the features in energy, and a particles * sr 
variable which raises or lowers the simulated data in counts.  The materials parameters are 
thickness and composition.  Parameters would then be rigorously fit in this order: parameters 
* sr, lanthanum content, europium content, and nickel content.  Data sets were initially fit by 
estimated materials parameters.  Then a region in the measured data was selected that would 
include both the feature of interest and some of the surrounding area to include any 
background.  2 would be calculated by squaring the difference between measured counts and 
calculated counts for each point in the range of the feature.  These values would then be 
summed over the range of the feature and plotted with respect to the given fitting value.  The 
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fitting parameter would be changed and the process repeated until a parabola shaped plot 
could be made.  This data set was fit to a quadratic and the minimum solved for.  This 
minimum position is the relative composition for the given element.  Data would then be 






2 .                                                                     7 
This normalized data was then plotted against relative elemental content.  A horizontal line 
plotted at a value of 2 = 0.05 intersects the fitting parabola in two places.57  These 




Figure 32: Fitting procedure for lanthanum in RBS data of an LaNiO3 film.  Error is first plotted 
against compositional content (left), this is then fit to a quadratic and the minima is solved for 
(middle), and once the data is normalized error is determined by determining where a horizontal line 
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2.4 X-ray Diffraction and Reflectivity 
 
A Rigaku SmartLab diffractometer with a copper Kα1 source (λ = 1.5406 Å) was used 
for the majority of x-ray diffraction (XRD) and reflectivity (XRR) in this study.  This 
equipment is located at the Drexel Centralized Research Facility, however a Bruker DX 
Discover, also with a copper source, located at Temple University was used for earlier 









Parallel beam geometry with a 2-bounce Ge (220) monochromater (Rigaku) was 
chosen over Bragg-Brentano geometry due to the higher resolution and removal of Cu Kα2 
Incident beam To detector 
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signals that persist with Bragg-Brentano optics.  Films in this study were typically 5 x 5mm
2
, 
and a lateral selection slit of 5 mm was used in order to maximize the volume of film scanned 
in x-ray data collection.  Mechanically controlled receiving slits between the samples and 
detector were set to 0.150 mm on the incident slit and receiving slit 1, while receiving slit 2 
was set to 0.3mm or greater.  For the case of films smaller than 5 x 5 mm
2
, samples were set 
onto a glass microscope slide reducing any diffraction signal originating from the sample 











The x-ray diffractometer was operated with a 40 mA current and an accelerating 
voltage of 44 keV.  Optics were aligned with the standard optical alignment procedure within 
the Rigaku SmartLab Guidance softwar.  Samples were initially aligned with the automated 
sample alignment procedure within the software; however, due to inconsistencies in the 
height alignment, manual alignments were also performed.  These manual alignments 
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focused on the (002) peak of the substrate and involve finding maxmum intensities of the  
scans, and z scans about that peak.  These scans were performed multiple times until 
consistent positions and intensities were observed.  Once the instrument was aligned with the 
substrate, a 2scan from 44-48º was performed to locate the film (002) peak.  Once the 
(002) of the film was located, the 2motor was driven to the approximate center of the peak 
where height and rocking curve alignments were performed to align the instrument to the 
film peak.  A longer scan was performed from the edge of the substrate peak to the opposing 
edge of the film peak.  These scans utilized the continuous scan method at a speed of 0.1 
degrees per minute with a total duration between 40 to 60 minutes.   
Longer scans like the one in Figure 36 were infrequently performed but used to 
demonstrate that no significant secondary phases were grown in films.  Figure 36 shows the 
sharp (001) and (002) SrTiO3 substrate peaks with wider, lower intensity, (001) and (002) 
LaNiO3 peaks at higher angles.  The (002) peaks were the main focus of this study due to the 
relative high intensity of the substrate peak coupled with the further separation of the film 
peak from the substrate peak.  The film (002) peak  was fit using a Gaussian and the peak’s 
FWHMs and positions were used to calculate coherence lengths and out of plane lattice 
paremeters, using the Scherrer equation,
59
 
𝜏 =  
𝐾𝜆
𝛽𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
,                                                                      8 
and Bragg’s Law,  
𝑛𝜆 = 2𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃,                                                                 9 
where τ is the coherence length, K is a geometrical factor (0.94), λ is the x-ray wavelength, β 
is the FWHM of the peak in radians, and θ is the center of the peak in degrees.  For Bragg’s 
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Law n is the order of harmonic, taken as 1, d is the lattice spacing of the diffraction plane 








The coherence length refers to the length scale over which the crystal structure 
remains coherent.  Sharper peaks denote a higher degree of out-of-plane atomic ordering 
compared to broad peaks for films of similar thickness.  Ideally a film’s coherence length 
will be on the order of the film’s thickness, indicating that the film is single crystal.  If the 
coherence length is less than the thickness of the film then the material may be 
polycrystalline. 
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 X-ray reflectivity was also measured to determine film thickness and surface 
roughness.  Measurements of the rocking curves and height scans were performed at 2= 
0.4º to re-align the sample in order to maximize intensity.  2θ-ω scans from a range of 0.4 to 
4º (2θ) were then taken at a rate of 0.1º per minute.  These scans have three distinct features 
that would be fit using GenX software.  The first is the initial drop in intensity, called the 
critical edge, the second is the spacing between the interference fringes, and third is the 
overall drop in intensity as the scan progressed to higher angles.   
 
 
Figure 36: X-ray reflectivity scan of LaNiO3 on SrTiO3. 
 
 
The critical edge is a materials specific parameter where the incident angle reaches a 
threshold of total external reflectance, at higher angles the beam will penetrate into the 
sample.  This is dependent on the scattering length density which physically relates to the 
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density of electrons in the material.  Distances between interference fringes can be related to 
the overall thickness of the films through the following equation, 
𝑑 =  
2𝜋
∆𝑞
,                                                                        10 




𝑞 =  
4𝜋𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃
𝜆
.                                                                   11 
 
2.5 Electronic Transport 
 
Electronic measurements for this study were performed on a Quantum Design 
Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS) with an attached recirculating Evercool II 
helium compressor pictured in Figure 38. 
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Figure 37: QD PPMS and helium compressor 
 
Samples were adhered with vacuum grease to PPMS specific pucks shown in Figure 
39.  Gold or silver wires were attached to the sample surface using silver paint and then 




Figure 38: Sample puck for QD PPMS. 
 




Samples were lowered into the specimen chamber of the PPMS at 300 K and the 
chamber was sealed before being purged and backfilled with helium gas (Ultra-High Purity 
99.95%, Airgas) three times.  After the pumping and purging the specimen chamber was 
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Figure 40 shows the contact configuration used for resistivity measurements. In this 
configuration a voltage is measured between the central two contacts while a current is 
passed through them.  Resistivity, , is calculated through the following equation 









𝑑,                                                          11 
 
where V is the measured voltage with applied current, I, d is the thickness of the film, and R 
is a geometrical value determined by the ratio of contact spacings and sample shape, with a 
maximum value of π/ln(2).60  Resistivities were measured from 300 K to 10 K at a heating 
and cooling rate of 12 K/min and data acquisition every 6 seconds.  After resistivity 
measurements were completed samples were removed from the sample pucks and cleaned 
with acetone and isopropyl alcohol in order to remove remnant vacuum grease and silver 
paint.     
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Chapter 3: Results: Stoichiometry  
 
The perovskite structure has a large tolerance to off-stoichiometric compositions, 
which makes the synthesis of stoichiometric perovskite films challenging. In particular, 
errors in calibration and/or drifting in molecular flux rates in an MBE system can lead to 
films in which the A:B atomic ratio is not 1:1.  Deviations from ideal stoichiometry can have 
significant effects on macroscopic properties.
61-63
   The effects of cation off-stoichiometry on 
the electronic properties of LaNiO3 are non-trivial, and, as results of this work demonstrate, 
almost counter-intuitive.   
This work focused on five samples of LaNiO3 grown on SrTiO3 substrates.  The 
La:Ni ratios of these samples ranged from  0.75 to 1.10.  Resistivity increased with 
increasing lanthanum content.  The c-axis parameter of the LNO films also increased with 
increasing lanthanum content.  TEM images showed no phase separation in any sample, but 
do provide insight into how the off-stoichiometry is accommodated by defects.  
   
3.1 Growth Procedure 
 
 LNO thin films were deposited onto single crystal, (001) oriented STO substrates via 
MBE.  Compositions were varied by altering the elemental source shutter parameters.  
Deposition temperatures were held at 600º C and monitored by optical pyrometry; oxygen 
pressure was held at 2x10
-6
 Torr.  An interrupted growth mode was used: each film was held 
at the growth temperature for a minimum of 15 seconds between unit cell depositions.  After 
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deposition the films were cooled to ambient temperature in 2x10
-6
 Torr of oxygen.  
Following the growth, the films were annealed in a tube furnace at 675º C under 0.5 lpm 
flowing oxygen for four hours.  The temperature was then decreased to 200º C before a ratio 
of 5/95 ozone/oxygen was introduced to the furnace, also at 0.5 lpm, for two hours. This 




3.2 Rutherford Backscatter Spectrometry 
 
 As the aim of this study was to identify the effects of cation stoichiometry on physical 
behavior, the La:Ni ratio had to be measured using a quantitative technique. Rutherford 
backscattering spectrometry (RBS) was chosen for this purpose. RBS was performed at 
Pacific Northwest National Laboratories and Rutgers University.  SIMNRA software was 
utilized to fit the measured spectra.  Figure 41 shows best fits to spectra from three different 
films.  The lanthanum peak is at a channel value of 920 while the nickel peak is at ~780.  
From the fits, a ratio of the La:Ni composition (z = La:Ni) is obtained.  The error for z was 
calculated through methods discussed in the experimental chapter. As can be seen in Figure 
41, the lanthanum peak from the z = 0.88 is noticeably shorter and narrower than the others, 
as this film was grown 10 unit cells thinner than the other two.  The results of the RBS fitting 
are shown in Table 5. These five samples form the basis of the study detailed in this chapter. 
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3.3 X-ray Diffraction 
 
 Diffraction about the (002) peak of the films reveals a decrease of the film c-axis 
parameter with an increase of lanthanum deficiency (decreasing z).  Figure 42 shows XRD 
scans of three films near the (002) peak of the STO substrate and LNO film.  The lowest 
La:Ni ratio plotted in blue shows the smallest c-axis parameter; as lanthanum is added to the 
material the c-axis parameter increases.  Figure 43 shows the plot of c-axis parameters as a 
function of the La:Ni ratio.  Between z = 0.77 and 0.75 a large decrease in the c-axis 
parameter was seen, however no more general trend with c-axis and z was noticed through x-
ray diffraction.   
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Figure 41: Diffraction data of the STO substrate and LNO film (002) peaks for three La:Ni ratios.  A 
shift of the peak to the right correlates to a smaller c-axis parameter. 
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 Coherence lengths, , along the growth direction were obtained from the (002) film 
peaks using the method described in section 3.4 and normalized by the film thicknesses and 
shown in Figure 44.  Most of the films were coherent through the entirety of the film 
thickness indicating single crystal growth along the out-of-plane direction. However, the z = 
0.88 film which may contribute to the anomalous electrical and structural properties.   
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Figure 43: Coherence length () normalized by film thickness (d) as a function of La:Ni ratios shows 
most films are coherent throughout the film thickness.    
  
 
3.4 Electronic Transport 
 
Temperature dependent resistivity was measured on the QD PPMS from 300 K to 10 
K.  Resistivity as a function of temperature for five films as well as bulk and film references 
is shown in Figure 45.  The Cui and Goldman references, represented by hollow markers in 
Figure 45, are thin films of LaNiO3 grow on SrTiO3 with similar thicknesses to films grown 
for this study.
41,64
  Comparisons to these films were made as they are LNO films produced by 
different research groups.   The Raychaudhuri and Greene references are bulk LaNiO3 
samples.
21,65
 Compositional measurements were not reported for the reference materials in 
Figure 45.  Samples grown for this study exhibited decreasing resistivity at 300 K with 
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decreasing lanthanum content.  The most stoichiometric film, z = 1.03, exhibits resistivity 
behavior most similar to the bulk samples.  As the synthesis of bulk material can be 
controlled through weighing elemental precursors for mixture, it is reasonable to assume that 
the composition of the bulk reference samples were close to z = 1 due to the nature of 
synthesis.   
Figure 46 shows an almost linear dependence of the room temperature resistivity on 
the La:Ni ratio in these thin films.  A large change in resistivity occurs between the z = 0.75 
and 0.77 films.  The lower resistivity in the z = 0.75 is more consistent with the reference thin 
films and while no compositional data exists for the reference materials it is possible that 
their composition is not stoichiometric based on their resistivity.   
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Figure 44: Resistivity vs temperature for films with varying La:Ni ratios plotted with reference data 
from ‘stoichiometric’ LNO. 64-67 
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 Figure 47 is the room temperature resistivity divided by the 10 K resistivity for each 
composition.  This factor is called the residual resistivity ratio, or RRR.  In an ideal case the 
RRR would be calculated by ρ300K/ρ0K, and if 0K were obtainable the ideal resistivity for a 
metal would be 0 Ω-cm, which would make the RRR divergent.  A ‘good’ metal has a 
relatively high value for RRR. As seen in Figure 47, the highest RRR value comes from the 
film with z = 0.88.  Typically higher RRR values come from materials with fewer defects; 
however this film also has the lowest coherence length, making this result counter-intuitive.  
However it should be noted that these shifts in RRR values are minimal compared to some 
bulk LNO samples whose RRRs can be an order of magnitude higher.
65
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Figure 46: Residual resistivity ratio as a function of La:Ni ratio. 
 
 
Figure 47: Room temperature resistivity as a function of c-axis parameter. 
 




 The relationship of the lattice parameter to the room temperature resistivity is 
apparent in Figure 48, in which the resistivity is shown to decrease with decreasing c-axis 
parameter.  It is important to note that changes in lattice parameter in nickelates have been 
previously attributed to the oxygen stoichiometry,
68-70
 with the presence of oxygen vacancies 
believed to increase the lattice volume.  These oxygen vacancies may also be playing a role 
in the c-axis parameter shifting in these films, however vacancy concentration are often 
coupled with cation stoichiometry in an effort to remain ionically neutral. Therefore, it is not 
feasible to attribute the lattice changes to solely La:Ni ratio or oxygen stoichiometry. 
However, it is clear that the shift of the c-axis parameter, likely due to combined cation and 




Table 5: Structural and electrical properties of La1-xNiO3 films. 
La:Ni ratio c (Å) ρ300K (10
-4
 Ω-cm) 
0.75 ± 0.04 3.807 1.73 
0.77 ± 0.03 3.838 4.93 
0.88 ± 0.04 3.836 5.59 
1.03 ± 0.05 3.828 6.89 




 Although RBS, XRD, and electronic transport measurements are insightful on how 
the composition changes structural and macroscopic electronic properties of LaNiO3 thin 
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films these techniques do not allow any elucidation on the locations of the excessive 
lanthanum and nickel.  For this, transmission electron microscopy was utilized. 
 
3.5 Transmission Electron Microscopy 
 
 Cross sections were prepared through focused ion beam liftout and mounted onto 
copper grids.  Transmission Electron Microscopy was carried out on a JEOL JEM 2100 with 
a LaB6 electron source and GATAN CCD sidemounted camera.  The sample preparation and 
measurements were performed by Andrew Lang at Drexel University. 
The lanthanum deficient film in Figure 46, z = 0.75, shows no sign of phase 
separation or high density of line defects.  The images mostly consist of bright spheres, 
indicating lanthanum ions, however dark spots appeared throughout each image.  The dark 
regions could either correspond to lanthanum vacancies, or nickel substitutions on lanthanum 
sites.  Another possibility is areas of increased oxygen vacancy concentration.   
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Figure 48: Cross-sectional transmission electron micrograph of the z = 0.75 sample grown on SrTiO3.  




 A closer look at the highlighted section in the red box of Figure 49 is shown in Figure 
50.   The absence of lanthanum is likely causing the changes in contrast within the film.  No 
instances of phase separation were observed within the film.  
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 The most stoichiometric film in this study (z = 1.03) is shown in Figure 51; defects 
are clearly visible.  Line defects, normal to the substrate surface, appeared after the first few 
unit cells of the film.  The red box in Figure 51 highlights a region with one such defect, and 
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Figure 51: Magnified image of highlighted area in Figure 51.  A line defect with darker contrast 
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Figure 53: The highlighted area of Figure 53 is magnified here. 
 
 The film containing the most lanthanum appears to be filled with defects, shown in 
Figure 53.  Clear Ruddlesden-Popper defects are not prevalent, however, Figure 54 shows an 
area of blurred contrast which could be caused by disorder in the film.   
3.6 Discussion  
 
 The effects of La:Ni stoichiometry on the electronic properties of LaNiO3 thin films 
are non-trivial.  It was assumed that the most conductive film would also be the most 
stoichiometric, while variances in stoichiometry would degrade the electronic properties.  
However, this was not observed. 
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Addressing the question of where excess cations reside in these films is challenging.  
TEM images of lanthanum deficient films showed a single phase material with no noticeable 
phase separation which was expected with such a high degree of lanthanum deficiency.  
There are two possibilities which could explain the structure of the z = 0.75 film, either an 
abundance of lanthanum vacancies or NiLa anti-site defects.
24,71,72
 Tolerance factors for both 
cases can be calculated.   
 Calculating the tolerance factor for anti-site defects requires an averaging of A-site 
radii using the following version of the tolerance factor equation and adjusting for z = 0.75, 
assuming 87 unit cells of LaNiO3 with 12 NiLa anti-site defects, 
𝜏 =  
0.86𝑟𝐿𝑎+0.14𝑟𝑁𝑖+𝑟0
√2(𝑟𝑁𝑖+𝑟𝑂)
.                                                  12 
The rNi used should be Ni
3+
 with a coordination number of 12.  Unfortunately the Shannon 
radius for such an element is not known.  The radius for 3+ Ni with a coordination number of 
6 is 0.56 Å.  Using this as a general estimate for tolerance factor yields a tolerance factor of 
0.913  The structure would then consist of 75 lanthanum atoms and 99 nickel atoms, giving a 
z ~ 0.75.  86% of the original 87 lanthanum sites would be occupied by lanthanum ions, 
while the other 14% would be occupied by nickel.   
 Calculating the tolerance factor for a material with a high degree of cation vacancies 
may not be a practical approximation depending on how the sizes of the vacancies are 
treated.  For a sample of 100 unit cells there would need to be 25 lanthanum vacancies to 
create the z  = 0.75 ratio obtained from RBS.  These vacancies could be considered atoms 
with a radius of zero.  Calculating the tolerance factor would be as follows,  
𝜏 =  
0.75𝑟𝐿𝑎+0.25𝑟𝑑+𝑟0
√2(𝑟𝑁𝑖+𝑟𝑂)
,                                                   13 
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where the Shannon radii for lanthanum, low-spin nickel, and oxygen are used and the defect 
radius, rd, is zero for a vacancy.  For a LaNiO3 film missing 25% lanthanum due to vacancies 
the tolerance factor would be 0.835.  However this material would not be electronically 
neutral.  If 25 La
3+
 ions are removed from the material then an equal amount of negative 
charge would also need to be removed.  This would equate to 37.5 of the 300 O
2-
 ions, or 
12.5%.  Recalculating the tolerance factor with 25% vacancies on the lanthanum site and 
12.5% oxygen vacancies produces a tolerance factor of 0.846, which is both electronically 
and structurally more stable.  However, the treatment of lanthanum vacancies is questionable 
for this method.  In quaternary perovskites consisting of two A-site ions it’s common to use 
the average of the A-site radii, but is there a set limit to how small a substitute atom can be in 
order for this method to be unphysical?  Treating vacancies as zero radii atoms may only be a 
crude approximation of the limits of stability for a perovskite with a certain quantity of 
vacancies.  In reality there would be a non-zero radius for the vacancies which could be used 
in the tolerance factor calculations, and if this radius was larger than the radius of Ni
3+
 the 
structure would be more supportive of vacancies over anti-site defects.   
 Electronically anti-site defects are more favorable than pure lanthanum vacancies, 
due to the similar charges in lanthanum and nickel.  If a system of 100 unit cells of LaNiO3 
existed with 25 missing lanthanum ions, a net positive charge of 75 would be missing.  The 
cumulative oxygen charge would be -600; the lanthanum contribution would be +225, 
meaning that nickel would have to have an average charge of 3.75
+
 to achieve neutrality.  
Alternatively, oxygen vacancies could form, and are likely more energetically favorable than 
the formation of Ni
3.75+
, however this would lead to ~12.5% oxygen deficient films. In bulk, 
this degree of oxygen deficiency leads to reductions in conductivity that were not seen for the 
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z = 0.75 film in Figure 45.
73
  Likely there would be a mixture of oxygen vacancies as well as 
an increase in nickel oxidation state.  Experimentally measuring the nickel bond lengths 
through x-ray techniques may lead to a further understanding, however separating effects of 
oxygen substoichiometry from the effects of lanthanum vacancies/anti-site defects could be 
challenging.  Potentially more meaningful would be understanding of the localized strain of 
perovskites with lanthanum vacancies to understand the volume of a vacancy in a 25% 
lanthanum deficient film under the assumption that all lanthanum deficiency is described by 
vacancies. 
 The reduction in resistivity of the materials with a reduction of lanthanum content 
might be correlated to the smaller unit cell size seen through a reduction in c-axis parameter 
via XRD.  The Ni-O bond lengths are inversely proportional to the electronic bandwidth W ~ 
d
-3.5
, and a reduction of 1% in the c-axis parameter leads to a 3% increase in bandwidth.   
 The contrast seen in the lanthanum deficient films was not observed in the lanthanum 
excessive films.  For a z = 1.03 film line defects were observed.  Ruddlesden-Popper (RP) 
defects can explain a lack of B-site ions.   Figure 55 shows the RP phase on the left with a 
schematic and STEM image showing an actual RP defect in a BiMnO3 crystal.
26
  The defects 
were not as clear in the LaNiO3 samples; however vertical line defects are apparent in the 
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Figure 54: The RP phase is shown on the left.  Removing a row of A-site ions will lead to the RP 
defect shown on the right. The RP defect alters stoichiometry by removing a row of B-site atoms.  
The shift in lattice position for the atoms on either side of the line defect is characteristic of the RP 
defects. Figure reproduced from Refs. 25 and 26. 
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Figure 55: High resolution TEM image of a LNO film with z = 1.03.  The highlighted area is zoomed 
magnified in Figure 57. 
 
 
Figure 56: Magnified view of the highlighted square in Figure 56 shows a possible RP defect 
in an LNO film with z = 1.03. 
 
 
If RP defects explain the excess lanthanum in the z = 1.03 then a higher degree of 
lanthanum excess should show a higher amount of RP defects.  Additional TEM images for a 
LNO film with z = 1.10 are shown in Figures 58 and 59.  The same out-of-plane oriented line 
defects were observed in the highly lanthanum excessive films.   




Figure 57: High resolution TEM image of a LNO film with z = 1.10. 
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3.7 Summary of Cation Stoichiometry 
 
 In this section the effects of La:Ni stoichiometry on the electronic conductivity of 
LaNiO3 was explored.  Surprisingly films with high lanthanum deficiencies showed lower 
resistivity when compared to more stoichiometric films.  Structurally, the lanthanum 
deficient films had smaller c-axis parameters leading to a shrinking of the unit cell.  This 
reduction of resistivity is suspected to be due to a shortening of the Ni-O bonds leading to an 
increase of electronic bandwidth.  No evidence of secondary phases is observed in TEM 
analysis or x-ray diffraction.  It is assumed that line defects consisting of rows of nickel 
vacancies are the cause of the lanthanum excessive films, while films with lanthanum 
deficiencies have regions of lanthanum vacancies, yet still maintain the single phase of the 
LNO thin film.  The end result of this work showed the high tolerance that LNO has towards 
cation stoichiometry in not only structural but electronic properties.  This could lead to new 
methods of tailoring the properties of perovskites based on cation off-stoichiometry. 
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Chapter 4: Results: Cation Substitution and Strain Effects 
 
This chapter focuses on the effects of A-site cation substitution and epitaxial strain on 
the metal-insulator transition in nickelate films. Efforts center on La1-xEuxNiO3 (LENO), 
which previously was demonstrated to have a tunable transition temperature (T*) based on 
the Eu content (x).
3
 This previous study serves as a point of comparison for the present work. 
From a technical standpoint, this system was also selected as the sublimation of Eu can be 
achieved at relatively low temperatures, ~480˚C, using a medium temperature Knudsen cell. 
In addition to the effect of A-site substitution, which acts to apply chemical pressure, 
the growth of films on different substrates enables the study of LENO under different strain 
states. Previous studies have shown that nickelate films, in particular T*, can be sensitive to 
strain.
50,52,74-76
 However, none of  these previous studies investigated strain effects in the 
LENO system. 
 
4.1 LENO thin films 
  
LENO thin films were deposited onto three different substrates, LAO, LSAT, and 
STO, to achieve three different strain states.  As the lattice parameter of LENO will decrease 
with increasing x, the degree of epitaxial strain will vary with composition. The relationship 
between strain and Eu content is illustrated in Figure 60.   The strain values were calculated 
using equation 14 and the relative pseudocubic c-axis parameters for the substrates and the 
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Figure 59: Epitaxial strain for La1-xEuxNiO3 thin films on SrTiO3, LSAT, and LaAlO3.  The red 




X-ray diffraction was challenging to obtain for films grown in this study, possibly due 
to films with low crystalline quality.  Three films grown on LSAT were taken to Sector 33-
BM of the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National Laboratories and scans through the 
LSAT (002) peak were obtained.  Figure 61 shows that the films’ c-axis parameters were in 
the same proximity of the substrate peak, however the film parameters should be smaller than 
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the substrate and should have appeared at higher angles than the substrate peak.  Also, films 
with increasing europium content should have smaller c-axis parameters, however in this 
data set the film with the most europium, x = 0.6, has a larger c-axis parameter, as the film 
peak was at lower values of 2. 
 
Figure 60: X-ray diffraction of the LSAT (002) peak for LENO films. Data was obtained at Sector 
33-BM at the APS with an x-ray energy of 10 keV. 
  
Resistivity as a function of temperature for a LENO film on a LSAT substrate with x 
= 0.5 is shown in Figure 62. A MIT is observed at T* 120 K. Here, T* is defined as the 
temperature at which the resistivity minimum occurs, determined by solving for the root of 
the derivative which lead to a T* of 120 K.  There also was the existence of a slight 
temperature hysteresis in the insulating regime of the data.  T* for the film shown in Figure 
62 is much lower than bulk x = 0.5 LENO, which was reported by Sanchez to be 175 K.
3
  
The room temperature resistivity of this film was about 5 times higher than bulk LENO 
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suggesting that the film may have a significant population of oxygen vacancies.
3
  However, 
reduced values for T* are commonly observed in nickelate films compared to bulk;
77,78
 for 









 The effects of strain on LENO films with x = 0.5 are shown in Figure 63.  These films 
were grown in tandem in the MBE system, meaning all substrates were mounted on the same 
stub and any variances in composition should be negligible.  At this composition, these films 
were subjected to -0.6%, 1.2% and 2.2% strains on LAO, LSAT, and STO, respectively.  The 
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MIT was most apparent in the LENO on LSAT, however a slight upturn in resistivity was 
present at lower temperatures in the film grown on LAO.  The film grown on STO remained 
insulating throughout the entire temperature range of the measurements. The film on LAO 













 For all compositions, growth on STO failed to produce LENO films that exhibited a 
MIT. In contrast, films on LSAT and LAO exhibited electronic properties much more 
comparable to bulk presumably due to lower strain and higher film quality. Films were 
grown with x = 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6 and 0.8 on both LSAT and LAO.  Films were targeted to 
be 30 unit cells thick; this would be both thick enough to avoid large interfacial contributions 
to resistivity,
50
 while simultaneously being thin enough to avoid misfit dislocations leading to 
strain relaxation.
79
  The penetration of oxygen into the film during post-growth anneals was 
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also a consideration, assuming a thinner film would be easier to fully oxidize compared to a 
thicker film. 
 
Figure 63: Resistivity as a function of temperature for LENO films grown on LSAT substrates. 
  
 
Figure 64 shows the resistivity as a function of temperature for a series of LENO 
films grown on LSAT substrates.  Films with x ≥ 0.2 demonstrated MITs with T* increasing 
with europium content.  A large increase in resistivity is seen between x = 0.6 and 0.8 with 
the x = 0.8 film remaining insulating at all temperatures.  The x = 0.8 film might have 
behaved differently due to poor oxygen stoichiometry despite being annealed in the same 
manner. Previous data on bulk LENO systems shows transitions at systematically higher 
temperatures than the temperatures observed here.
3
  Furthermore, bulk LENO with x = 0.8 
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also demonstrates a transition while these films did not.  This is likely due to better oxygen 
stoichiometric control in bulk systems as the ceramics are synthesized under high pressure. 
 Figure 65 shows similar compositions grown on LAO substrates which subject the 
films to compressive strain. The transitions occurred at lower temperatures for these films 
and were not as pronounced as the films deposited onto LSAT substrates.  A large increase in 
resistivity for the sample with x = 0.8 was also observed in the LENO films on LAO.  
 
 









Figure 65: Resistivity of LENO with x = 0.5 deposited onto LSAT substrates.  Here the thicknesses of 
the films varied from 10 unit cells to 30 unit cells.  The hysteresis broadened with decreasing 




 In an effort to observe thickness dependent behavior, different thicknesses of x = 0.5 
LENO films were grown onto LSAT.  Figure 66 shows that the thickness changes did not 
alter T* significantly, at least in films ranging from 10-30 uc.  Thinner films showed a larger 
Δρ as well as a broadening in the hysteresis in the insulating phase.  In Figure 67, resistivity 
data was normalized to ρ300K values for each thickness to better show the relative change in 
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resistivity between the metallic and insulating phases.  The percentage of resistivity change is 




∗ 100                                                        15 
 
Thinner films showed a much higher change in increasing resistivity compared to the thicker 
counterparts.   
 
Figure 66: Cooling scan of the thickness dependent resistivity of x = 0.5 LENO films on LSAT 
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 Transition temperatures in LENO films on LAO and LSAT are plotted against 
composition in Figure 68.  Extrapolations were used for compositions between 0.6 < x <0.8 
as films with these compositions were not utilized in this study.  Films with compositions 
above x = 0.8 were not observed to be metallic at any temperature despite the existence of a 
transition in bulk materials with similar compositions.    
 
 
Figure 67:  Phase diagram of T* for LENO films on LSAT and LAO along with bulk data.
3
  The thin 
films with x > 0.8 were shown to be insulating through all temperatures, however this insulating 
phase is likely not due to the same mechanisms as films with lower europium content.  
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Figure 68: Fitting of the resistivity data for an x = 0.8 LENO thin film grown on LSAT. 
 
 The insulating behavior was modeled to ascertain the dominant conduction 
mechanisms in the films.  Figure 69 shows four conduction models that were utilized to 
determine the mechanism for conduction in the x = 0.8 film. These models differed by the 
dependence of resistivity on temperature, which, when plotted, appear linear.  For 3D 
variable range hopping the relationship is ln() vs T-1/4, 2D variable range hopping is ln() vs 
T
-1/3
,  activated is ln() vs T-1, and polaron hopping is ln() vs 1000T-1.  A good fit for x 
= 0.8 was produced from the activated model with an activation energy of 0.113 eV. The 
polaron model produced an equally accurate fit. 




Figure 69: Fitting of resistivity data from 20 K to 2 K for an x = 0.5 LENO film grown on LSAT. 
 
 The insulating regime of the x = 0.5 LENO sample on LSAT was split into a low 
temperature data set and high temperature data set, as the original set has a kink at 
approximately 20 K that made fitting difficult.  Figure 70 shows that 3D variable range 
hopping was the best fit to the data set, but does not accurately reproduce the data. 
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Figure 70: Fitting of resistivity data for an x = 0.5 LENO thin film grown on LSAT for resistivities 
between 20K and 80K. 
 
 Figure 71 shows the higher temperature insulating portion of the x = 0.5 film on 
LSAT.  Again variable range hopping was the best fit, but all four models produced poor fits.  
Literature shows polaron hopping to be the conduction mechanism in the insulating phase of 
RNiO3 materials.
80
  The difference in conduction mechanism between the x = 0.8 film and 
the x = 0.5 is evidence that the films grown with high europium content are fundamentally 
different than those grown with lower content, and the electronic behaviors of these high 
europium content films is not characteristic to the ideal LENO system.  
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4.2 Dynamic Strain: 
 
 The effects of strain on the conductivity in nickelates can further be elucidated 
through the use of dynamic strain experiments.  Typically in epitaxial films the strain state of 
the film is set by the substrate and is fixed after deposition.  Utilizing a substrate in which the 
lattice parameters can be altered after films have been deposited can lead to a dynamic strain 
state whose effects can be observed in real time.  The substrate of choice for this work was 
PMN-PT, c = 4.022, a solid solution piezoelectric substrate consisting of Pb(Mg,Nb)O3 and 
PbTiO3.
81
  The lattice mismatch between LNO and PMN-PT is relatively high at ~4.7%.  
This substrate was selected due to its commercial availability and relatively high 
piezoelectric response, which is the amount of distortion per unit of electric field.  The 
schematic of the biasing setup is shown in Figure 72. 
 
 
Figure 71: Schematic of LaNiO3 film deposited onto a piezoelectric substrate.  Silver paste is applied 
to the back of the insulating PMN-PT as an electrode with the LNO film acting as the counter 




I+        V+       V-         I- 
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 A 40 unit cell LNO film was grown onto PMN-PT.  The sample was mounted onto a 
glass slide coated with silver paint.  A gold wire was contacted to the silver paint, and 
another wire was contacted to the LNO surface.  An electric bias was then applied across the 
film/substrate system.  During biasing resistivity was measured as a function of temperature 
utilizing a linear four point probe contact geometry.  Resistivity as a function of temperature 
for different applied electric fields is shown in Figure 73.  The film was insulating at all 
points and highly resistive, roughly six orders of magnitude higher than bulk LNO.  Despite 
this, the application of an electric field decreased the resistivity of the film.  As the substrate 
elongated in direction of the applied field (out-of-plane) it contracted in the in-plane 
directions.  This decreased the tensile strain in the film which lead to a lower resistivity in the 
film. Structurally this decrease in tensile strain reduced the distance between the nickel and 
oxygen atoms in the in-plane directions, these shorter bond lengths contributed to a larger 
electronic bandwidth, which decreased resistivity. 
 Figure 74 shows the room temperature resistivity of the LNO film as a field is applied 
to the film/substrate system.  The data is normalized to the zero field resistivity of the poled 
PMN-PT substrate, that is, the resistivity of the film after the ferroelectric domains within the 
substrate have been aligned due to an applied electric field.  Prior to this poling, the film 
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 Ideally, LNO films should be metallic; however growth on PMN-PT is challenging 
due to the high amount of lattice mismatch.  Additionally, twinning is prevalent in the PMN-
PT single crystal substrates.  The volatility of lead within the substrates made pre-treating 
through high temperature anneals not possible.  This also lead to a challenge in MBE growth 
as the substrate temperature was limited to 550˚C to avoid Pb contamination of the growth 
chamber.  PMN-PT also undergoes a monoclinic to tetragonal phase transition at elevated 
temperatures.
82
  Rapid cooling was avoided as transitioning too quickly could cause damage 
to the interface between the substrate and the film, for instance by leading to cracking.  
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 A buffer layer film was used to mitigate the issues associated with defect formation in 
the LNO due to strain relaxation.  40 unit cells of LaFeO3 (LFO) were deposited onto a 
PMN-PT substrate.  LFO was selected due to its pseudocubic lattice parameter of 3.95Å and 
insulating properties.  Immediately after the deposition of LFO, 80 unit cells of LNO were 
deposited.  A schematic for this is shown in Figure 75.  The film was removed from the MBE 
chamber and annealed through a two stage anneal described in section 3.2.3.  The sample 
was contacted in a similar fashion to the previous LNO on PMN-PT sample; it was subjected 
to a field of 2000 V/m overnight, roughly 10 hours.  The field was removed and temperature 
dependent resistivity was measured.  The results of the resistivity measurement are in Figure 
76.  Not only was this film metallic, its resistivity was also relatively low for a film grown 
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Figure 75: Resistivity vs. temperature for an LNO/LFO film deposited onto PMN-PT. 
 
I+        V+       V-         I- 




 Even with the buffer layer, strain changes from an applied electronic field still 
translated to the LNO film through the LFO film.  Figure 77 shows the change in room 
temperature resistivity in the LNO film over multiple electric field cycles.  
 
 
Figure 76:  The change in room temperature resistivity in an LNO film due to an applied electronic 




 Resistivity values in Figure 77 were normalized to the zero field resistivity.  The 
relative amount of change in resistivity was on the order of 10
-4
 %/V/cm. However the 
effectiveness of a LNO contact layer for electronic field applications was observed.  Future 
work could consist of growing perovskite films with metal-insulator transitions such as 
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LENO on top of the LNO layer and creating a device whose MIT could be dynamically 
controlled via changes in strain. 
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Chapter 5: Results: X-ray Diffraction Modelling of Atomic Structure 
  
In perovskites, macroscopic properties such as electronic conductivity and magnetism 
are correlated to structure,
7
 in particular to distortions and rotations of the corner-connected 
BO6 octahedra. As such, strained oxide films often exhibit different physical properties 
compared to bulk compounds.
83
 For example, the previous chapter described how the MIT 
T* and resistivities in La1-xEuxNiO3 films are altered through the use of epitaxial strain.  To 
fully understand strain effects in perovskite films, the rotations and distortions of the BO6 
octahedra must be quantified, thereby allowing for direct correlations between B-O-B bond 
angles, B-O bond lengths, and macroscopic properties to be made.  
The direct measurement of octahedral rotations is challenging due to the weak 
scattering nature of the oxygen anions. This chapter details a synchrotron diffraction 
approach that can be used to quantify oxygen positions in perovskite heterostructures. This 
approach is based on the measurement of so-called half-order diffraction peaks, as the unit 
cell doubling that arises from octahedral rotations leads to diffraction peaks with half-order 
indices such as ½(113).
14
 As the intensity of the half-order peaks arises largely from oxygen 
atoms, the positions of these anions can be determined from analysis of the half-order 
intensities. Because these peaks are relatively weak, a synchrotron x-ray source is required as 
the photon flux from commercial tabletop systems is insufficient.  










In equations 15 and 16 the incident intensity is I0, the incident angle is η and the 
scattering angle is θ. The structure factor (Fhkl) is calculated from the atomic positions (u, v, 
w) of each anion in x, y, and z Cartesian coordinates for any given plane (hkl) of interest.  
The domain volume fraction (D) takes into account the different possible rotational domains 
within a given rotation pattern.
7
  It was the goal of this work to solve for u, v, and w for the 
oxygen ions within perovskite films and superlattices in order to calculate bond angles and 
bond lengths to determine the effect of structure on macroscopic properties in perovskite 
oxides. 
 Using equation 15, the measured intensities are compared to calculated intensities to 
determine the atomic displacements within a perovskite cell.  For this u, v, and w are found as 
a function of rotation angles and, which are rotational the magnitudes along the a, b, 
and c axes, shown originally in Figure 1, and here again in Figure 78. Note that the rotation 
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5.1: Rhombohedral Systems 
 
A common perovskite structure that exhibits half order reflections is rhombohedral, in 
which the pseudocubic structure has rotated oxygen octahedra along all three directions and 






, meaning that two contacting 
octahedra counter-rotate with equal magnitude along each a, b, and c rotation axis. In this 
structure, the A-site atoms are located at the ideal perovskite positions and therefore do not 
contribute to half-order peak intensities. As a result, all diffraction intensity in the  half-order 
peaks is due to the oxygen anion positions.   
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The octahedral rotations act to double the size of the pseudocubic unit cell, which 
must be taken into account in the structure factor calculation. To determine the octahedral 
rotations in a rhombohedral system 24 oxygen atoms are required.  Figure 79 shows the 
larger unit cell needed to describe the atomic positions of a rhombohedral system with 
rotated oxygen octahedra.  Here the oxygen ions occupy the corners of each octahedron.  In 
Figure 79 there are 36 oxygen ions, however atoms used in calculating Fhkl must have all 
indices lower than 1 to avoid double counting, therefore any oxygen ions on the furthest 
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 The Cartesian coordinates of each oxygen ion in the supercell in Figure 79 can be 
determined from the magnitudes of rotation, andthrough the use of sine functions.  
For instance, the oxygen ion which would normally occupy (0.25, 0.25, 0) of a structure 
without octahedral rotations would be shifted due to  and  rotations which are along the in-
plane axes.  The new position of this ion would be (0.25 + c/2 * sin()/(a*2), 0.25 - c/2 * 
sin()/(a*2), 0). 
 This accounts for the oxygen position within the +++ “domain,” which is a 
description of how androtate relative to each other (clockwise or counter-clockwise).  
In reality there are eight domains, +++, ++-, +-+, -++, +--, -+-, --+, and ---, where + and - 
reference whether andin the octahedron nearest the origin are positive or negative.  
Due to symmetry these eight domains can be simplified into four domains, +++, ++-, +-+, 
and -++.  The domain variable in the intensity calculations is a volume fraction that ranges 
from zero to unity.  For an epitaxial thin film, domains within the substrate can be translated 
through the thin film.
7,84
 In the case of growth on a cubic substrate that lacks rotations, such 
as SrTiO3, the domains are not coherent across the substrate/film interface. The volume 
fractions can be determined through x-ray diffraction.  Each quadrant in an HK map 
represents a different domain.  Diffraction peaks are scanned in each quadrant within HK 
families (combinations of H, K, -H, and –K) at constant L values.  If these peaks are of equal 
intensity each domain is equal; this is shown in Figure 80.   Figure 81 shows an instance with 
unequal domains.   The relative ratios of peak intensities directly correlate to the domain 
volume percentage in the intensity calculations. Therefore, by analyzing intensities of 
symmetry equivalent peaks, the domain fractions can be determined before fitting the data to 
obtain the rotation angles. 






Figure 79: HK map for constant L in which the intensity is depicted by the area of the circle for each 
peak.  This reciprocal space map would indicate equal populations of rotational domains. 
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Figure 80:  HK map for constant L, in which the intensity of the peaks is depicted by the area of the 
circles. In this case the +-+ and -++ domains are a larger volume fraction than the +++ and --+ 




 Atomic form factors for individual ions are q dependent, where 
𝑞 =  
4𝜋 sin (𝜃)
𝜆
,                                                           17 
 
and has units of Å
-1
.  Values have been previously reported based on experimental work for 
various incident angles and extrapolations of these values can be used to solve for equations 
in the form of  
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)2 + 𝐻,                 18 
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where A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and H are numerical values specific to the ion.  In the modeling, 
the experimentally determined form factor of O
2-




 A program capable of calculating peak intensities for rhombohedral systems was 
written in Mathematica.  In this program the user was required to input the number of half-
order peaks measured, the h, k, and l for each peak, the peak intensities, x-ray wavelength, 
and the  angle which was specific to the goniometer position.  The program calculated peak 
intensities as a functions of only  and , with the assumption that  = for films grown on 
cubic substrates.  For example, 22,500 possible intensities were calculated for  and 
ranging from 0˚ to 15˚ in 0.1˚ steps.  Calculated and measured intensities were normalized 
to the value of the first peak input by the user and compared to each other.  2 statistics were 
used, similar to RBS fitting, to determine the best fit between calculated and measured data. 
84
 
 This approach to quantify octahedral rotations was applied to superlattices of LaNiO3 
and SrMnO3 (LNO, SMO) with LNO/SNO layer repeating structures of 1:2, 2:2, and 4:2, 






 rotation pattern  with 
Ni-O-Ni bond angles ~ 165˚ while SMO does not have rotations.37,86 Therefore, the 
superlattices provide a means to study what happens at interfaces between materials with 
dissimilar rotations. The superlattices were grown onto SrTiO3 substrates using the oxide 
MBE at the Center for Nanoscale Materials at Argonne,
42
  Half order peaks were measured 
for each superlattice at APS Sector 33-BM-C using an x-ray wavelength of 1.24 Å.   
Figure 82 shows the evolution of the ½(113) peak as the superlattice periodicity is 
changed.  As the volume fraction of LNO increases the half order reflection intensity also 
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increases, indicating a larger degree of octahedral tilting.  Measured intensities were input in 
the Mathematica program to quantify the magnitude of octahedral rotations.  Results are 
shown in Table 6 for a 2:2 LNO/SMO superlattice, and Table 7 shows results for a 4:2 
LNO/SMO superlattice.   The obtained rotation magnitude and B-O-B bond angles are shown 
in Table 8.  In-plane, ab, and out-of-plane, c, B-O-B bond angles were calculated using 
 
𝜃𝑎𝑏 = 180˚ −  2√𝛼2 +  𝛾2,                                         19 
 
and  




Figure 81: ½(113) diffraction peak for LNO/SMO superlattices with 4:2, 2:2, and 1:2 periodicities. 
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Table 6: Normalized measured and calculated peak intensities for a 2:2 LNO/SMO superlattice.
84
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Table 7: Normalized measured and calculated peak intensities for a 4:2 LNO/SMO superlattice.
84
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Table 8: Results of the peak fitting program that lead to the best fitting diffraction simulations.  In 
plane and out of plane bond angles are also shown.
84
 
Film  (deg)  (deg) ab (deg) c (deg) 
L4S2 6.6 3.5 165.1 161.3 
L2S2 5.5 2.1 168.2 164.4 
 
 
An early challenge of this work was determining the number of peaks to utilize as 
well as which diffraction peaks were influenced the most by  and .  Clearly better 
statistics exist with increased number of measured peaks, however the availability of 
synchrotron diffraction beamtime is limited and there is an ongoing effort to determine the 
best diffraction peaks to utilize for efficient use of time.  When available, nine peaks were 
utilized for analysis.  Selecting the peaks which included the most information was also 
required.  Peak intensities drop significantly with increasing values of h, k, and l.  For 
instance, Table 7 shows the relative intensities for the ½(113), ½ (115), ½(117), and ½(119) 
peaks.  The intensity suffers a significant drop off with the ½(119) peak, and with such weak 
intensity the statistical weight of this peak data may not be significant.  Furthermore, higher 
order peaks require larger scattering angles; the goniometer positions may cut off a portion of 
the incident or scattered beam which diminishes the detected intensity for the peak.  Setting a 
cutoff for scans with the chi motor at angles greater than 135˚ was utilized to avoid any 
obscuring of the x-ray beam.  To summarize, when available, nine peaks would be utilized, 
these peaks would be lower indexed peaks where beam-cutoff was not an issue, and they 
would be diverse enough to include ample intensity contributions from each rotation axes, 
this is discussed further in Section 6.2. 




5.2 Orthorhombic Systems 
 
Determining the atomic structure of Pbnm-type orthorhombic perovskite films is 
considerably more challenging than rhombohedral films.  Like the rhombohedral structure, 






 pattern.  
Along two axes of rotation the octahedra counter-rotate, while rotating the same direction 
along the third axis.  Another important difference is the displacement of A-site atoms, which 
repeats every two unit cells giving rise to another unit cell doubling symmetry that 
contributes to half-order peak intensity.  Figure 83 shows the LaFeO3 pseudocubic structure, 
an example orthorhombic perovskite.  The left portion of Figure 83 is along an a
-
 axis of 
rotation. In this view, it can be seen that the middle row of lanthanum ions is shifted slightly 
to the right relative to the lower and upper rows.  This offset becomes more apparent when 
viewed along the c
+
 axis of rotation shown in the right.  The lanthanum ions shift within the 
plane normal to the positive axis of rotation. For example, if the in-phase rotation is along the 
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Figure 82: Left: a
-
 axis of octahedral rotation in LaFeO3.  Right: c
+






These A-site displacements not only contribute to half-order diffraction peak  
intensities, this contribution can be quite large due to the relatively higher scattering factor of 
rare-earth elements compared to oxygen ions, as the atomic form factor scales with Z.   
 
5.3 Variables for Fitting Synchrotron Data for Orthorhombic Thin Films 
 
Attempts have been made to characterize octahedral rotations by focusing on peaks 
seemingly uninfluenced by A-site displacements.
87
  In this previous study, LaVO3 thin films 
were deposited onto SrTiO3 substrates (LVO on STO).  STO is an ideal substrate as the four 
domains are equal and no octahedral tilting occurs in the substrate.  The ½{231} family of 
diffraction peaks were scanned and intensities were calculated in a similar fashion to the 
previously described technique.  A-site contributions were disregarded as it was assumed the 
cationic displacements did not contribute to the half-order intensities for these specific peaks.  
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This assumption was based on simulations of powder diffraction patterns which included 
four variants of the LVO structure: with A-site displacements and octahedral rotations, with 
only A-site displacements, with only octahedral rotations, and with neither A-site 
displacements or octahedral rotations.  Table 9 shows a good agreement with measured and 
calculated intensities obtained from this previous study of LVO on STO. 
 
 











































Although the agreement is good in Table 9, there is limited diversity of half-order 
peaks used for characterization.  Assuming that all domains were equal within the film, the 
last three film peaks are essentially the same, and the fitting program treats them as such, 
with relative calculated intensities of 0.188-0.189.  Therefore, this work only utilized three 
diffraction peaks, which may not be sufficient to determine the structure of the films.  The 
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authors attribute the limited use of half-order peaks to the added difficulty of the inclusion of 
A-site translations; preferring to ignore the A-site symmetry whenever possible leading to a 
reasonable solution that may not be fully accurate. Furthermore, a full structural 
determination requires quantifying both the A-site and oxygen positions, which was not 
achieved in this previous LVO study. 
The aim of this work was to quantify the full atomic structure by taking both 
octahedral rotations and A-site displacements into account in the diffraction refinement. The 
oxygen positions were determined using the previously described method with only  and  
as fitting parameters. A central complication to determining the A-site contribution to the 
half-order intensities is describing these translations with the fewest number of variables in 
order to write software capable of rapidly solving structures. In this work, two displacement 
values were used to describe the A-site deviations from the ideal perovskite positions.  
Determining which peaks to select for characterization was based on earlier work by 









 will produce peaks with even-odd-odd and k ≠ l such as (0 1/2 3/2) 
b
+ 
will produce peaks with odd-even-odd and h ≠ l such as (1/2 0 3/2) 
c
+ 
will produce peaks with odd-odd-even and h ≠ k such as (1/2 3/2 0) 
a
-
 will produce peaks with odd-odd-odd and k ≠ l such as (1/2 1/2 3/2) 
b
- 
will produce peaks with odd-odd-odd and h ≠ l such as (1/2 1/2 3/2) 
c
- 
will produce peaks with odd-odd-odd and h ≠ k such as (1/2 3/2 1/2) 
 
It is important to note that peaks that give b
-
 information can provide information on 
a
-






, should not exhibit peaks only seen in 
orthorhombic structures, such as the (1/2 1 3/2).  Furthermore, in orthorhombic systems there 






 system should only exhibit even-odd-odd 
peaks and no odd-even-odd or odd-odd-even peaks in addition to odd-odd-odd peaks.  Table 
10 shows a data set obtained for LaFeO3 films on SrTiO3 with the (1/2 3/2 1), (1 1/2 3/2), 
(1/2 1 3/2) peaks having non-zero intensities and the (1 1/2 3/2) and (1/2 1 3/2) peaks nearly 
identical and the (1/2 3/2 1) peak orders of magnitude less intense.  This indicates the 


















 tils as well. 
This demonstrates the possibility that small volumes of tilt patterns can exist within 







needed to be accounted for in the fitting program.  This can be handled by adding a volume 
parameter for each tilt pattern: 
𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 𝑉𝑎+𝐼𝑎+ + 𝑉𝑏+𝐼𝑏+ + 𝑉𝑐+𝐼𝑐+,                                         20 
with 
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                                                          𝑉𝑎+ + 𝑉𝑏+ + 𝑉𝑐+ = 1.                                                       22 
 Here V is the volume fractions and I is the intensities for each positive axis of 
rotation.  Assuming the substrate is cubic and the pseudocubic axis parameters of the film are 
nearly identical, the volume of the film with positive rotations along the a axis should be 
equal to the volume of the film with positive rotations along the b axis, assuming the film 
was deposited with the c axis oriented parallel to the out of plane axis of the substrate.    This 
effectively adds one variable to the fitting program, as all volume concentrations can be 
determined knowing the symmetry of the film.  Knowing that Va+ +Vb+ + Vc+ = 1, and Va+ = 
Vb+  it is possible to define all volume fractions as a function of Va such that: 
Va = Va,                                                             23 
Vb = Va,                                                             24 
                                                                  Vc = 1 - 2Va. ,                                                          25 
Limiting the amount of variables such as this was important to increase calculation 
speed.  For example, if the fitting routine required 22,500 calculations and took 20 minutes to 
compute, adding a simple variable that has two options, 0 and 1, would require 22,500 
calculations with this variable set to 0, and 22,500 calculations with this variable set to 1.  
This would now require 40 minutes of computational time.  Treating three volume fractions 
as independent variables would have, at minimum, increased calculation time by a factor of 
eight, and that was assuming only two values for each variable.   To summarize, for the 
oxygen displacements several variables came into play: volume fraction of different rotation 
patterns, domain contributions,  and and  
Not all diffraction peaks obtained contained data solely pertinent to oxygen positions.  
The A-sites in orthorhombic materials also contribute to half-order intensities. The next step 
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was to calculate the intensity contributed from A-site displacements as well as oxygen 
displacements.  Figure 84 shows the basal plane and the displacement vector variables (d1, 
d2) for the more complex displacement tabulated in Table 10.  Considerations in Table 11 
allow for major and minor magnitudes of displacement as well as a new term d3 which added 
or reduced the magnitude of displacement in only a single direction allowing for angles of 
displacement other than 45˚ relative to the in-plane axes.  This is shown in Figure 85. This 




Figure 83: Schematic of A-site shifts along the basal plane of an orthorhombic perovskite with a --+ 
tilt pattern for the +++ domain.  Individual atom positions resulting from these displacements are 
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Table 10: Shifts in A-sites for all domains and tilt patterns in orthorhombic perovskite systems. 
Tilt Patterns Domains A-site shifts 
--+ 
+++ 
(0+d1+d2, 0+d1+d2, 0), (0.5+d1, 0+d1, 0), 
(0.5+d1+d2, 0.5+d1+d2, 0), (0+d1, 0.5+d1, 0), 
(0-d1-d2, 0-d1-d2, 0.5), (0.5-d1, 0-d1, .5), 
(0.5-d1-d2, 0.5-d1-d2, 0.5), (0-d1, 0.5-d1, .5) 
++- 
(0-d1-d2, 0-d1-d2, 0), (0.5-d1, 0-d1, 0),  
(0.5-d1-d2, .5-d1-d2, 0), (0-d1, 0.5-d1, 0), 
(0+d1+d2, 0+d1+d2, 0.5), (0.5+d1, 0+d1, 0.5), 
 (0.5+d1+d2, 0.5+d1+d2, 0.5), (0+d1, 0.5+d1, .5) 
+-+ 
(0+d1+d2, 0-d1-d2, 0), (0.5+d1, 0-d1, 0),  
(0.5+d1+d2, .5-d1-d2, 0), (0+d1, 0.5-d1, 0), 
 (0-d1-d2, 0+d1+d2, .5), (0.5-d1, 0+d1, 0.5), 
 (0.5-d1-d2, .5+d1+d2, .5), (0-d1, .5+d1, 0.5) 
-++ 
(0-d1-d2, 0+d1+d2, 0), (0.5-d1, 0+d1, 0),  
(0.5-d1-d2, 0.5+d1+d2, 0), (0-d1, 0.5+d1, 0),  
(0+d1+d2, 0-d1-d2, 0.5), (0.5+d1, 0-d1, 0.5),  
(0.5+d1+d2, 0.5-d1-d2, 0.5), (0+d1, 0.5-d1, 0.5) 
-+- 
+++ 
(0+d1+d2, 0, 0-d1-d2), (0.5+d1, 0, 0-d1),  
(0.5-d1, 0.5, 0+d1), (0-d1-d2, 0.5, 0+d1+d2), 
 (0+d1, 0, 0.5-d1), (0.5+d1+d2, 0, 0.5-d1-d2),  
(0.5-d1-d2, 0.5, 0.5+d1+d2), (0-d1, 0.5, 0.5+d1) 
++- 
(0-d1-d2, 0, 0+d1+d2), (0.5-d1, 0, 0+d1),  
(0.5+d1, 0.5, 0-d1), (0+d1+d2, 0.5, 0-d1-d2), 
(0-d1, 0, 0.5+d1), (.5-d1-d2, 0, 0.5+d1+d2), 
(0.5+d1+d2, 0.5, 0.5-d1-d2), (0+d1, 0.5, 0.5-d1) 
+-+ 
(0+d1+d2, 0, 0+d1+d2), (0.5+d1, 0, 0+d1), 
(0.5-d1, 0.5, 0-d1), (0-d1-d2, 0.5, 0-d1-d2), 
(0+d1, 0, 0.5+d1), (0.5+d1+d2, 0, 0.5+d1+d2), 
(0.5-d1-d2, 0.5, 0.5-d1-d2), (0-d1, 0.5, 0.5-d1) 
-++ 
(0-d1-d2, 0, 0-d1-d2), (0.5-d1, 0, 0-d1), 
(0.5+d1, 0.5, 0+d1), (0+d1+d2, 0.5, 0+d1+d2), 
(0-d1, 0, 0.5-d1), (0.5-d1-d2, 0, 0.5-d1-d2), 




(0, 0+d1+d2, 0-d1-d2), (0.5, 0-d1-d2, 0+d1+d2+d3), 
(0.5, 0.5-d1, 0+d1), (0, 0.5+d1, 0-d1), 
(0, 0+d1, 0.5-d1), (0.5, 0-d1, 0.5+d1), 
(0.5, 0.5-d1-d2, 0.5+d1+d2), (0, 0.5+d1+d2, 0.5-d1-d2-d3) 
++- 
(0, 0-d1-d2, 0+d1+d2), (0.5, 0+d1+d2, 0-d1-d2), 
(0.5, 0.5+d1,0-d1), (0, 0.5-d1, 0+d1), 
(0, 0-d1, 0.5+d1), (0.5, 0+d1, 0.5-d1), 
(0.5, 0.5+d1+d2, 0.5-d1-d2), (0, 0.5-d1-d2, 0.5+d1+d2) 
+-+ 
(0, 0+d1+d2, 0+d1+d2), (0.5, 0-d1-d2, 0-d1-d2), 
(0.5, 0.5-d1, 0-d1), (0, 0.5+d1, 0+d1), 
(0, 0+d1, 0.5+d1), (0.5, 0-d1, 0.5-d1), 
(0.5, 0.5-d1-d2, 0.5-d1-d2), (0, 0.5+d1+d2, 0.5+d1+d2) 
-++ 
(0, 0-d1-d2, 0-d1-d2), (0.5, 0+d1+d2, 0+d1+d2), 
(0.5, 0.5+d1, 0+d1), (0, 0.5-d1, 0-d1), 
(0, 0-d1, 0.5-d1), (0.5, 0+d1, 0.5+d1), 
(0.5, 0.5+d1+d2, 0.5+d1+d2), (0, 0.5-d1-d2, 0.5-d1-d2) 
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Table 11: The addition of more displacements to Table 10 allows for minor and major displacements 
as well as displacements which may displace further in y than x, or vice versa. 
Tilt Patterns Domains A-site shifts 
--+ 
+++ 
(0+d1+d2+d3, 0+d1+d2, 0), (0.5+d1+d3, 0+d1, 0), 
(0.5+d1+d2+d3, 0.5+d1+d2, 0), (0+d1+d3, 0.5+d1, 0), 
(0-d1-d2-d3, 0-d1-d2, 0.5), (0.5-d1-d3, 0-d1, .5), 
(0.5-d1-d2-d3, 0.5-d1-d2, 0.5), (0-d1-d3, 0.5-d1, .5) 
++- 
(0-d1-d2-d3, 0-d1-d2, 0), (0.5-d1-d3, 0-d1, 0),  
(.5-d1-d2-d3, .5-d1-d2, 0), (0-d1-d3, 0.5-d1, 0), 
(0+d1+d2+d3, 0+d1+d2, 0.5), (0.5+d1+d3, 0+d1, 0.5), 
 (0.5+d1+d2+d3, 0.5+d1+d2, 0.5), (0+d1+d3, 0.5+d1, .5) 
+-+ 
(0+d1+d2+d3, 0-d1-d2, 0), (0.5+d1+d3, 0-d1, 0),  
(0.5+d1+d2+d3, .5-d1-d2, 0), (0+d1+d3, 0.5-d1, 0), 
 (0-d1-d2-d3, 0+d1+d2, .5), (0.5-d1-d3, 0+d1, 0.5), 
 (0.5-d1-d2-d3, .5+d1+d2, .5), (0-d1-d3, .5+d1, 0.5) 
-++ 
(0-d1-d2-d3, 0+d1+d2, 0), (0.5-d1-d3, 0+d1, 0),  
(0.5-d1-d2-d3, 0.5+d1+d2, 0), (0-d1-d3, 0.5+d1, 0),  
(0+d1+d2+d3, 0-d1-d2, 0.5), (0.5+d1+d3, 0-d1, 0.5),  
(0.5+d1+d2+d3, 0.5-d1-d2, 0.5), (0+d1+d3, 0.5-d1, 0.5) 
-+- 
+++ 
(0+d1+d2+d3, 0, 0-d1-d2), (0.5+d1+d3, 0, 0-d1),  
(0.5-d1-d3, 0.5, 0+d1), (0-d1-d2-d3, 0.5, 0+d1+d2), 
 (0+d1+d3, 0, 0.5-d1), (0.5+d1+d2+d3, 0, 0.5-d1-d2),  
(0.5-d1-d2-d3, 0.5, 0.5+d1+d2), (0-d1-d3, 0.5, 0.5+d1) 
++- 
(0-d1-d2-d3, 0, 0+d1+d2), (0.5-d1-d3, 0, 0+d1),  
(0.5+d1+d3, 0.5, 0-d1), (0+d1+d2+d3, 0.5, 0-d1-d2), 
(0-d1-d3, 0, 0.5+d1), (.5-d1-d2-d3, 0, 0.5+d1+d2), 
(0.5+d1+d2+d3, 0.5, 0.5-d1-d2), (0+d1+d3, 0.5, 0.5-d1) 
+-+ 
(0+d1+d2+d3, 0, 0+d1+d2), (0.5+d1+d3, 0, 0+d1), 
(0.5-d1-d3, 0.5, 0-d1), (0-d1-d2-d3, 0.5,0-d1-d2), 
(0+d1+d3, 0, 0.5+d1), (0.5+d1+d2+d3, 0, 0.5+d1+d2), 
(0.5-d1-d2-d3, 0.5, 0.5-d1-d2), (0-d1-d3, 0.5, 0.5-d1) 
-++ 
(0-d1-d2-d3, 0, 0-d1-d2), (0.5-d1-d3, 0, 0-d1), 
(0.5+d1+d3, 0.5, 0+d1), (0+d1+d2+d3, 0.5, 0+d1+d2), 
(0-d1-d3, 0, 0.5-d1), (0.5-d1-d2-d3, 0, 0.5-d1-d2), 




(0, 0+d1+d2, 0-d1-d2-d3), (0.5, 0-d1-d2, 0+d1+d2+d3), 
(0.5, 0.5-d1, 0+d1+d3), (0, 0.5+d1, 0-d1-d3), 
(0, 0+d1, 0.5-d1-d3), (0.5, 0-d1, 0.5+d1+d3), 
(0.5, 0.5-d1-d2, 0.5+d1+d2+d3), (0, 0.5+d1+d2, 0.5-d1-d2-d3) 
++- 
(0, 0-d1-d2, 0+d1+d2+d3), (0.5, 0+d1+d2, 0-d1-d2-d3), 
(0.5, 0.5+d1,0-d1-d3), (0, 0.5-d1, 0+d1+d3), 
(0, 0-d1, 0.5+d1+d3), (0.5, 0+d1, 0.5-d1-d3), 
(0.5, 0.5+d1+d2, 0.5-d1-d2-d3), (0, 0.5-d1-d2, 0.5+d1+d2+d3) 
+-+ 
(0, 0+d1+d2, 0+d1+d2+d3), (0.5, 0-d1-d2, 0-d1-d2-d3), 
(0.5, 0.5-d1, 0-d1-d3), (0, 0.5+d1, 0+d1+d3), 
(0, 0+d1, 0.5+d1+d3), (0.5, 0-d1, 0.5-d1-d3), 
(0.5, 0.5-d1-d2, 0.5-d1-d2-d3), (0, 0.5+d1+d2, 0.5+d1+d2+d3) 
-++ 
(0, 0-d1-d2, 0-d1-d2-d3), (0.5, 0+d1+d2, 0+d1+d2+d3), 
(0.5, 0.5+d1, 0+d1+d3), (0, 0.5-d1, 0-d1-d3), 
(0, 0-d1, 0.5-d1-d3), (0.5, 0+d1, 0.5+d1+d3), 
(0.5, 0.5+d1+d2, 0.5+d1+d2+d3), (0, 0.5-d1-d2, 0.5-d1-d2-d3) 
 




Figure 84: Visualization of Table 11 for the +++ domain of the --+ tilt pattern, major and minor 
displacements are shown on the right. 
 
 
 A fitting program utilizing a text-based brute force fitting method was created for 
fitting diffraction data over multiple peaks.  An alternative program with the same 
mathematic calculations and a graphical user interface (GUI) was created in tandem with the 
text program.  A screenshot of this program is shown in Figure 82.  This program did not 
utilize a fitting routine, instead it allowed the user to input all of the variables used in the 
automated fitting program along with values for  and .  This allowed the user to change 
one variable at a time to understand the effects on individual half order peaks.    
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Figure 85: GUI for octahedral fitting software. 
 
The effects of each variable were tested utilizing the A-site translations from Table 11 
and the graphical user interface from Figure 86.  A test scenario was first performed to 
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understand the contributions of oxygen and A-site displacements to varios families of half-
order diffraction peaks.  An initial structure with parameters shown in Table 12 was selected 
and changes in peak intensities due to each variable were normalized against this scenario.  
The results from the enforced variations are shown in Table 13. 
 
 







--+ volume fraction 0.01 
-+- volume fraction 0.495 




Table 13: Changes in peak normalized intensities due to structural variables. 
Change 
Normalized Intensities 
½(113) ½(111) ½(123) ½(103) ½(213) ½(013) ½(132) ½(133) ½(113) 
Initial 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ 3° 3.78 2.28 3.72 3.80 3.72 3.80 0.92 0.98 3.78 
+ 4° 0.96 2.73 0.83 1 0.83 1.00 1.94 1.87 0.96 
d2 + 0.01 5.68 5146 1.11 1.09 1.12 1.07 1.02 2.31 5.68 




Doubling the in-plane rotational magnitude, and significantly increased the 




 rotations, such as 
½(103), ½(013).  A decrease in intensity was seen for the c
+
 axis, ½(132), and as well as an 
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 axes, ½(133).  Increasing  had nearly an 
opposite effect on the intensities, however peaks with a zero index in-plane were not changed 
by the increase in Most significant is the altering of A-site displacements.  The ½ (111) 
peak was drastically increased by shifting the A-site atoms by a single percentage of the 
supercell lattice parameter, roughly 0.07 Å. Note that h=k=l peaks, such as ½ (111), are not 
predicted to have any contributions from octahedral rotations according to the guidelines 
developed by Glazer. Peaks of the even-odd-odd type were only slightly affected by this 
addition, however, as the LaVO3 work suggests, these peaks are dominated by octahedral 
rotations and not A-site displacements.  Other peaks, such as the ½ (113) are effected by a 
mixture of A-site displacements as well as octahedral rotations.     
 
 
5.4 Results of LaGaO3 and LaFeO3 Films on SrTiO3 
 
For a model system, LaFeO3 films were chosen as bulk LaFeO3 is Pbnm
88
and high 
quality LaFeO3 films can be grown at Drexel.
54
  LaFeO3 films deposited onto SrTiO3 
substrates were measured at the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National Laboratories.  
Half-order peaks were scanned at Sector 33-BM-C with 10 keV x-rays (λ = 1.24 Å ).  
Measurements were carried out over the course of two days and Table 14 shows the results of 
these scans in sequential order.   
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Table 14: Integrated intensity and alpha angles for half-order peaks in a LaFeO3 thin film deposited 
onto SrTiO3.  This table is listed by the order of the scans chronologically with the earliest scan at the 
top of the list. 
























































































































) 0.005061 13.8 






































































) 0.002161 13.77 
 
 LaFeO3 data was fit using the same method as the LaVO3 data, in which peaks whose 
intensity comes mainly from oxygen rotations were used.  These results are shown in Table 
15.  Through symmetry, the ½(013) and ½(103) peaks should have the same intensity; 
therefore further data analysis involved the averaging of these peaks to mitigate measurement 
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Table 15: The original peaks input into the fitting program leading to a solution of  =  = 8.4˚ and 
 = 13.2˚. 













































1) 0.00323 0.0033 
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Table 16: Similar data to that shown in Table 15, however peaks whose intensity should be equal due 
to equal domain contributions have been averaged. Yet  =  = 8.4˚ and  = 13.2˚ still. 










































1) 0.003711 0.00367 
 
Table 17:  A step further from Table 16, this table omits the miss-fit ½ (413) peak to understand how 
the improper fit affected the solved magnitudes of rotation. Still,  = 8.4  and  = 13.2. 






























1) 0.00371 0.00371 
  
 
 Using the average intensities for peaks that should be equal due to similar domain 
contributes leads to the same solution of  =  = 8.4˚ and  = 13.2˚.  The ½(131) peak was 
not being fit properly by the program.  Omitting this peak led to a lower cumulative error but 
the magnitudes of rotation that best fit the data did not deviate from  = 8.4  and  = 
13.2. 
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Table 18: Fitting peaks with intensities caused from oxygen and lanthanum in LFO. 


















































) 0.65 0.5856 0.5888 
 
 
The error in these fits was too high making the results not convincing.  This is 
because the calculations did not take into account the magnitude of translation in the A-site 
atoms, and are therefore not accurate. The final aspect of the fitting program was the 
inclusion of the A-site displacements detailed in the earlier section of this chapter.  
 At this point, a new method of fitting was developed based on two criteria; the 
volume fraction of minority tilt populations may not matter if they have less than 5% effect 
on the overall peak intensity, and some peaks exist outside of the {n, n/2, (n+2)/2} family 
that, although still affected by A-site translations, are caused mainly (95%+) by oxygen 
rotations.  This simplified the fitting by separating it into two steps.  The first step was 
selecting diffraction peaks caused mainly by oxygen rotations and fitting only  =  and  
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with d1, d2, d3 = 0.   After this fit, ,  and were set to their solved values, the peaks           
½(111) and ½(333) were added, and d1, and d2 were solved for.  Even with this process the 
LaFeO3 data proved to be challenging to fit.  This can be explained by obvious problems 
with the measured data, for instance several peaks were measured multiple times with vastly 
different integrated intensities.  The ½(113) peak, for instance, had two measured intensities, 
one at 0.020015, and one at 0.028663.  The ½(131) peak was even worse with a factor of two 
difference.  If the obtained fits were accurate for LaFeO3 then Table 18 shows two different 
solutions with similar error leading to the Fe-O-Fe in-plane bond angle is 156.7˚ and out-of-
plane bond angle is 163.0˚ for ˚ = 10˚ or the in plane bond angle is 154.4˚ and the 
out of plane bond angle is 154.5˚ for  = 9˚ while bulk values are 157.6˚ for in plane 
and 157.6˚ for out of plane.11.  For ˚ = 10˚, d1 = 0.0 and d2 = 0.008.  For  
= 9˚  d1 = 0.0 and d2 = 0.012.  Ignoring the fitting that involved the A-site displacements gave 
results of  =  = 8.4˚ and  = 13.2˚ leading to an in plane bond angle of 148.7˚ and an out of 
plane bond angle of 156.2˚.   
 LaGaO3 films on SrTiO3 substrates grown by Fabio Granozio (CNR-SPIN) were 
measured as well.  The intensities are shown in Table 19.  This data set appeared to be more 
robust, as the ½(113) peak was scanned twice with similar values, also the domain fractions 
were found to be equal through the use of negative H and K indices in the ½{113} family.   
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Table 19: LaGaO3 measured peak intensities. 
























































































































) 0.011694 13.777 
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LaGaO3 is a --+ orthorhombic material.  Peaks selected for the initial scans are shown 
in Table 20.  Initially the A-site displacements were set to zero.  These results gave a value of 
9.5˚ for  and , and 4.3˚ for The ½(335) peak was omitted from the fitting routine and the 
results shown in Table 21, here 9.3˚ for  and , and 4.2˚ for . In Table 22, the ½(111) and 
½(333) peaks were included, however the A-sites were still kept in their ideal cubic 
perovskite positions.  This lead to higher values of 9.9˚ for  and , and 4.5˚ for , meaning 
that the oxygen positions do contribute to the ½(111) and ½(333) peaks at large enough 
magnitudes of rotation.     Table 23 shows the results of including the ½(111) and  ½(333) 
peaks and allowing the A-sites to move with d1 and d2 displacements.  This lead to a solution 
of  = 9.3, and  = 3.9, with d1 and d2 being 0.005 and 0.004, respectively. 
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Table 20: Diffraction peaks used in calculating oxygen octahedra rotations in LaGaO3 with  = 
9.5, and  = 4.3. 

















































Table 21: Omitting the (3/2 3/2 5/2) peak leads to the following intensities with  = 9.3, and  = 
4.2. 




































) 1.13 1.25 
 
 




Table 22: Adding the (1/2 1/2 1/2) and (3/2 3/2 3/2) peaks while not allowing A-site motion leads to 
the following intensities with  = 9.9, and  = 4.5. 




















































) 0.88 0.35 
 
  




Table 23:  The same data set as Table 22, however A-site atoms are allowed to move, giving  = 
9.5, and  = 4.3 d1 and d2 being 0.005 and 0.004. 




























































) 0.88 0.41 
 
These numbers led to in-plane bond angles of 159.1˚ and out-of-plane angles of 
153.1˚. However, it was not clear why the in-plane angle was decreasing so dramatically 
from the bulk value of 162.1˚. To determine the robustness of this fit, one final addition to 
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Table 24: Fitting for LGO with negative displacement vectors for A-sites available.   




















































) 0.88  0.79 
  
 Table 24 shows the results of the fitting when allowing for negative A-site 
displacement vectors.  This fit lead to  = 9.3°,  = 4.3°, d1 = -0.002 and d2 = 0.005.   
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5.5 Discussion and Conclusions 
 
 A program was designed to compare synchrotron data from half-order intensities with 
calculated intensities to solve for the most likely atomic positions in rhombohedral and 
orthorhombic perovskite systems.  This program was useful in determining which half-order 
peaks should be utilized for fitting data, as well as how oxygen atoms and A-site atoms 
distinctly affect the intensities for a variety of peaks.  For instance, it was noticed that the 
½(111) peak is dominated by A-site shifts, however high values of , and did increase 
the calculated intensity of the ½(111).  Diffraction peaks with higher indices proved 
challenging to fit, this may be due to the quality of data obtained when trying to acquire film 
peaks with high angles in the goniometer as obstructions to the incident and scattered beam 
can become an issue.   
 The program in its entirety is produced in the appendix; there were no formatting 
changes made, and one could copy it into its own text file, save it with a .py extension, and 
run it with no issue.  It is necessary to have the Python  2.7  “math” library installed.  The 
modular nature of this program makes adding new functionality fairly simple.  For instance, 
the only A-site atom programmed in the system is lanthanum, but it could easily have a 
volume fraction setup added when considering quaternary perovskites.  Resonant edge fitting 
is also a possibility and would require an intensity pre-multiplier, much like the Lorentz 
polarization and beam footprint corrections.  This would be an element specific, however 
intensity contributions from each element could be further elucidated through this method. 
 The process of fitting data should also be further tested.  Ideally one would travel to a 
synchrotron source knowing exactly which diffraction peaks were pertinent to obtain.  
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Emphasis on alignment cannot be stressed enough, as a single miss-scanned diffraction peak 
can corrupt the entire statistics of the fitting process.  This can be seen through the difference 
in the quality of the LaGaO3 and LaFeO3 data sets.   
The procedure to fitting data should be as follows: the impact of volume fraction in 
orthorhombic systems with all three tilt patterns should be tested, if it is insignificant, only 
the majority volume fractions should be fit.  After which the peaks whose main intensity 
contributions are due to oxygen should be fit with A-site atoms pinned in the ideal perovskite 
positions (d1, d2, d3 =  0).  The A-sites should then be allowed to move while the oxygen 
octahedra are loosely locked to their calculated magnitudes of rotations, this can be done by 
setting the range of andto ±1˚ of their current calculated values. This small limit to 
the rotations increases the time required for A-site fitting by over two orders of magnitude.  A 
wider range can be used, however calculation time must be considered.  This is best done in 
this iterative fashion as opposed to opening all variables at once as each fit individually 
requires 20-120 minutes, but a fit with all variables available can require days.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions 
 
 By utilizing composition and epitaxial strain this project focused on the materials 
science aspect of the effects of structure on the macroscopic properties of rare-earth 
nickelates.  These materials are tolerant of high degrees of off-stoichiometry with surprising 
consequences for macroscopic behavior. In particular, it was shown that lanthanum deficient 
LaNiO3 films are more conductive than stoichiometric films.  These films showed no 
evidence of secondary phases through TEM and XRD analysis, but the smaller unit cell 
volumes suggest that shorter bond lengths in lanthanum deficient films could contribute to 
higher conductivities.   
 The alloying of the isovalent A-site cation europium into LaNiO3 films was shown to 
provide a means to tailor metal-to-insulator transition temperatures. The transition 
temperatures were found to depend strongly on the strain state of the film, with compressive 
strain reducing T*. However, the transition temperatures in the films are reduced compared 
to bulk La1-xEuxNiO3. Films grown on SrTiO3 under the high magnitudes of tensile strain and 
films with x > 0.7 do not exhibit these transitions, instead remaining insulating at all 
temperatures.  The reduction of the tolerance factor as the europium content increased may 
have led to higher difficulty in stabilizing the correct oxygen stoichiometry, and these films 
may be highly defective. 
 LaNiO3 films were also grown on piezoelectric PMN-PT substrates, which enabled 
studies of the effect of dynamic strain tuning on the electrical conductivity. The high degree 
of lattice mismatch created a challenge for the growth of these films, however a buffer layer 
of LaFeO3 was utilized to mitigate defects.  The application of a bias across the substrate, 
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which redues the in-plane lattice parameters, was shown to lower the resistivity in LaNiO3 
films. The observed behavior is in agreement with previously reported increases in 
conductivity in nickelate films under increasing degrees of compressive strain. The change in 
resistivity was recoverable, and symmetric about a zero applied field, consistent with 
structural-driven changes arising from bias-induced strain modification.   
 In order to quantify atomic structure in strained perovskite films, a program was 
developed capable of calculating peak intensities for half-order diffraction peaks in the 
rhombohedral and orthorhombic perovskite systems. The calculating peak intensities are 
compared to measured intensities; the difference in the calculated and measured intensities is 
minimized to solve for the oxygen and A-site positions. The program takes into account 
volume fractions from --+, -+-, and +-- tilt patterns, rotational domain populations, and can 
refine up to nine diffraction peaks. The program was used to determine the Ga-O-Ga bond 
angles and Ga-O bond lengths for a strained LaGaO3 film deposited on a SrTiO3 substrate, 
which was used as a model system. This work is the first time that the full atomic structure, 
including both octahedral rotations and A-site displacements, of a Pbnm-type perovskite thin 
film has been quantified.  
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Chapter 7: Future Outlook 
 
In this thesis, epitaxial strain was used to tailor the MIT in LENO thin films. 
However, the magnitude of the resistivity change was much less than previously reported in 
bulk, suggesting that the films were not optimized. The likely cause of the deviation between 
bulk and film are increased oxygen vacancy concentration in the films. Future studies of 
LENO films grown under stronger oxidizing conditions or through more extensive post-
growth anneals would be useful to better understand intrinsic versus extrinsic behavior in 
LENO films. Once the LENO films are optimized, growth of this material on a PMN-PT 
substrate at a composition with an abrupt metal-insulator transition could lead to interesting 
dynamic tailoring of the MIT. 
There are many possible ways to improve the diffraction refinement program. In 
current form, the program only works with ternary systems in which the A-site is lanthanum; 
the user must change the atomic form factor if any other A-site cation is used. Adding more 
elements to the calculations as well as a method of inputting stoichiometry would be a simple 
next step in the development of the program.  The program could then be further enhanced 
by allowing considerations for superlattices, resonant absorption edges, and higher order 
Ruddlesden Popper perovskite phases such as the 214 and 327 compounds.  It may also be 
possible to fit orthorhombic perovskites with only two variables.  Figure 84 shows a 
possibility for atomic displacements in an orthorhombic system.  For perovskite films grown 
on cubic substrates the motion of the oxygen atom might be correlated to the motion of the 
A-site displacements meaning whole structure could be defined as a function of  and 
Rigorous study into orthorhombic systems would be needed in order to determine a 
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pattern between octahedral tilting and A-site displacements. The first step of such work 
would be analyzing bulk structures to identify any correlations between the magnitude of the 
octahedral rotations and A-site displacements. Although this is not necessary for the fitting 
program to function, such a correlation (if present) would allow every orthorhombic structure 
to be completely defined as a function of tilt pattern, a, b, c, and  
 
Figure 86: Possible shifts from ideal perovskite positions for an orthorhombic plane of atoms.  Both 
negative axes are in the x and y planes while the positive axis of rotation is out of the pages.  The 
oxygen is shown as a red circle while the A-sites are blue.  These displacements have been 
exaggerated for clarity.   Future work would be to identifying quantitative relationships between the 
magnitude of the A-site displacements and the oxygen displacements. 
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Appendix: Python Code 
The following is the entirety of the code used for fitting octahedral rotations in 
orthorhombic systems.  This code was directly copied from the program to retain any 
formatting pertinent to Python.   
import math 
 
a = float(raw_input("a parameter: ")) 
b = float(raw_input("b parameter: ")) 
c = float(raw_input("c parameter: ")) 
wavelength = float(raw_input("xray wavelength: ")) 
mmpfraction = float(raw_input("--+ volume fraction: ")) 
mpmfraction = float(raw_input("-+- volume fraction: ")) 
pmmfraction = float(raw_input("+-- volume fraction: ")) 
mmpldppp = 0.25 
mmpldppm = 0.25 
mmpldpmp = 0.25 
mmpldmpp = 0.25 
mpmldppp = 0.25 
mpmldppm = 0.25 
mpmldpmp = 0.25 
mpmldmpp = 0.25 
pmmldppp = 0.25 
pmmldppm = 0.25 
pmmldpmp = 0.25 
pmmldmpp = 0.25         
mmpdppp = 0.25 
mmpdppm = 0.25 
mmpdpmp = 0.25 
mmpdmpp = 0.25 
mpmdppp = 0.25 
mpmdppm = 0.25 
mpmdpmp = 0.25 
mpmdmpp = 0.25 
pmmdppp = 0.25 
pmmdppm = 0.25 
pmmdpmp = 0.25 
pmmdmpp = 0.25 
oldchi = 30000 
print "The first peak, (h1 k1 l1) will be used to normalize all peak intensities.  Everything will be divided by this value.  Choose wisely." 
 
h1 = float(raw_input("h1: ")) 
k1 = float(raw_input("k1: ")) 
l1 = float(raw_input("l1: ")) 
measuredhkl1 = float(raw_input("Intensity of HKL1: ")) 
th1 = float(raw_input("alpha angle of HKL1: "))                       
h2 = float(raw_input("h2: ")) 
k2 = float(raw_input("k2: ")) 
l2 = float(raw_input("l2: ")) 
measuredhkl2 = float(raw_input("Intensity of HKL2: ")) 
th2 = float(raw_input("alpha angle of HKL2: ")) 
h3 = float(raw_input("h3: ")) 
k3 = float(raw_input("k3: ")) 
l3 = float(raw_input("l3: ")) 
measuredhkl3 = float(raw_input("Intensity of HKL3: ")) 
th3 = float(raw_input("alpha angle of HKL3: ")) 
h4 = float(raw_input("h4: ")) 
k4 = float(raw_input("k4: ")) 
l4 = float(raw_input("l4: ")) 
measuredhkl4 = float(raw_input("Intensity of HKL4: ")) 
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th4 = float(raw_input("alpha angle of HKL4: ")) 
h5 = float(raw_input("h5: ")) 
k5 = float(raw_input("k5: ")) 
l5 = float(raw_input("l5: ")) 
measuredhkl5 = float(raw_input("Intensity of HKL5: ")) 
th5 = float(raw_input("alpha angle of HKL5: ")) 
h6 = float(raw_input("h6: ")) 
k6 = float(raw_input("k6: ")) 
l6 = float(raw_input("l6: ")) 
measuredhkl6 = float(raw_input("Intensity of HKL6: ")) 
th6 = float(raw_input("alpha angle of HKL6: ")) 
h7 = float(raw_input("h7: ")) 
k7 = float(raw_input("k7: ")) 
l7 = float(raw_input("l7: ")) 
measuredhkl7 = float(raw_input("Intensity of HKL7: ")) 
th7 = float(raw_input("alpha angle of HKL7: ")) 
h8 = float(raw_input("h8: ")) 
k8 = float(raw_input("k8: ")) 
l8 = float(raw_input("l8: ")) 
measuredhkl8 = float(raw_input("Intensity of HKL8: ")) 
th8 = float(raw_input("alpha angle of HKL8: ")) 
h9 = float(raw_input("h9: ")) 
k9 = float(raw_input("k9: ")) 
l9 = float(raw_input("l9: ")) 
measuredhkl9 = float(raw_input("Intensity of HKL9: ")) 
th9 = float(raw_input("alpha angle of HKL9: ")) 
 
     
for arange in range (0, 16): 
    for grange in range (0, 16): 
        for d1range in range (0, 26): 
            for d2range in range (0, 26): 
                alpha = arange 
                beta = alpha 
                gamma = grange 
                d3 = 0 
                d1 = .002*(d1range+.00000001) 
                d2 = .0002*(d2range+.00000001) 
                mmpppp=((.25+(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25-(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0), 
                              (.25-(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75+(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0), 
                              (.75+(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75-(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0), 
                              (.75-(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25+(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0), 
                           (0,.25+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25-(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.25-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0,.25+(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.5,.25-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25+(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.25+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5,.25-(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                           (0,.75-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25+(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.5,.75+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25-(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.75-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5,.25+(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.75+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0,.25-(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                           (.25-(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25+(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5), 
                              (.25+(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75-(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5), 
                              (.75-(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75+(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5), 
                              (.75+(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25-(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5), 
                          (0,.25+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75+(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.25-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0,.75-(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.5,.25-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75-(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.25+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5,.75+(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                           (0,.75-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75-(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.5,.75+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75+(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.75-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5,.75-(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.75+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0,.75+(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2)))) 
                mmppmp=((.25+(c/2*math.sin(-beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25-(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0), 
                              (.25-(c/2*math.sin(-beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75+(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0), 
                              (.75+(c/2*math.sin(-beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75-(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0), 
                              (.75-(c/2*math.sin(-beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25+(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0), 
                           (0,.25+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25-(a/2*math.sin(-beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.25-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0,.25+(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.5,.25-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25+(a/2*math.sin(-beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.25+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5,.25-(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
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                           (0,.75-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25+(a/2*math.sin(-beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.5,.75+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25-(a/2*math.sin(-beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.75-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5,.25+(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.75+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0,.25-(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                           (.25-(c/2*math.sin(-beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25+(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5), 
                              (.25+(c/2*math.sin(-beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75-(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5), 
                              (.75-(c/2*math.sin(-beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75+(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5), 
                              (.75+(c/2*math.sin(-beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25-(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5), 
                           (0,.25+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75+(a/2*math.sin(-beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.25-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0,.75-(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.5,.25-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75-(a/2*math.sin(-beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.25+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5,.75+(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                           (0,.75-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75-(a/2*math.sin(-beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.5,.75+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75+(a/2*math.sin(-beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.75-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5,.75-(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.75+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0,.75+(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2)))) 
                mmpmpp=((.25+(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25-(c/2*math.sin(-alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0), 
                              (.25-(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75+(c/2*math.sin(-alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0), 
                              (.75+(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75-(c/2*math.sin(-alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0), 
                              (.75-(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25+(c/2*math.sin(-alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0), 
                           (0,.25+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25-(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.25-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0,.25+(a/2*math.sin(-alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.5,.25-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25+(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.25+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5,.25-(a/2*math.sin(-alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                           (0,.75-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25+(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.5,.75+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25-(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.75-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5,.25+(a/2*math.sin(-alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.75+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0,.25-(a/2*math.sin(-alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                           (.25-(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25+(c/2*math.sin(-alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5), 
                              (.25+(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75-(c/2*math.sin(-alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5), 
                              (.75-(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75+(c/2*math.sin(-alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5), 
                              (.75+(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25-(c/2*math.sin(-alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5), 
                           (0,.25+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75+(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.25-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0,.75-(a/2*math.sin(-alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.5,.25-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75-(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.25+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5,.75+(a/2*math.sin(-alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                           (0,.75-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75-(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.5,.75+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75+(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.75-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5,.75-(a/2*math.sin(-alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.75+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0,.75+(a/2*math.sin(-alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2)))) 
                mmpppm=((.25+(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25-(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0), 
                              (.25-(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75+(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0), 
                              (.75+(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75-(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0), 
                              (.75-(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25+(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0), 
                           (0,.25+(a/2*math.sin(-gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25-(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.25-(a/2*math.sin(-gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0,.25+(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.5,.25-(a/2*math.sin(-gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25+(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.25+(a/2*math.sin(-gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5,.25-(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                           (0,.75-(a/2*math.sin(-gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25+(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.5,.75+(a/2*math.sin(-gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25-(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.75-(a/2*math.sin(-gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5,.25+(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.75+(a/2*math.sin(-gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0,.25-(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                           (.25-(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25+(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5), 
                              (.25+(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75-(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5), 
                              (.75-(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75+(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5), 
                              (.75+(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25-(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5), 
                           (0,.25+(a/2*math.sin(-gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75+(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.25-(a/2*math.sin(-gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0,.75-(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.5,.25-(a/2*math.sin(-gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75-(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.25+(a/2*math.sin(-gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5,.75+(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                           (0,.75-(a/2*math.sin(-gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75-(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.5,.75+(a/2*math.sin(-gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75+(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.75-(a/2*math.sin(-gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5,.75-(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.75+(a/2*math.sin(-gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0,.75+(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2)))) 
                mpmppp=((.25-(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25+(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0), 
                              (.25-(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75-(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0), 
                              (.75+(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75+(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0), 
                              (.75+(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25-(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0), 
                           (0,.25+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25+(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.25-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0,.25-(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
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                              (.5,.25-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25-(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.25+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5,.25+(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                           (0,.75-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25+(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.5,.75+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25-(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.75-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5,.25-(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.75+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0,.25+(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                           (.25+(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25-(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5), 
                              (.25+(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75+(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5), 
                              (.75-(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75-(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5), 
                              (.75-(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25+(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5), 
                           (0,.25-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75-(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.25+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0,.75+(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.5,.25+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75+(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.25-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5,.75-(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                           (0,.75+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75-(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.5,.75-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75+(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.75+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5,.75+(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.75-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0,.75-(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2)))) 
                mpmpmp=((.25-(c/2*math.sin(-beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25+(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0), 
                              (.25-(c/2*math.sin(-beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75-(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0), 
                              (.75+(c/2*math.sin(-beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75+(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0), 
                              (.75+(c/2*math.sin(-beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25-(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0), 
                           (0,.25+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25+(a/2*math.sin(-beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.25-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0,.25-(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.5,.25-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25-(a/2*math.sin(-beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.25+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5,.25+(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                           (0,.75-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25+(a/2*math.sin(-beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.5,.75+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25-(a/2*math.sin(-beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.75-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5,.25-(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.75+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0,.25+(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                           (.25+(c/2*math.sin(-beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25-(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5), 
                              (.25+(c/2*math.sin(-beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75+(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5), 
                              (.75-(c/2*math.sin(-beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75-(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5), 
                              (.75-(c/2*math.sin(-beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25+(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5), 
                           (0,.25-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75-(a/2*math.sin(-beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.25+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0,.75+(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.5,.25+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75+(a/2*math.sin(-beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.25-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5,.75-(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                           (0,.75+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75-(a/2*math.sin(-beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.5,.75-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75+(a/2*math.sin(-beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.75+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5,.75+(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.75-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0,.75-(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2)))) 
                mpmmpp=((.25-(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25+(c/2*math.sin(-alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0), 
                              (.25-(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75-(c/2*math.sin(-alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0), 
                              (.75+(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75+(c/2*math.sin(-alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0), 
                              (.75+(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25-(c/2*math.sin(-alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0), 
                           (0,.25+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25+(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.25-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0,.25-(a/2*math.sin(-alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.5,.25-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25-(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.25+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5,.25+(a/2*math.sin(-alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                           (0,.75-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25+(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.5,.75+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25-(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.75-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5,.25-(a/2*math.sin(-alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.75+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0,.25+(a/2*math.sin(-alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                           (.25+(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25-(c/2*math.sin(-alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5), 
                              (.25+(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75+(c/2*math.sin(-alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5), 
                              (.75-(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75-(c/2*math.sin(-alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5), 
                              (.75-(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25+(c/2*math.sin(-alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5), 
                           (0,.25-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75-(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.25+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0,.75+(a/2*math.sin(-alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.5,.25+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75+(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.25-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5,.75-(a/2*math.sin(-alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                           (0,.75+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75-(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.5,.75-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75+(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.75+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5,.75+(a/2*math.sin(-alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.75-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0,.75-(a/2*math.sin(-alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2)))) 
                mpmppm=((.25-(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25+(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0), 
                              (.25-(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75-(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0), 
                              (.75+(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75+(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0), 
                              (.75+(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25-(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0), 
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                           (0,.25+(a/2*math.sin(-gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25+(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.25-(a/2*math.sin(-gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0,.25-(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.5,.25-(a/2*math.sin(-gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25-(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.25+(a/2*math.sin(-gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5,.25+(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                           (0,.75-(a/2*math.sin(-gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25+(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.5,.75+(a/2*math.sin(-gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25-(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.75-(a/2*math.sin(-gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5,.25-(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.75+(a/2*math.sin(-gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0,.25+(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                           (.25+(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25-(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5), 
                              (.25+(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75+(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5), 
                              (.75-(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75-(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5), 
                              (.75-(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25+(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5), 
                           (0,.25-(a/2*math.sin(-gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75-(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.25+(a/2*math.sin(-gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0,.75+(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.5,.25+(a/2*math.sin(-gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75+(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.25-(a/2*math.sin(-gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5,.75-(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                           (0,.75+(a/2*math.sin(-gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75-(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.5,.75-(a/2*math.sin(-gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75+(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.75+(a/2*math.sin(-gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5,.75+(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.75-(a/2*math.sin(-gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0,.75-(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2)))) 
                pmmppp=((.25-(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25+(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0), 
                              (.25+(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75-(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0), 
                              (.75-(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75-(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0), 
                              (.75+(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25+(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0), 
                           (0,.25+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25+(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.25-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0,.25-(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.5,.25-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25-(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.25+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5,.25+(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                           (0,.75-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25-(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.5,.75+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25+(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.75-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5,.25+(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.75+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0,.25-(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                           (.25+(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25-(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5), 
                              (.25-(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75+(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5), 
                              (.75+(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75+(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5), 
                              (.75-(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25-(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5), 
                           (0,.25-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75-(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.25+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0,.75+(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.5,.25+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75+(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.25-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5,.75-(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                           (0,.75+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75+(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.5,.75-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75-(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.75+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5,.75-(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.75-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0,.75+(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2)))) 
                pmmppm=((.25-(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25+(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0), 
                              (.25+(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75-(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0), 
                              (.75-(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75-(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0), 
                              (.75+(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25+(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0), 
                           (0,.25+(a/2*math.sin(-gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25+(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.25-(a/2*math.sin(-gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0,.25-(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.5,.25-(a/2*math.sin(-gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25-(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.25+(a/2*math.sin(-gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5,.25+(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                           (0,.75-(a/2*math.sin(-gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25-(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.5,.75+(a/2*math.sin(-gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25+(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.75-(a/2*math.sin(-gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5,.25+(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.75+(a/2*math.sin(-gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0,.25-(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                           (.25+(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25-(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5), 
                              (.25-(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75+(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5), 
                              (.75+(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75+(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5), 
                              (.75-(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25-(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5), 
                           (0,.25-(a/2*math.sin(-gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75-(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.25+(a/2*math.sin(-gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0,.75+(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.5,.25+(a/2*math.sin(-gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75+(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.25-(a/2*math.sin(-gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5,.75-(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                           (0,.75+(a/2*math.sin(-gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75+(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.5,.75-(a/2*math.sin(-gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75-(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.75+(a/2*math.sin(-gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5,.75-(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.75-(a/2*math.sin(-gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0,.75+(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2)))) 
                pmmpmp=((.25-(c/2*math.sin(-beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25+(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0), 
                              (.25+(c/2*math.sin(-beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75-(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0), 
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                              (.75-(c/2*math.sin(-beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75-(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0), 
                              (.75+(c/2*math.sin(-beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25+(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0), 
                           (0,.25+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25+(a/2*math.sin(-beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.25-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0,.25-(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.5,.25-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25-(a/2*math.sin(-beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.25+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5,.25+(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                           (0,.75-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25-(a/2*math.sin(-beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.5,.75+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25+(a/2*math.sin(-beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.75-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5,.25+(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.75+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0,.25-(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                           (.25+(c/2*math.sin(-beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25-(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5), 
                              (.25-(c/2*math.sin(-beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75+(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5), 
                              (.75+(c/2*math.sin(-beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75+(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5), 
                              (.75-(c/2*math.sin(-beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25-(c/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5), 
                           (0,.25-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75-(a/2*math.sin(-beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.25+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0,.75+(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.5,.25+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75+(a/2*math.sin(-beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.25-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5,.75-(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                           (0,.75+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75+(a/2*math.sin(-beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.5,.75-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75-(a/2*math.sin(-beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.75+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5,.75-(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.75-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0,.75+(a/2*math.sin(alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2)))) 
                pmmmpp=((.25-(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25+(c/2*math.sin(-alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0), 
                              (.25+(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75-(c/2*math.sin(-alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0), 
                              (.75-(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75-(c/2*math.sin(-alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0), 
                              (.75+(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25+(c/2*math.sin(-alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0), 
                           (0,.25+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25+(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.25-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0,.25-(a/2*math.sin(-alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.5,.25-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25-(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.25+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5,.25+(a/2*math.sin(-alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                           (0,.75-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25-(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.5,.75+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25+(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.75-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5,.25+(a/2*math.sin(-alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.75+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0,.25-(a/2*math.sin(-alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                           (.25+(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25-(c/2*math.sin(-alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5), 
                              (.25-(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75+(c/2*math.sin(-alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5), 
                              (.75+(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75+(c/2*math.sin(-alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5), 
                              (.75-(c/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.25-(c/2*math.sin(-alpha*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5), 
                           (0,.25-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75-(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.25+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0,.75+(a/2*math.sin(-alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.5,.25+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75+(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.25-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5,.75-(a/2*math.sin(-alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                           (0,.75+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75+(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.5,.75-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.75-(a/2*math.sin(beta*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.75+(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),.5,.75-(a/2*math.sin(-alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2))), 
                              (.75-(a/2*math.sin(gamma*math.pi/180)/(a*2)),0,.75+(a/2*math.sin(-alpha*math.pi/180)/(c*2)))) 
                def cosmmpppp(h1,k1,l1): 
















                cosmmpppp1 = cosmmpppp(h1,k1,l1) 
                cosmmpppp2 = cosmmpppp(h2,k2,l2) 
                cosmmpppp3 = cosmmpppp(h3,k3,l3) 
                cosmmpppp4 = cosmmpppp(h4,k4,l4) 
                cosmmpppp5 = cosmmpppp(h5,k5,l5) 
                cosmmpppp6 = cosmmpppp(h6,k6,l6) 
                cosmmpppp7 = cosmmpppp(h7,k7,l7) 
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                cosmmpppp8 = cosmmpppp(h8,k8,l8) 
                cosmmpppp9 = cosmmpppp(h9,k9,l9) 
                def sinmmpppp(h1,k1,l1): 
















                sinmmpppp1 = sinmmpppp(h1,k1,l1) 
                sinmmpppp2 = sinmmpppp(h2,k2,l2) 
                sinmmpppp3 = sinmmpppp(h3,k3,l3) 
                sinmmpppp4 = sinmmpppp(h4,k4,l4) 
                sinmmpppp5 = sinmmpppp(h5,k5,l5) 
                sinmmpppp6 = sinmmpppp(h6,k6,l6) 
                sinmmpppp7 = sinmmpppp(h7,k7,l7) 
                sinmmpppp8 = sinmmpppp(h8,k8,l8) 
                sinmmpppp9 = sinmmpppp(h9,k9,l9) 
                def cosmmppmp(h1,k1,l1): 
















                cosmmppmp1 = cosmmppmp(h1,k1,l1) 
                cosmmppmp2 = cosmmppmp(h2,k2,l2) 
                cosmmppmp3 = cosmmppmp(h3,k3,l3) 
                cosmmppmp4 = cosmmppmp(h4,k4,l4) 
                cosmmppmp5 = cosmmppmp(h5,k5,l5) 
                cosmmppmp6 = cosmmppmp(h6,k6,l6) 
                cosmmppmp7 = cosmmppmp(h6,k7,l7) 
                cosmmppmp8 = cosmmppmp(h8,k8,l8) 
                cosmmppmp9 = cosmmppmp(h9,k9,l9) 
                def sinmmppmp(h1,k1,l1): 


















                sinmmppmp1 = sinmmppmp(h1,k1,l1) 
                sinmmppmp2 = sinmmppmp(h2,k2,l2) 
                sinmmppmp3 = sinmmppmp(h3,k3,l3) 
                sinmmppmp4 = sinmmppmp(h4,k4,l4) 
                sinmmppmp5 = sinmmppmp(h5,k5,l5) 
                sinmmppmp6 = sinmmppmp(h6,k6,l6) 
                sinmmppmp7 = sinmmppmp(h6,k7,l7) 
                sinmmppmp8 = sinmmppmp(h8,k8,l8) 
                sinmmppmp9 = sinmmppmp(h9,k9,l9) 
                def cosmmpmpp(h1,k1,l1): 
















                cosmmpmpp1 = cosmmpmpp(h1,k1,l1) 
                cosmmpmpp2 = cosmmpmpp(h2,k2,l2) 
                cosmmpmpp3 = cosmmpmpp(h3,k3,l3) 
                cosmmpmpp4 = cosmmpmpp(h4,k4,l4) 
                cosmmpmpp5 = cosmmpmpp(h5,k5,l5) 
                cosmmpmpp6 = cosmmpmpp(h6,k6,l6) 
                cosmmpmpp7 = cosmmpmpp(h7,k7,l7) 
                cosmmpmpp8 = cosmmpmpp(h8,k8,l8) 
                cosmmpmpp9 = cosmmpmpp(h9,k9,l9) 
                def sinmmpmpp(h1,k1,l1): 
















                sinmmpmpp1 = sinmmpmpp(h1,k1,l1) 
                sinmmpmpp2 = sinmmpmpp(h2,k2,l2) 
                sinmmpmpp3 = sinmmpmpp(h3,k3,l3) 
                sinmmpmpp4 = sinmmpmpp(h4,k4,l4) 
                sinmmpmpp5 = sinmmpmpp(h5,k5,l5) 
                sinmmpmpp6 = sinmmpmpp(h6,k6,l6) 
                sinmmpmpp7 = sinmmpmpp(h7,k7,l7) 
                sinmmpmpp8 = sinmmpmpp(h8,k8,l8) 
                sinmmpmpp9 = sinmmpmpp(h9,k9,l9)     
                def cosmmpppm(h1,k1,l1): 


















                cosmmpppm1 = cosmmpppm(h1,k1,l1) 
                cosmmpppm2 = cosmmpppm(h2,k2,l2) 
                cosmmpppm3 = cosmmpppm(h3,k3,l3) 
                cosmmpppm4 = cosmmpppm(h4,k4,l4) 
                cosmmpppm5 = cosmmpppm(h5,k5,l5) 
                cosmmpppm6 = cosmmpppm(h6,k6,l6) 
                cosmmpppm7 = cosmmpppm(h7,k7,l7) 
                cosmmpppm8 = cosmmpppm(h8,k8,l8) 
                cosmmpppm9 = cosmmpppm(h9,k9,l9) 
                def sinmmpppm(h1,k1,l1): 
















                sinmmpppm1 = sinmmpppm(h1,k1,l1) 
                sinmmpppm2 = sinmmpppm(h2,k2,l2) 
                sinmmpppm3 = sinmmpppm(h3,k3,l3) 
                sinmmpppm4 = sinmmpppm(h4,k4,l4) 
                sinmmpppm5 = sinmmpppm(h5,k5,l5) 
                sinmmpppm6 = sinmmpppm(h6,k6,l6) 
                sinmmpppm7 = sinmmpppm(h7,k7,l7) 
                sinmmpppm8 = sinmmpppm(h8,k8,l8) 
                sinmmpppm9 = sinmmpppm(h9,k9,l9) 
                def cosmpmppp(h1,k1,l1): 
















                cosmpmppp1 = cosmpmppp(h1,k1,l1) 
                cosmpmppp2 = cosmpmppp(h2,k2,l2) 
                cosmpmppp3 = cosmpmppp(h3,k3,l3) 
                cosmpmppp4 = cosmpmppp(h4,k4,l4) 
                cosmpmppp5 = cosmpmppp(h5,k5,l5) 
                cosmpmppp6 = cosmpmppp(h6,k6,l6) 
                cosmpmppp7 = cosmpmppp(h7,k7,l7) 
                cosmpmppp8 = cosmpmppp(h8,k8,l8) 
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                cosmpmppp9 = cosmpmppp(h9,k9,l9) 
                def sinmpmppp(h1,k1,l1): 
















                sinmpmppp1 = sinmpmppp(h1,k1,l1) 
                sinmpmppp2 = sinmpmppp(h2,k2,l2) 
                sinmpmppp3 = sinmpmppp(h3,k3,l3) 
                sinmpmppp4 = sinmpmppp(h4,k4,l4) 
                sinmpmppp5 = sinmpmppp(h5,k5,l5) 
                sinmpmppp6 = sinmpmppp(h6,k6,l6) 
                sinmpmppp7 = sinmpmppp(h7,k7,l7) 
                sinmpmppp8 = sinmpmppp(h8,k8,l8) 
                sinmpmppp9 = sinmpmppp(h9,k9,l9) 
                def cosmpmpmp(h1,k1,l1): 
















                cosmpmpmp1 = cosmpmpmp(h1,k1,l1) 
                cosmpmpmp2 = cosmpmpmp(h2,k2,l2) 
                cosmpmpmp3 = cosmpmpmp(h3,k3,l3) 
                cosmpmpmp4 = cosmpmpmp(h4,k4,l4) 
                cosmpmpmp5 = cosmpmpmp(h5,k5,l5) 
                cosmpmpmp6 = cosmpmpmp(h6,k6,l6)     
                cosmpmpmp7 = cosmpmpmp(h7,k7,l7) 
                cosmpmpmp8 = cosmpmpmp(h8,k8,l8) 
                cosmpmpmp9 = cosmpmpmp(h9,k9,l9) 
                def sinmpmpmp(h1,k1,l1): 
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                sinmpmpmp1 = sinmpmpmp(h1,k1,l1) 
                sinmpmpmp2 = sinmpmpmp(h2,k2,l2) 
                sinmpmpmp3 = sinmpmpmp(h3,k3,l3) 
                sinmpmpmp4 = sinmpmpmp(h4,k4,l4) 
                sinmpmpmp5 = sinmpmpmp(h5,k5,l5) 
                sinmpmpmp6 = sinmpmpmp(h6,k6,l6)     
                sinmpmpmp7 = sinmpmpmp(h7,k7,l7) 
                sinmpmpmp8 = sinmpmpmp(h8,k8,l8) 
                sinmpmpmp9 = sinmpmpmp(h9,k9,l9) 
                def cosmpmmpp(h1,k1,l1): 
















                cosmpmmpp1 = cosmpmmpp(h1,k1,l1) 
                cosmpmmpp2 = cosmpmmpp(h2,k2,l2) 
                cosmpmmpp3 = cosmpmmpp(h3,k3,l3) 
                cosmpmmpp4 = cosmpmmpp(h4,k4,l4) 
                cosmpmmpp5 = cosmpmmpp(h5,k5,l5) 
                cosmpmmpp6 = cosmpmmpp(h6,k6,l6) 
                cosmpmmpp7 = cosmpmmpp(h7,k7,l7) 
                cosmpmmpp8 = cosmpmmpp(h8,k8,l8) 
                cosmpmmpp9 = cosmpmmpp(h9,k9,l9) 
                def sinmpmmpp(h1,k1,l1): 
















                sinmpmmpp1 = sinmpmmpp(h1,k1,l1) 
                sinmpmmpp2 = sinmpmmpp(h2,k2,l2) 
                sinmpmmpp3 = sinmpmmpp(h3,k3,l3) 
                sinmpmmpp4 = sinmpmmpp(h4,k4,l4) 
                sinmpmmpp5 = sinmpmmpp(h5,k5,l5) 
                sinmpmmpp6 = sinmpmmpp(h6,k6,l6) 
                sinmpmmpp7 = sinmpmmpp(h7,k7,l7) 
                sinmpmmpp8 = sinmpmmpp(h8,k8,l8) 
                sinmpmmpp9 = sinmpmmpp(h9,k9,l9)     
                def cosmpmppm(h1,k1,l1): 


















                cosmpmppm1 = cosmpmppm(h1,k1,l1) 
                cosmpmppm2 = cosmpmppm(h2,k2,l2) 
                cosmpmppm3 = cosmpmppm(h3,k3,l3) 
                cosmpmppm4 = cosmpmppm(h4,k4,l4) 
                cosmpmppm5 = cosmpmppm(h5,k5,l5) 
                cosmpmppm6 = cosmpmppm(h6,k6,l6) 
                cosmpmppm7 = cosmpmppm(h7,k7,l7) 
                cosmpmppm8 = cosmpmppm(h8,k8,l8) 
                cosmpmppm9 = cosmpmppm(h9,k9,l9) 
                def sinmpmppm(h1,k1,l1): 
















                sinmpmppm1 = sinmpmppm(h1,k1,l1) 
                sinmpmppm2 = sinmpmppm(h2,k2,l2) 
                sinmpmppm3 = sinmpmppm(h3,k3,l3) 
                sinmpmppm4 = sinmpmppm(h4,k4,l4) 
                sinmpmppm5 = sinmpmppm(h5,k5,l5) 
                sinmpmppm6 = sinmpmppm(h6,k6,l6) 
                sinmpmppm7 = sinmpmppm(h7,k7,l7) 
                sinmpmppm8 = sinmpmppm(h8,k8,l8) 
                sinmpmppm9 = sinmpmppm(h9,k9,l9) 
                def cospmmppp(h1,k1,l1): 
















                cospmmppp1 = cospmmppp(h1,k1,l1) 
                cospmmppp2 = cospmmppp(h2,k2,l2) 
                cospmmppp3 = cospmmppp(h3,k3,l3) 
                cospmmppp4 = cospmmppp(h4,k4,l4) 
                cospmmppp5 = cospmmppp(h5,k5,l5) 
                cospmmppp6 = cospmmppp(h6,k6,l6) 
                cospmmppp7 = cospmmppp(h7,k7,l7) 
                cospmmppp8 = cospmmppp(h8,k8,l8) 
                cospmmppp9 = cospmmppp(h9,k9,l9) 
                def sinpmmppp(h1,k1,l1): 
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                sinpmmppp1 = sinpmmppp(h1,k1,l1) 
                sinpmmppp2 = sinpmmppp(h2,k2,l2) 
                sinpmmppp3 = sinpmmppp(h3,k3,l3) 
                sinpmmppp4 = sinpmmppp(h4,k4,l4) 
                sinpmmppp5 = sinpmmppp(h5,k5,l5) 
                sinpmmppp6 = sinpmmppp(h6,k6,l6) 
                sinpmmppp7 = sinpmmppp(h7,k7,l7) 
                sinpmmppp8 = sinpmmppp(h8,k8,l8) 
                sinpmmppp9 = sinpmmppp(h9,k9,l9) 
                def cospmmpmp(h1,k1,l1): 
















                cospmmpmp1 = cospmmpmp(h1,k1,l1) 
                cospmmpmp2 = cospmmpmp(h2,k2,l2) 
                cospmmpmp3 = cospmmpmp(h3,k3,l3) 
                cospmmpmp4 = cospmmpmp(h4,k4,l4) 
                cospmmpmp5 = cospmmpmp(h5,k5,l5) 
                cospmmpmp6 = cospmmpmp(h6,k6,l6) 
                cospmmpmp7 = cospmmpmp(h7,k7,l7) 
                cospmmpmp8 = cospmmpmp(h8,k8,l8) 
                cospmmpmp9 = cospmmpmp(h9,k9,l9) 
                def sinpmmpmp(h1,k1,l1): 
















                sinpmmpmp1 = sinpmmpmp(h1,k1,l1) 
                sinpmmpmp2 = sinpmmpmp(h2,k2,l2) 
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                sinpmmpmp3 = sinpmmpmp(h3,k3,l3) 
                sinpmmpmp4 = sinpmmpmp(h4,k4,l4) 
                sinpmmpmp5 = sinpmmpmp(h5,k5,l5) 
                sinpmmpmp6 = sinpmmpmp(h6,k6,l6) 
                sinpmmpmp7 = sinpmmpmp(h7,k7,l7) 
                sinpmmpmp8 = sinpmmpmp(h8,k8,l8) 
                sinpmmpmp9 = sinpmmpmp(h9,k9,l9) 
                def cospmmmpp(h1,k1,l1):      
















                cospmmmpp1 = cospmmmpp(h1,k1,l1) 
                cospmmmpp2 = cospmmmpp(h2,k2,l2) 
                cospmmmpp3 = cospmmmpp(h3,k3,l3) 
                cospmmmpp4 = cospmmmpp(h4,k4,l4) 
                cospmmmpp5 = cospmmmpp(h5,k5,l5) 
                cospmmmpp6 = cospmmmpp(h6,k6,l6) 
                cospmmmpp7 = cospmmmpp(h7,k7,l7) 
                cospmmmpp8 = cospmmmpp(h8,k8,l8) 
                cospmmmpp9 = cospmmmpp(h9,k9,l9) 
                def sinpmmmpp(h1,k1,l1): 
















                sinpmmmpp1 = sinpmmmpp(h1,k1,l1) 
                sinpmmmpp2 = sinpmmmpp(h2,k2,l2) 
                sinpmmmpp3 = sinpmmmpp(h3,k3,l3) 
                sinpmmmpp4 = sinpmmmpp(h4,k4,l4) 
                sinpmmmpp5 = sinpmmmpp(h5,k5,l5) 
                sinpmmmpp6 = sinpmmmpp(h6,k6,l6) 
                sinpmmmpp7 = sinpmmmpp(h7,k7,l7) 
                sinpmmmpp8 = sinpmmmpp(h8,k8,l8) 
                sinpmmmpp9 = sinpmmmpp(h9,k9,l9) 
                def cospmmppm(h1,k1,l1): 


















                cospmmppm1 = cospmmppm(h1,k1,l1) 
                cospmmppm2 = cospmmppm(h2,k2,l2) 
                cospmmppm3 = cospmmppm(h3,k3,l3) 
                cospmmppm4 = cospmmppm(h4,k4,l4) 
                cospmmppm5 = cospmmppm(h5,k5,l5) 
                cospmmppm6 = cospmmppm(h6,k6,l6) 
                cospmmppm7 = cospmmppm(h7,k7,l7) 
                cospmmppm8 = cospmmppm(h8,k8,l8) 
                cospmmppm9 = cospmmppm(h9,k9,l9) 
                def sinpmmppm(h1,k1,l1): 
















                sinpmmppm1 = sinpmmppm(h1,k1,l1) 
                sinpmmppm2 = sinpmmppm(h2,k2,l2) 
                sinpmmppm3 = sinpmmppm(h3,k3,l3) 
                sinpmmppm4 = sinpmmppm(h4,k4,l4) 
                sinpmmppm5 = sinpmmppm(h5,k5,l5) 
                sinpmmppm6 = sinpmmppm(h6,k6,l6) 
                sinpmmppm7 = sinpmmppm(h7,k7,l7) 
                sinpmmppm8 = sinpmmppm(h8,k8,l8) 
                sinpmmppm9 = sinpmmppm(h9,k9,l9) 
                 
                mmpasiteppp = ((0+d1+d2+d3, 0+d1+d2, 0), (0.5+d1+d3, 0+d1, 0),(.5+d1+d2+d3,.5+d1+d2, 0),(0+d1+d3,.5+d1,0),(0-d1-d2-
d3,0-d1-d2,.5),(.5-d1-d3,0-d1,.5),(.5-d1-d2-d3,.5-d1-d2,.5),(0-d1-d3, .5-d1, .5)) 
                mmpasitepmp = ((0+d1+d2+d3, 0-d1-d2, 0), (0.5+d1+d3, 0-d1, 0),(.5+d1+d2+d3,.5-d1-d2, 0),(0+d1+d3,.5-d1,0),(0-d1-d2-
d3,0+d1+d2,.5),(.5-d1-d3,0+d1,.5),(.5-d1-d2-d3,.5+d1+d2,.5),(0-d1-d3, .5+d1, .5)) 
                mmpasiteppm = ((0-d1-d2-d3, 0-d1-d2, 0), (0.5-d1-d3, 0-d1, 0),(.5-d1-d2-d3,.5-d1-d2, 0),(0-d1-d3,.5-
d1,0),(0+d1+d2+d3,0+d1+d2,.5),(.5+d1+d3,0+d1,.5),(.5+d1+d2+d3,.5+d1+d2,.5),(0+d1+d3, .5+d1, .5)) 
                mmpasitempp = ((0-d1-d2-d3, 0+d1+d2, 0), (0.5-d1-d3, 0+d1, 0),(.5-d1-d2-d3,.5+d1+d2, 0),(0-d1-d3,.5+d1,0),(0+d1+d2+d3,0-
d1-d2,.5),(.5+d1+d3,0-d1,.5),(.5+d1+d2+d3,.5-d1-d2,.5),(0+d1+d3, .5-d1, .5)) 
                mpmasiteppp = ((0+d1+d2+d3,0,0-d1-d2), (0.5+d1+d3, 0,0-d1),(0.5-d1-d3,0.5,0+d1), (0-d1-d2-d3,.5,0+d1+d2),(0+d1+d3,0,.5-
d1),(.5+d1+d2+d3, 0, 0.5-d1-d2),(.5-d1-d2-d3, .5, .5+d1+d2),(0-d1-d3, .5, .5+d1)) 
                mpmasitepmp = ((0+d1+d2+d3,0,0+d1+d2), (0.5+d1+d3, 0,0+d1),(0.5-d1-d3,0.5,0-d1), (0-d1-d2-d3,.5,0-d1-
d2),(0+d1+d3,0,.5+d1),(.5+d1+d2+d3, 0, 0.5+d1+d2),(.5-d1-d2-d3, .5, .5-d1-d2),(0-d1-d3, .5, .5-d1)) 
                mpmasiteppm = ((0-d1-d2-d3,0,0+d1+d2), (0.5-d1-d3, 0,0+d1),(0.5+d1+d3,0.5,0-d1), (0+d1+d2+d3,.5,0-d1-d2),(0-d1-
d3,0,.5+d1),(.5-d1-d2-d3, 0, 0.5+d1+d2),(.5+d1+d2+d3, .5, .5-d1-d2),(0+d1+d3, .5, .5-d1)) 
                mpmasitempp = ((0-d1-d2-d3,0,0-d1-d2), (0.5-d1-d3, 0,0-d1),(0.5+d1+d3,0.5,0+d1), (0+d1+d2+d3,.5,0+d1+d2),(0-d1-d3,0,.5-
d1),(.5-d1-d2-d3, 0, 0.5-d1-d2),(.5+d1+d2+d3, .5, .5+d1+d2),(0+d1+d3, .5, .5+d1)) 
                pmmasiteppp = ((0,0+d1+d2,0-d1-d2-d3), (0.5, 0-d1-d2,0+d1+d2+d3),(0.5,0.5-d1,0+d1+d3), (0,.5+d1,0-d1-d3),(0,0+d1,.5-d1-
d3),(.5, 0-d1, 0.5+d1+d3),(.5, .5-d1-d2, .5+d1+d2+d3),(0, .5+d1+d2, .5-d1-d2-d3)) 
                pmmasitepmp = ((0,0+d1+d2,0+d1+d2+d3), (0.5, 0-d1-d2,0-d1-d2-d3),(0.5,0.5-d1,0-d1-d3), 
(0,.5+d1,0+d1+d3),(0,0+d1,.5+d1+d3),(.5, 0-d1, 0.5-d1-d3),(.5, .5-d1-d2, .5-d1-d2-d3),(0, .5+d1+d2, .5+d1+d2+d3)) 
                pmmasiteppm = ((0,0-d1-d2,0+d1+d2+d3), (0.5, 0+d1+d2,0-d1-d2-d3),(0.5,0.5+d1,0-d1-d3), (0,.5-d1,0+d1+d3),(0,0-
d1,.5+d1+d3),(.5, 0+d1, 0.5-d1-d3),(.5, .5+d1+d2, .5-d1-d2-d3),(0, .5-d1-d2, .5+d1+d2+d3)) 
                pmmasitempp = ((0,0-d1-d2,0-d1-d2-d3), (0.5, 0+d1+d2,0+d1+d2+d3),(0.5,0.5+d1,0+d1+d3), (0,.5-d1,0-d1-d3),(0,0-d1,.5-d1-
d3),(.5, 0+d1, 0.5+d1+d3),(.5, .5+d1+d2, .5+d1+d2+d3),(0, .5-d1-d2, .5-d1-d2-d3)) 
                def mmpcosappp(h1,k1,l1): 
                    return 
math.cos(2*math.pi*(h1*mmpasiteppp[0][0]+k1*mmpasiteppp[0][1]+l1*mmpasiteppp[0][2]))+math.cos(2*math.pi*(h1*mmpasiteppp[1][0
]+k1*mmpasiteppp[1][1]+l1*mmpasiteppp[1][2]))+math.cos(2*math.pi*(h1*mmpasiteppp[2][0]+k1*mmpasiteppp[2][1]+l1*mmpasiteppp






                mmpcosappp1 = mmpcosappp(h1,k1,l1) 
                mmpcosappp2 = mmpcosappp(h2,k2,l2) 
                mmpcosappp3 = mmpcosappp(h3,k3,l3) 
                mmpcosappp4 = mmpcosappp(h4,k4,l4) 
                mmpcosappp5 = mmpcosappp(h5,k5,l5) 
                mmpcosappp6 = mmpcosappp(h6,k6,l6) 
                mmpcosappp7 = mmpcosappp(h7,k7,l7) 
                mmpcosappp8 = mmpcosappp(h8,k8,l8) 
                mmpcosappp9 = mmpcosappp(h9,k9,l9) 
                def mmpsinappp(h1,k1,l1): 







                mmpsinappp1 = mmpsinappp(h1,k1,l1) 
                mmpsinappp2 = mmpsinappp(h2,k2,l2) 
                mmpsinappp3 = mmpsinappp(h3,k3,l3) 
                mmpsinappp4 = mmpsinappp(h4,k4,l4) 
                mmpsinappp5 = mmpsinappp(h5,k5,l5) 
                mmpsinappp6 = mmpsinappp(h6,k6,l6) 
                mmpsinappp7 = mmpsinappp(h7,k7,l7) 
                mmpsinappp8 = mmpsinappp(h8,k8,l8) 
                mmpsinappp9 = mmpsinappp(h9,k9,l9) 
                def mmpcosapmp(h1,k1,l1): 







                mmpcosapmp1 = mmpcosapmp(h1,k1,l1) 
                mmpcosapmp2 = mmpcosapmp(h2,k2,l2) 
                mmpcosapmp3 = mmpcosapmp(h3,k3,l3) 
                mmpcosapmp4 = mmpcosapmp(h4,k4,l4) 
                mmpcosapmp5 = mmpcosapmp(h5,k5,l5) 
                mmpcosapmp6 = mmpcosapmp(h6,k6,l6) 
                mmpcosapmp7 = mmpcosapmp(h7,k7,l7) 
                mmpcosapmp8 = mmpcosapmp(h8,k8,l8) 
                mmpcosapmp9 = mmpcosapmp(h9,k9,l9) 
                def mmpsinapmp(h1,k1,l1): 







                mmpsinapmp1 = mmpsinapmp(h1,k1,l1) 
                mmpsinapmp2 = mmpsinapmp(h2,k2,l2) 
                mmpsinapmp3 = mmpsinapmp(h3,k3,l3) 
                mmpsinapmp4 = mmpsinapmp(h4,k4,l4) 
                mmpsinapmp5 = mmpsinapmp(h5,k5,l5) 
                mmpsinapmp6 = mmpsinapmp(h6,k6,l6) 
                mmpsinapmp7 = mmpsinapmp(h7,k7,l7) 
                mmpsinapmp8 = mmpsinapmp(h8,k8,l8) 
                mmpsinapmp9 = mmpsinapmp(h9,k9,l9) 
                def mmpcosampp(h1,k1,l1): 









                mmpcosampp1 = mmpcosampp(h1,k1,l1) 
                mmpcosampp2 = mmpcosampp(h2,k2,l2) 
                mmpcosampp3 = mmpcosampp(h3,k3,l3) 
                mmpcosampp4 = mmpcosampp(h4,k4,l4) 
                mmpcosampp5 = mmpcosampp(h5,k5,l5) 
                mmpcosampp6 = mmpcosampp(h6,k6,l6) 
                mmpcosampp7 = mmpcosampp(h7,k7,l7) 
                mmpcosampp8 = mmpcosampp(h8,k8,l8) 
                mmpcosampp9 = mmpcosampp(h9,k9,l9) 
                def mmpsinampp(h1,k1,l1): 







                mmpsinampp1 = mmpsinampp(h1,k1,l1) 
                mmpsinampp2 = mmpsinampp(h2,k2,l2) 
                mmpsinampp3 = mmpsinampp(h3,k3,l3) 
                mmpsinampp4 = mmpsinampp(h4,k4,l4) 
                mmpsinampp5 = mmpsinampp(h5,k5,l5) 
                mmpsinampp6 = mmpsinampp(h6,k6,l6) 
                mmpsinampp7 = mmpsinampp(h7,k7,l7) 
                mmpsinampp8 = mmpsinampp(h8,k8,l8) 
                mmpsinampp9 = mmpsinampp(h9,k9,l9)   
                def mmpcosappm(h1,k1,l1): 







                mmpcosappm1 = mmpcosappm(h1,k1,l1) 
                mmpcosappm2 = mmpcosappm(h2,k2,l2) 
                mmpcosappm3 = mmpcosappm(h3,k3,l3) 
                mmpcosappm4 = mmpcosappm(h4,k4,l4) 
                mmpcosappm5 = mmpcosappm(h5,k5,l5) 
                mmpcosappm6 = mmpcosappm(h6,k6,l6) 
                mmpcosappm7 = mmpcosappm(h7,k7,l7) 
                mmpcosappm8 = mmpcosappm(h8,k8,l8) 
                mmpcosappm9 = mmpcosappm(h9,k9,l9) 
                def mmpsinappm(h1,k1,l1): 







                mmpsinappm1 = mmpsinappm(h1,k1,l1) 
                mmpsinappm2 = mmpsinappm(h2,k2,l2) 
                mmpsinappm3 = mmpsinappm(h3,k3,l3) 
                mmpsinappm4 = mmpsinappm(h4,k4,l4) 
                mmpsinappm5 = mmpsinappm(h5,k5,l5) 
                mmpsinappm6 = mmpsinappm(h6,k6,l6) 
                mmpsinappm7 = mmpsinappm(h7,k7,l7) 
                mmpsinappm8 = mmpsinappm(h8,k8,l8) 
                mmpsinappm9 = mmpsinappm(h9,k9,l9) 
                def mpmcosappp(h1,k1,l1): 
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                mpmcosappp1 = mpmcosappp(h1,k1,l1) 
                mpmcosappp2 = mpmcosappp(h2,k2,l2) 
                mpmcosappp3 = mpmcosappp(h3,k3,l3) 
                mpmcosappp4 = mpmcosappp(h4,k4,l4) 
                mpmcosappp5 = mpmcosappp(h5,k5,l5) 
                mpmcosappp6 = mpmcosappp(h6,k6,l6) 
                mpmcosappp7 = mpmcosappp(h7,k7,l7) 
                mpmcosappp8 = mpmcosappp(h8,k8,l8) 
                mpmcosappp9 = mpmcosappp(h9,k9,l9) 
                def mpmsinappp(h1,k1,l1): 







                mpmsinappp1 = mpmsinappp(h1,k1,l1) 
                mpmsinappp2 = mpmsinappp(h2,k2,l2) 
                mpmsinappp3 = mpmsinappp(h3,k3,l3) 
                mpmsinappp4 = mpmsinappp(h4,k4,l4) 
                mpmsinappp5 = mpmsinappp(h5,k5,l5) 
                mpmsinappp6 = mpmsinappp(h6,k6,l6) 
                mpmsinappp7 = mpmsinappp(h7,k7,l7) 
                mpmsinappp8 = mpmsinappp(h8,k8,l8) 
                mpmsinappp9 = mpmsinappp(h9,k9,l9) 
                def mpmcosapmp(h1,k1,l1): 







                mpmcosapmp1 = mpmcosapmp(h1,k1,l1) 
                mpmcosapmp2 = mpmcosapmp(h2,k2,l2) 
                mpmcosapmp3 = mpmcosapmp(h3,k3,l3) 
                mpmcosapmp4 = mpmcosapmp(h4,k4,l4) 
                mpmcosapmp5 = mpmcosapmp(h5,k5,l5) 
                mpmcosapmp6 = mpmcosapmp(h6,k6,l6) 
                mpmcosapmp7 = mpmcosapmp(h7,k7,l7) 
                mpmcosapmp8 = mpmcosapmp(h8,k8,l8) 
                mpmcosapmp9 = mpmcosapmp(h9,k9,l9) 
                def mpmsinapmp(h1,k1,l1): 







                mpmsinapmp1 = mpmsinapmp(h1,k1,l1) 
                mpmsinapmp2 = mpmsinapmp(h2,k2,l2) 
                mpmsinapmp3 = mpmsinapmp(h3,k3,l3) 
                mpmsinapmp4 = mpmsinapmp(h4,k4,l4) 
                mpmsinapmp5 = mpmsinapmp(h5,k5,l5) 
                mpmsinapmp6 = mpmsinapmp(h6,k6,l6) 
                mpmsinapmp7 = mpmsinapmp(h7,k7,l7) 
                mpmsinapmp8 = mpmsinapmp(h8,k8,l8) 
                mpmsinapmp9 = mpmsinapmp(h9,k9,l9) 
                def mpmcosampp(h1,k1,l1): 







                mpmcosampp1 = mpmcosampp(h1,k1,l1) 
                mpmcosampp2 = mpmcosampp(h2,k2,l2) 
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                mpmcosampp3 = mpmcosampp(h3,k3,l3) 
                mpmcosampp4 = mpmcosampp(h4,k4,l4) 
                mpmcosampp5 = mpmcosampp(h5,k5,l5) 
                mpmcosampp6 = mpmcosampp(h6,k6,l6) 
                mpmcosampp7 = mpmcosampp(h7,k7,l7) 
                mpmcosampp8 = mpmcosampp(h8,k8,l8) 
                mpmcosampp9 = mpmcosampp(h9,k9,l9) 
                def mpmsinampp(h1,k1,l1): 







                mpmsinampp1 = mpmsinampp(h1,k1,l1) 
                mpmsinampp2 = mpmsinampp(h2,k2,l2) 
                mpmsinampp3 = mpmsinampp(h3,k3,l3) 
                mpmsinampp4 = mpmsinampp(h4,k4,l4) 
                mpmsinampp5 = mpmsinampp(h5,k5,l5) 
                mpmsinampp6 = mpmsinampp(h6,k6,l6) 
                mpmsinampp7 = mpmsinampp(h7,k7,l7) 
                mpmsinampp8 = mpmsinampp(h8,k8,l8) 
                mpmsinampp9 = mpmsinampp(h9,k9,l9) 
                def mpmcosappm(h1,k1,l1): 







                mpmcosappm1 = mpmcosappm(h1,k1,l1) 
                mpmcosappm2 = mpmcosappm(h2,k2,l2) 
                mpmcosappm3 = mpmcosappm(h3,k3,l3) 
                mpmcosappm4 = mpmcosappm(h4,k4,l4) 
                mpmcosappm5 = mpmcosappm(h5,k5,l5) 
                mpmcosappm6 = mpmcosappm(h6,k6,l6) 
                mpmcosappm7 = mpmcosappm(h7,k7,l7) 
                mpmcosappm8 = mpmcosappm(h8,k8,l8) 
                mpmcosappm9 = mpmcosappm(h9,k9,l9) 
                def mpmsinappm(h1,k1,l1): 







                mpmsinappm1 = mpmsinappm(h1,k1,l1) 
                mpmsinappm2 = mpmsinappm(h2,k2,l2) 
                mpmsinappm3 = mpmsinappm(h3,k3,l3) 
                mpmsinappm4 = mpmsinappm(h4,k4,l4) 
                mpmsinappm5 = mpmsinappm(h5,k5,l5) 
                mpmsinappm6 = mpmsinappm(h6,k6,l6) 
                mpmsinappm7 = mpmsinappm(h7,k7,l7) 
                mpmsinappm8 = mpmsinappm(h8,k8,l8) 
                mpmsinappm9 = mpmsinappm(h9,k9,l9) 
                def pmmcosappp(h1,k1,l1): 







                pmmcosappp1 = pmmcosappp(h1,k1,l1) 
                pmmcosappp2 = pmmcosappp(h2,k2,l2) 
                pmmcosappp3 = pmmcosappp(h3,k3,l3) 
                pmmcosappp4 = pmmcosappp(h4,k4,l4) 
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                pmmcosappp5 = pmmcosappp(h5,k5,l5) 
                pmmcosappp6 = pmmcosappp(h6,k6,l6) 
                pmmcosappp7 = pmmcosappp(h7,k7,l7) 
                pmmcosappp8 = pmmcosappp(h8,k8,l8) 
                pmmcosappp9 = pmmcosappp(h9,k9,l9) 
                def pmmsinappp(h1,k1,l1): 







                pmmsinappp1 = pmmsinappp(h1,k1,l1) 
                pmmsinappp2 = pmmsinappp(h2,k2,l2) 
                pmmsinappp3 = pmmsinappp(h3,k3,l3) 
                pmmsinappp4 = pmmsinappp(h4,k4,l4) 
                pmmsinappp5 = pmmsinappp(h5,k5,l5) 
                pmmsinappp6 = pmmsinappp(h6,k6,l6) 
                pmmsinappp7 = pmmsinappp(h7,k7,l7) 
                pmmsinappp8 = pmmsinappp(h8,k8,l8) 
                pmmsinappp9 = pmmsinappp(h9,k9,l9) 
                def pmmcosapmp(h1,k1,l1): 







                pmmcosapmp1 = pmmcosapmp(h1,k1,l1) 
                pmmcosapmp2 = pmmcosapmp(h2,k2,l2) 
                pmmcosapmp3 = pmmcosapmp(h3,k3,l3) 
                pmmcosapmp4 = pmmcosapmp(h4,k4,l4) 
                pmmcosapmp5 = pmmcosapmp(h5,k5,l5) 
                pmmcosapmp6 = pmmcosapmp(h6,k6,l6) 
                pmmcosapmp7 = pmmcosapmp(h7,k7,l7) 
                pmmcosapmp8 = pmmcosapmp(h8,k8,l8) 
                pmmcosapmp9 = pmmcosapmp(h9,k9,l9) 
                def pmmsinapmp(h1,k1,l1): 







                pmmsinapmp1 = pmmsinapmp(h1,k1,l1) 
                pmmsinapmp2 = pmmsinapmp(h2,k2,l2) 
                pmmsinapmp3 = pmmsinapmp(h3,k3,l3) 
                pmmsinapmp4 = pmmsinapmp(h4,k4,l4) 
                pmmsinapmp5 = pmmsinapmp(h5,k5,l5) 
                pmmsinapmp6 = pmmsinapmp(h6,k6,l6) 
                pmmsinapmp7 = pmmsinapmp(h7,k7,l7) 
                pmmsinapmp8 = pmmsinapmp(h8,k8,l8) 
                pmmsinapmp9 = pmmsinapmp(h9,k9,l9) 
                def pmmcosampp(h1,k1,l1): 







                pmmcosampp1 = pmmcosampp(h1,k1,l1) 
                pmmcosampp2 = pmmcosampp(h2,k2,l2) 
                pmmcosampp3 = pmmcosampp(h3,k3,l3) 
                pmmcosampp4 = pmmcosampp(h4,k4,l4) 
                pmmcosampp5 = pmmcosampp(h5,k5,l5) 
                pmmcosampp6 = pmmcosampp(h6,k6,l6) 
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                pmmcosampp7 = pmmcosampp(h7,k7,l7) 
                pmmcosampp8 = pmmcosampp(h8,k8,l8) 
                pmmcosampp9 = pmmcosampp(h9,k9,l9) 
                def pmmsinampp(h1,k1,l1): 







                pmmsinampp1 = pmmsinampp(h1,k1,l1) 
                pmmsinampp2 = pmmsinampp(h2,k2,l2) 
                pmmsinampp3 = pmmsinampp(h3,k3,l3) 
                pmmsinampp4 = pmmsinampp(h4,k4,l4) 
                pmmsinampp5 = pmmsinampp(h5,k5,l5) 
                pmmsinampp6 = pmmsinampp(h6,k6,l6) 
                pmmsinampp7 = pmmsinampp(h7,k7,l7) 
                pmmsinampp8 = pmmsinampp(h8,k8,l8) 
                pmmsinampp9 = pmmsinampp(h9,k9,l9) 
                def pmmcosappm(h1,k1,l1): 







                pmmcosappm1 = pmmcosappm(h1,k1,l1) 
                pmmcosappm2 = pmmcosappm(h2,k2,l2) 
                pmmcosappm3 = pmmcosappm(h3,k3,l3) 
                pmmcosappm4 = pmmcosappm(h4,k4,l4) 
                pmmcosappm5 = pmmcosappm(h5,k5,l5) 
                pmmcosappm6 = pmmcosappm(h6,k6,l6) 
                pmmcosappm7 = pmmcosappm(h7,k7,l7) 
                pmmcosappm8 = pmmcosappm(h8,k8,l8) 
                pmmcosappm9 = pmmcosappm(h9,k9,l9) 
                def pmmsinappm(h1,k1,l1): 







                pmmsinappm1 = pmmsinappm(h1,k1,l1) 
                pmmsinappm2 = pmmsinappm(h2,k2,l2) 
                pmmsinappm3 = pmmsinappm(h3,k3,l3) 
                pmmsinappm4 = pmmsinappm(h4,k4,l4) 
                pmmsinappm5 = pmmsinappm(h5,k5,l5) 
                pmmsinappm6 = pmmsinappm(h6,k6,l6) 
                pmmsinappm7 = pmmsinappm(h7,k7,l7) 
                pmmsinappm8 = pmmsinappm(h8,k8,l8) 
                pmmsinappm9 = pmmsinappm(h9,k9,l9) 
                      
                oxygenmmpppp1 = cosmmpppp1**2+sinmmpppp1**2 
                oxygenmmppmp1 = cosmmppmp1**2+sinmmppmp1**2 
                oxygenmmpppm1 = cosmmpppm1**2+sinmmpppm1**2 
                oxygenmmpmpp1 = cosmmpmpp1**2+sinmmpmpp1**2 
                oxygenmpmppp1 = cosmpmppp1**2+sinmpmppp1**2 
                oxygenmpmpmp1 = cosmpmpmp1**2+sinmpmpmp1**2 
                oxygenmpmppm1 = cosmpmppm1**2+sinmpmppm1**2 
                oxygenmpmmpp1 = cosmpmmpp1**2+sinmpmmpp1**2 
                oxygenpmmppp1 = cospmmppp1**2+sinpmmppp1**2 
                oxygenpmmpmp1 = cospmmpmp1**2+sinpmmpmp1**2 
                oxygenpmmppm1 = cospmmppm1**2+sinpmmppm1**2 
                oxygenpmmmpp1 = cospmmmpp1**2+sinpmmmpp1**2 
 
                oxygenmmpppp2 = cosmmpppp2**2+sinmmpppp2**2 
                oxygenmmppmp2 = cosmmppmp2**2+sinmmppmp2**2 
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                oxygenmmpppm2 = cosmmpppm2**2+sinmmpppm2**2 
                oxygenmmpmpp2 = cosmmpmpp2**2+sinmmpmpp2**2 
                oxygenmpmppp2 = cosmpmppp2**2+sinmpmppp2**2 
                oxygenmpmpmp2 = cosmpmpmp2**2+sinmpmpmp2**2 
                oxygenmpmppm2 = cosmpmppm2**2+sinmpmppm2**2 
                oxygenmpmmpp2 = cosmpmmpp2**2+sinmpmmpp2**2 
                oxygenpmmppp2 = cospmmppp2**2+sinpmmppp2**2 
                oxygenpmmpmp2 = cospmmpmp2**2+sinpmmpmp2**2 
                oxygenpmmppm2 = cospmmppm2**2+sinpmmppm2**2 
                oxygenpmmmpp2 = cospmmmpp2**2+sinpmmmpp2**2 
 
                oxygenmmpppp3 = cosmmpppp3**2+sinmmpppp3**2 
                oxygenmmppmp3 = cosmmppmp3**2+sinmmppmp3**2 
                oxygenmmpppm3 = cosmmpppm3**2+sinmmpppm3**2 
                oxygenmmpmpp3 = cosmmpmpp3**2+sinmmpmpp3**2 
                oxygenmpmppp3 = cosmpmppp3**2+sinmpmppp3**2 
                oxygenmpmpmp3 = cosmpmpmp3**2+sinmpmpmp3**2 
                oxygenmpmppm3 = cosmpmppm3**2+sinmpmppm3**2 
                oxygenmpmmpp3 = cosmpmmpp3**2+sinmpmmpp3**2 
                oxygenpmmppp3 = cospmmppp3**2+sinpmmppp3**2 
                oxygenpmmpmp3 = cospmmpmp3**2+sinpmmpmp3**2 
                oxygenpmmppm3 = cospmmppm3**2+sinpmmppm3**2 
                oxygenpmmmpp3 = cospmmmpp3**2+sinpmmmpp3**2 
 
                oxygenmmpppp4 = cosmmpppp4**2+sinmmpppp4**2 
                oxygenmmppmp4 = cosmmppmp4**2+sinmmppmp4**2 
                oxygenmmpppm4 = cosmmpppm4**2+sinmmpppm4**2 
                oxygenmmpmpp4 = cosmmpmpp4**2+sinmmpmpp4**2 
                oxygenmpmppp4 = cosmpmppp4**2+sinmpmppp4**2 
                oxygenmpmpmp4 = cosmpmpmp4**2+sinmpmpmp4**2 
                oxygenmpmppm4 = cosmpmppm4**2+sinmpmppm4**2 
                oxygenmpmmpp4 = cosmpmmpp4**2+sinmpmmpp4**2 
                oxygenpmmppp4 = cospmmppp4**2+sinpmmppp4**2 
                oxygenpmmpmp4 = cospmmpmp4**2+sinpmmpmp4**2 
                oxygenpmmppm4 = cospmmppm4**2+sinpmmppm4**2 
                oxygenpmmmpp4 = cospmmmpp4**2+sinpmmmpp4**2 
 
                oxygenmmpppp5 = cosmmpppp5**2+sinmmpppp5**2 
                oxygenmmppmp5 = cosmmppmp5**2+sinmmppmp5**2 
                oxygenmmpppm5 = cosmmpppm5**2+sinmmpppm5**2 
                oxygenmmpmpp5 = cosmmpmpp5**2+sinmmpmpp5**2 
                oxygenmpmppp5 = cosmpmppp5**2+sinmpmppp5**2 
                oxygenmpmpmp5 = cosmpmpmp5**2+sinmpmpmp5**2 
                oxygenmpmppm5 = cosmpmppm5**2+sinmpmppm5**2 
                oxygenmpmmpp5 = cosmpmmpp5**2+sinmpmmpp5**2 
                oxygenpmmppp5 = cospmmppp5**2+sinpmmppp5**2 
                oxygenpmmpmp5 = cospmmpmp5**2+sinpmmpmp5**2 
                oxygenpmmppm5 = cospmmppm5**2+sinpmmppm5**2 
                oxygenpmmmpp5 = cospmmmpp5**2+sinpmmmpp5**2 
                 
                oxygenmmpppp6 = cosmmpppp6**2+sinmmpppp6**2 
                oxygenmmppmp6 = cosmmppmp6**2+sinmmppmp6**2 
                oxygenmmpppm6 = cosmmpppm6**2+sinmmpppm6**2 
                oxygenmmpmpp6 = cosmmpmpp6**2+sinmmpmpp6**2 
                oxygenmpmppp6 = cosmpmppp6**2+sinmpmppp6**2 
                oxygenmpmpmp6 = cosmpmpmp6**2+sinmpmpmp6**2 
                oxygenmpmppm6 = cosmpmppm6**2+sinmpmppm6**2 
                oxygenmpmmpp6 = cosmpmmpp6**2+sinmpmmpp6**2 
                oxygenpmmppp6 = cospmmppp6**2+sinpmmppp6**2 
                oxygenpmmpmp6 = cospmmpmp6**2+sinpmmpmp6**2 
                oxygenpmmppm6 = cospmmppm6**2+sinpmmppm6**2 
                oxygenpmmmpp6 = cospmmmpp6**2+sinpmmmpp6**2 
 
                oxygenmmpppp7 = cosmmpppp7**2+sinmmpppp7**2 
                oxygenmmppmp7 = cosmmppmp7**2+sinmmppmp7**2 
                oxygenmmpppm7 = cosmmpppm7**2+sinmmpppm7**2 
                oxygenmmpmpp7 = cosmmpmpp7**2+sinmmpmpp7**2 
                oxygenmpmppp7 = cosmpmppp7**2+sinmpmppp7**2 
                oxygenmpmpmp7 = cosmpmpmp7**2+sinmpmpmp7**2 
                oxygenmpmppm7 = cosmpmppm7**2+sinmpmppm7**2 
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                oxygenmpmmpp7 = cosmpmmpp7**2+sinmpmmpp7**2 
                oxygenpmmppp7 = cospmmppp7**2+sinpmmppp7**2 
                oxygenpmmpmp7 = cospmmpmp7**2+sinpmmpmp7**2 
                oxygenpmmppm7 = cospmmppm7**2+sinpmmppm7**2 
                oxygenpmmmpp7 = cospmmmpp7**2+sinpmmmpp7**2 
 
                oxygenmmpppp8 = cosmmpppp8**2+sinmmpppp8**2 
                oxygenmmppmp8 = cosmmppmp8**2+sinmmppmp8**2 
                oxygenmmpppm8 = cosmmpppm8**2+sinmmpppm8**2 
                oxygenmmpmpp8 = cosmmpmpp8**2+sinmmpmpp8**2 
                oxygenmpmppp8 = cosmpmppp8**2+sinmpmppp8**2 
                oxygenmpmpmp8 = cosmpmpmp8**2+sinmpmpmp8**2 
                oxygenmpmppm8 = cosmpmppm8**2+sinmpmppm8**2 
                oxygenmpmmpp8 = cosmpmmpp8**2+sinmpmmpp8**2 
                oxygenpmmppp8 = cospmmppp8**2+sinpmmppp8**2 
                oxygenpmmpmp8 = cospmmpmp8**2+sinpmmpmp8**2 
                oxygenpmmppm8 = cospmmppm8**2+sinpmmppm8**2 
                oxygenpmmmpp8 = cospmmmpp8**2+sinpmmmpp8**2 
 
                oxygenmmpppp9 = cosmmpppp9**2+sinmmpppp9**2 
                oxygenmmppmp9 = cosmmppmp9**2+sinmmppmp9**2 
                oxygenmmpppm9 = cosmmpppm9**2+sinmmpppm9**2 
                oxygenmmpmpp9 = cosmmpmpp9**2+sinmmpmpp9**2 
                oxygenmpmppp9 = cosmpmppp9**2+sinmpmppp9**2 
                oxygenmpmpmp9 = cosmpmpmp9**2+sinmpmpmp9**2 
                oxygenmpmppm9 = cosmpmppm9**2+sinmpmppm9**2 
                oxygenmpmmpp9 = cosmpmmpp9**2+sinmpmmpp9**2 
                oxygenpmmppp9 = cospmmppp9**2+sinpmmppp9**2 
                oxygenpmmpmp9 = cospmmpmp9**2+sinpmmpmp9**2 
                oxygenpmmppm9 = cospmmppm9**2+sinpmmppm9**2 
                oxygenpmmmpp9 = cospmmmpp9**2+sinpmmmpp9**2 
 
                 
                mmpappp1 = mmpcosappp1**2+mmpsinappp1**2 
                mmpappm1 = mmpcosappm1**2+mmpsinappm1**2 
                mmpapmp1 = mmpcosapmp1**2+mmpsinapmp1**2 
                mmpampp1 = mmpcosampp1**2+mmpsinampp1**2 
                mmpappp2 = mmpcosappp2**2+mmpsinappp2**2 
                mmpappm2 = mmpcosappm2**2+mmpsinappm2**2 
                mmpapmp2 = mmpcosapmp2**2+mmpsinapmp2**2 
                mmpampp2 = mmpcosampp2**2+mmpsinampp2**2 
                mmpappp3 = mmpcosappp3**2+mmpsinappp3**2 
                mmpappm3 = mmpcosappm3**2+mmpsinappm3**2 
                mmpapmp3 = mmpcosapmp3**2+mmpsinapmp3**2 
                mmpampp3 = mmpcosampp3**2+mmpsinampp3**2 
                mmpappp4 = mmpcosappp4**2+mmpsinappp4**2 
                mmpappm4 = mmpcosappm4**2+mmpsinappm4**2 
                mmpapmp4 = mmpcosapmp4**2+mmpsinapmp4**2 
                mmpampp4 = mmpcosampp4**2+mmpsinampp4**2 
                mmpappp5 = mmpcosappp5**2+mmpsinappp5**2 
                mmpappm5 = mmpcosappm5**2+mmpsinappm5**2 
                mmpapmp5 = mmpcosapmp5**2+mmpsinapmp5**2 
                mmpampp5 = mmpcosampp5**2+mmpsinampp5**2 
                mmpappp6 = mmpcosappp6**2+mmpsinappp6**2 
                mmpappm6 = mmpcosappm6**2+mmpsinappm6**2 
                mmpapmp6 = mmpcosapmp6**2+mmpsinapmp6**2 
                mmpampp6 = mmpcosampp6**2+mmpsinampp6**2 
                mmpappp7 = mmpcosappp7**2+mmpsinappp7**2 
                mmpappm7 = mmpcosappm7**2+mmpsinappm7**2 
                mmpapmp7 = mmpcosapmp7**2+mmpsinapmp7**2 
                mmpampp7 = mmpcosampp7**2+mmpsinampp7**2 
                mmpappp8 = mmpcosappp8**2+mmpsinappp8**2 
                mmpappm8 = mmpcosappm8**2+mmpsinappm8**2 
                mmpapmp8 = mmpcosapmp8**2+mmpsinapmp8**2 
                mmpampp8 = mmpcosampp8**2+mmpsinampp8**2 
                mmpappp9 = mmpcosappp9**2+mmpsinappp9**2 
                mmpappm9 = mmpcosappm9**2+mmpsinappm9**2 
                mmpapmp9 = mmpcosapmp9**2+mmpsinapmp9**2 
                mmpampp9 = mmpcosampp9**2+mmpsinampp9**2 
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                mpmappp1 = mpmcosappp1**2+mpmsinappp1**2 
                mpmappm1 = mpmcosappm1**2+mpmsinappm1**2 
                mpmapmp1 = mpmcosapmp1**2+mpmsinapmp1**2 
                mpmampp1 = mpmcosampp1**2+mpmsinampp1**2 
                mpmappp2 = mpmcosappp2**2+mpmsinappp2**2 
                mpmappm2 = mpmcosappm2**2+mpmsinappm2**2 
                mpmapmp2 = mpmcosapmp2**2+mpmsinapmp2**2 
                mpmampp2 = mpmcosampp2**2+mpmsinampp2**2 
                mpmappp3 = mpmcosappp3**2+mpmsinappp3**2 
                mpmappm3 = mpmcosappm3**2+mpmsinappm3**2 
                mpmapmp3 = mpmcosapmp3**2+mpmsinapmp3**2 
                mpmampp3 = mpmcosampp3**2+mpmsinampp3**2 
                mpmappp4 = mpmcosappp4**2+mpmsinappp4**2 
                mpmappm4 = mpmcosappm4**2+mpmsinappm4**2 
                mpmapmp4 = mpmcosapmp4**2+mpmsinapmp4**2 
                mpmampp4 = mpmcosampp4**2+mpmsinampp4**2 
                mpmappp5 = mpmcosappp5**2+mpmsinappp5**2 
                mpmappm5 = mpmcosappm5**2+mpmsinappm5**2 
                mpmapmp5 = mpmcosapmp5**2+mpmsinapmp5**2 
                mpmampp5 = mpmcosampp5**2+mpmsinampp5**2 
                mpmappp6 = mpmcosappp6**2+mpmsinappp6**2 
                mpmappm6 = mpmcosappm6**2+mpmsinappm6**2 
                mpmapmp6 = mpmcosapmp6**2+mpmsinapmp6**2 
                mpmampp6 = mpmcosampp6**2+mpmsinampp6**2 
                mpmappp7 = mpmcosappp7**2+mpmsinappp7**2 
                mpmappm7 = mpmcosappm7**2+mpmsinappm7**2 
                mpmapmp7 = mpmcosapmp7**2+mpmsinapmp7**2 
                mpmampp7 = mpmcosampp7**2+mpmsinampp7**2 
                mpmappp8 = mpmcosappp8**2+mpmsinappp8**2 
                mpmappm8 = mpmcosappm8**2+mpmsinappm8**2 
                mpmapmp8 = mpmcosapmp8**2+mpmsinapmp8**2 
                mpmampp8 = mpmcosampp8**2+mpmsinampp8**2 
                mpmappp9 = mpmcosappp9**2+mpmsinappp9**2 
                mpmappm9 = mpmcosappm9**2+mpmsinappm9**2 
                mpmapmp9 = mpmcosapmp9**2+mpmsinapmp9**2 
                mpmampp9 = mpmcosampp9**2+mpmsinampp9**2 
                 
                pmmappp1 = pmmcosappp1**2+pmmsinappp1**2 
                pmmappm1 = pmmcosappm1**2+pmmsinappm1**2 
                pmmapmp1 = pmmcosapmp1**2+pmmsinapmp1**2 
                pmmampp1 = pmmcosampp1**2+pmmsinampp1**2 
                pmmappp2 = pmmcosappp2**2+pmmsinappp2**2 
                pmmappm2 = pmmcosappm2**2+pmmsinappm2**2 
                pmmapmp2 = pmmcosapmp2**2+pmmsinapmp2**2 
                pmmampp2 = pmmcosampp2**2+pmmsinampp2**2 
                pmmappp3 = pmmcosappp3**2+pmmsinappp3**2 
                pmmappm3 = pmmcosappm3**2+pmmsinappm3**2 
                pmmapmp3 = pmmcosapmp3**2+pmmsinapmp3**2 
                pmmampp3 = pmmcosampp3**2+pmmsinampp3**2  
                pmmappp4 = pmmcosappp4**2+pmmsinappp4**2 
                pmmappm4 = pmmcosappm4**2+pmmsinappm4**2 
                pmmapmp4 = pmmcosapmp4**2+pmmsinapmp4**2 
                pmmampp4 = pmmcosampp4**2+pmmsinampp4**2 
                pmmappp5 = pmmcosappp5**2+pmmsinappp5**2 
                pmmappm5 = pmmcosappm5**2+pmmsinappm5**2 
                pmmapmp5 = pmmcosapmp5**2+pmmsinapmp5**2 
                pmmampp5 = pmmcosampp5**2+pmmsinampp5**2 
                pmmappp6 = pmmcosappp6**2+pmmsinappp6**2 
                pmmappm6 = pmmcosappm6**2+pmmsinappm6**2 
                pmmapmp6 = pmmcosapmp6**2+pmmsinapmp6**2 
                pmmampp6 = pmmcosampp6**2+pmmsinampp6**2  
                pmmappp7 = pmmcosappp7**2+pmmsinappp7**2 
                pmmappm7 = pmmcosappm7**2+pmmsinappm7**2 
                pmmapmp7 = pmmcosapmp7**2+pmmsinapmp7**2 
                pmmampp7 = pmmcosampp7**2+pmmsinampp7**2 
                pmmappp8 = pmmcosappp8**2+pmmsinappp8**2 
                pmmappm8 = pmmcosappm8**2+pmmsinappm8**2 
                pmmapmp8 = pmmcosapmp8**2+pmmsinapmp8**2 
                pmmampp8 = pmmcosampp8**2+pmmsinampp8**2 
                pmmappp9 = pmmcosappp9**2+pmmsinappp9**2 
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                pmmappm9 = pmmcosappm9**2+pmmsinappm9**2 
                pmmapmp9 = pmmcosapmp9**2+pmmsinapmp9**2 
                pmmampp9 = pmmcosampp9**2+pmmsinampp9**2  
                 
                qmmp1 = math.sqrt((2*math.pi/(a*2)*h1)**2+(2*math.pi/(a*2)*k1)**2+(2*math.pi/(c*2)*l1)**2) 
                qmmp2 = math.sqrt((2*math.pi/(a*2)*h2)**2+(2*math.pi/(a*2)*k2)**2+(2*math.pi/(c*2)*l2)**2) 
                qmmp3 = math.sqrt((2*math.pi/(a*2)*h3)**2+(2*math.pi/(a*2)*k3)**2+(2*math.pi/(c*2)*l3)**2) 
                qmmp4 = math.sqrt((2*math.pi/(a*2)*h4)**2+(2*math.pi/(a*2)*k4)**2+(2*math.pi/(c*2)*l4)**2) 
                qmmp5 = math.sqrt((2*math.pi/(a*2)*h5)**2+(2*math.pi/(a*2)*k5)**2+(2*math.pi/(c*2)*l5)**2) 
                qmmp6 = math.sqrt((2*math.pi/(a*2)*h6)**2+(2*math.pi/(a*2)*k6)**2+(2*math.pi/(c*2)*l6)**2) 
                qmmp7 = math.sqrt((2*math.pi/(a*2)*h7)**2+(2*math.pi/(a*2)*k7)**2+(2*math.pi/(c*2)*l7)**2) 
                qmmp8 = math.sqrt((2*math.pi/(a*2)*h8)**2+(2*math.pi/(a*2)*k8)**2+(2*math.pi/(c*2)*l8)**2) 
                qmmp9 = math.sqrt((2*math.pi/(a*2)*h9)**2+(2*math.pi/(a*2)*k9)**2+(2*math.pi/(c*2)*l9)**2) 
 
                eta1 = math.asin(wavelength*qmmp1/(4*math.pi)*math.pi/180) 
                eta2 = math.asin(wavelength*qmmp2/(4*math.pi)*math.pi/180) 
                eta3 = math.asin(wavelength*qmmp3/(4*math.pi)*math.pi/180) 
                eta4 = math.asin(wavelength*qmmp4/(4*math.pi)*math.pi/180) 
                eta5 = math.asin(wavelength*qmmp5/(4*math.pi)*math.pi/180) 
                eta6 = math.asin(wavelength*qmmp6/(4*math.pi)*math.pi/180) 
                eta7 = math.asin(wavelength*qmmp7/(4*math.pi)*math.pi/180) 
                eta8 = math.asin(wavelength*qmmp8/(4*math.pi)*math.pi/180) 
                eta9 = math.asin(wavelength*qmmp9/(4*math.pi)*math.pi/180) 
                 
                ofactor1 = float(3.7504*math.exp(-16.5151*(qmmp1/(4*math.pi))**2)+2.8429*math.exp(-
6.592*(qmmp1/(4*math.pi))**2)+1.543*math.exp(-.3192*(qmmp1/(4*math.pi))**2)+1.621*math.exp(-
43.349*(qmmp1/(4*math.pi))**2)+.24206) 
                ofactor2 = float(3.7504*math.exp(-16.5151*(qmmp2/(4*math.pi))**2)+2.8429*math.exp(-
6.592*(qmmp2/(4*math.pi))**2)+1.543*math.exp(-.3192*(qmmp2/(4*math.pi))**2)+1.621*math.exp(-
43.349*(qmmp2/(4*math.pi))**2)+.24206) 
                ofactor3 = float(3.7504*math.exp(-16.5151*(qmmp3/(4*math.pi))**2)+2.8429*math.exp(-
6.592*(qmmp3/(4*math.pi))**2)+1.543*math.exp(-.3192*(qmmp3/(4*math.pi))**2)+1.621*math.exp(-
43.349*(qmmp3/(4*math.pi))**2)+.24206) 
                ofactor4 = float(3.7504*math.exp(-16.5151*(qmmp4/(4*math.pi))**2)+2.8429*math.exp(-
6.592*(qmmp4/(4*math.pi))**2)+1.543*math.exp(-.3192*(qmmp4/(4*math.pi))**2)+1.621*math.exp(-
43.349*(qmmp4/(4*math.pi))**2)+.24206) 
                ofactor5 = float(3.7504*math.exp(-16.5151*(qmmp5/(4*math.pi))**2)+2.8429*math.exp(-
6.592*(qmmp5/(4*math.pi))**2)+1.543*math.exp(-.3192*(qmmp5/(4*math.pi))**2)+1.621*math.exp(-
43.349*(qmmp5/(4*math.pi))**2)+.24206) 
                ofactor6 = float(3.7504*math.exp(-16.5151*(qmmp6/(4*math.pi))**2)+2.8429*math.exp(-
6.592*(qmmp6/(4*math.pi))**2)+1.543*math.exp(-.3192*(qmmp6/(4*math.pi))**2)+1.621*math.exp(-
43.349*(qmmp6/(4*math.pi))**2)+.24206) 
                ofactor7 = float(3.7504*math.exp(-16.5151*(qmmp7/(4*math.pi))**2)+2.8429*math.exp(-
6.592*(qmmp7/(4*math.pi))**2)+1.543*math.exp(-.3192*(qmmp7/(4*math.pi))**2)+1.621*math.exp(-
43.349*(qmmp7/(4*math.pi))**2)+.24206) 
                ofactor8 = float(3.7504*math.exp(-16.5151*(qmmp8/(4*math.pi))**2)+2.8429*math.exp(-
6.592*(qmmp8/(4*math.pi))**2)+1.543*math.exp(-.3192*(qmmp8/(4*math.pi))**2)+1.621*math.exp(-
43.349*(qmmp8/(4*math.pi))**2)+.24206) 




                lafactor1 = float(-211.99*(qmmp1/(4*math.pi))**6+889.67*(qmmp1/(4*math.pi))**5-
1441.6*(qmmp1/(4*math.pi))**4+1106.1*(qmmp1/(4*math.pi))**3-363.47*(qmmp1/(4*math.pi))**2-
17.806*(qmmp1/(4*math.pi))+54.005) 
                lafactor2 = float(-211.99*(qmmp2/(4*math.pi))**6+889.67*(qmmp2/(4*math.pi))**5-
1441.6*(qmmp2/(4*math.pi))**4+1106.1*(qmmp2/(4*math.pi))**3-363.47*(qmmp2/(4*math.pi))**2-
17.806*(qmmp2/(4*math.pi))+54.005) 
                lafactor3 = float(-211.99*(qmmp3/(4*math.pi))**6+889.67*(qmmp3/(4*math.pi))**5-
1441.6*(qmmp3/(4*math.pi))**4+1106.1*(qmmp3/(4*math.pi))**3-363.47*(qmmp3/(4*math.pi))**2-
17.806*(qmmp3/(4*math.pi))+54.005) 
                lafactor4 = float(-211.99*(qmmp4/(4*math.pi))**6+889.67*(qmmp4/(4*math.pi))**5-
1441.6*(qmmp4/(4*math.pi))**4+1106.1*(qmmp4/(4*math.pi))**3-363.47*(qmmp4/(4*math.pi))**2-
17.806*(qmmp4/(4*math.pi))+54.005) 
                lafactor5 = float(-211.99*(qmmp5/(4*math.pi))**6+889.67*(qmmp5/(4*math.pi))**5-
1441.6*(qmmp5/(4*math.pi))**4+1106.1*(qmmp5/(4*math.pi))**3-363.47*(qmmp5/(4*math.pi))**2-
17.806*(qmmp5/(4*math.pi))+54.005) 
                lafactor6 = float(-211.99*(qmmp6/(4*math.pi))**6+889.67*(qmmp6/(4*math.pi))**5-
1441.6*(qmmp6/(4*math.pi))**4+1106.1*(qmmp6/(4*math.pi))**3-363.47*(qmmp6/(4*math.pi))**2-
17.806*(qmmp6/(4*math.pi))+54.005) 
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                lafactor7 = float(-211.99*(qmmp7/(4*math.pi))**6+889.67*(qmmp7/(4*math.pi))**5-
1441.6*(qmmp7/(4*math.pi))**4+1106.1*(qmmp7/(4*math.pi))**3-363.47*(qmmp7/(4*math.pi))**2-
17.806*(qmmp7/(4*math.pi))+54.005) 
                lafactor8 = float(-211.99*(qmmp8/(4*math.pi))**6+889.67*(qmmp8/(4*math.pi))**5-
1441.6*(qmmp8/(4*math.pi))**4+1106.1*(qmmp8/(4*math.pi))**3-363.47*(qmmp8/(4*math.pi))**2-
17.806*(qmmp8/(4*math.pi))+54.005) 
                lafactor9 = float(-211.99*(qmmp9/(4*math.pi))**6+889.67*(qmmp9/(4*math.pi))**5-
1441.6*(qmmp9/(4*math.pi))**4+1106.1*(qmmp9/(4*math.pi))**3-363.47*(qmmp9/(4*math.pi))**2-
17.806*(qmmp9/(4*math.pi))+54.005) 
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                ni1 = str(i1/i1) 
                ni2 = str(i2/i1) 
                ni3 = str(i3/i1) 
                ni4 = str(i4/i1) 
                ni5 = str(i5/i1) 
                ni6 = str(i6/i1) 
                ni7 = str(i7/i1) 
                ni8 = str(i8/i1) 
                ni9 = str(i9/i1) 
 
                nm1 = str(measuredhkl1/measuredhkl1) 
                nm2 = str(measuredhkl2/measuredhkl1) 
                nm3 = str(measuredhkl3/measuredhkl1) 
                nm4 = str(measuredhkl4/measuredhkl1) 
                nm5 = str(measuredhkl5/measuredhkl1) 
                nm6 = str(measuredhkl6/measuredhkl1) 
                nm7 = str(measuredhkl7/measuredhkl1) 
                nm8 = str(measuredhkl8/measuredhkl1) 
                nm9 = str(measuredhkl9/measuredhkl1) 
 
                logchi1 = str((math.log10(measuredhkl1/measuredhkl1)-math.log10(i1/i1))**2) 
                logchi2 = str((math.log10(measuredhkl2/measuredhkl1)-math.log10(i2/i1))**2) 
                logchi3 = str((math.log10(measuredhkl3/measuredhkl1)-math.log10(i3/i1))**2) 
                logchi4 = str((math.log10(measuredhkl4/measuredhkl1)-math.log10(i4/i1))**2) 
                logchi5 = str((math.log10(measuredhkl5/measuredhkl1)-math.log10(i5/i1))**2) 
                logchi6 = str((math.log10(measuredhkl6/measuredhkl1)-math.log10(i6/i1))**2) 
                logchi7 = str((math.log10(measuredhkl7/measuredhkl1)-math.log10(i7/i1))**2) 
                logchi8 = str((math.log10(measuredhkl8/measuredhkl1)-math.log10(i8/i1))**2) 
                logchi9 = str((math.log10(measuredhkl9/measuredhkl1)-math.log10(i9/i1))**2) 
                 
                chi1 = str(((measuredhkl1/measuredhkl1)-(i1/i1))**2) 
                chi2 = str(((measuredhkl2/measuredhkl1)-(i2/i1))**2) 
                chi3 = str(((measuredhkl3/measuredhkl1)-(i3/i1))**2) 
                chi4 = str(((measuredhkl4/measuredhkl1)-(i4/i1))**2) 
                chi5 = str(((measuredhkl5/measuredhkl1)-(i5/i1))**2) 
                chi6 = str(((measuredhkl6/measuredhkl1)-(i6/i1))**2) 
                chi7 = str(((measuredhkl7/measuredhkl1)-(i7/i1))**2) 
                chi8 = str(((measuredhkl8/measuredhkl1)-(i8/i1))**2) 
                chi9 = str(((measuredhkl9/measuredhkl1)-(i9/i1))**2) 
                ch1 = float(((measuredhkl1/measuredhkl1)-(i1/i1))**2) 
                ch2 = float(((measuredhkl2/measuredhkl1)-(i2/i1))**2) 
                ch3 = float(((measuredhkl3/measuredhkl1)-(i3/i1))**2) 
                ch4 = float(((measuredhkl4/measuredhkl1)-(i4/i1))**2) 
                ch5 = float(((measuredhkl5/measuredhkl1)-(i5/i1))**2) 
                ch6 = float(((measuredhkl6/measuredhkl1)-(i6/i1))**2) 
                ch7 = float(((measuredhkl7/measuredhkl1)-(i7/i1))**2) 
                ch8 = float(((measuredhkl8/measuredhkl1)-(i8/i1))**2) 
                ch9 = float(((measuredhkl9/measuredhkl1)-(i9/i1))**2) 
                 
                chisq = float(ch1+ch2+ch3+ch4+ch5+ch6+ch7+ch8+ch9) 
                logchisq = str((math.log10(measuredhkl1/measuredhkl1)-math.log10(i1/i1))**2+(math.log10(measuredhkl2/measuredhkl1)-
math.log10(i2/i1))**2+(math.log10(measuredhkl3/measuredhkl1)-math.log10(i3/i1))**2+(math.log10(measuredhkl4/measuredhkl1)-
math.log10(i4/i1))**2+(math.log10(measuredhkl5/measuredhkl1)-math.log10(i5/i1))**2+(math.log10(measuredhkl6/measuredhkl1)-




                if chisq < 0.1: 
                    print (alpha, beta, gamma, d1, d2, d3, chisq) 
                if chisq < oldchi: 
                    oldchi = chisq 
                    ld1 = d1 
                    ld2 = d2 
                    print (alpha, beta, gamma, d1, d2, d3, chisq) 
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